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I. INTRODUCTION

Opposer Larry Pitt & Associates, P.C. (“Larry Pitt”) hereby opposes Lundy Law’s

motion for summary judgment.

This Opposition involves the general right of law firms to ask their own potential clients

to remember their name or telephone number in advertising and associated marketing materials.

Lundy Law is seeking protection of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME as a trademark based

on its own use of this common instruction. The phrase actually used by Lundy Law is

“INJURED? REMEMBER THIS NAME 1-800-LUNDYLAW” — not simply the command to

“REMEMBER THIS NAME,” which is the phrase sought to be registered. The common

instruction to “REMEMBER THIS NAME” accompanied by the name of the law firm, or the

instruction to “REMEMBER THIS NUMBER” used over a business’ telephone number is — and

has been — used by countless other businesses and law firms. Lundy Law’s objective in

attempting to register such a common and ordinary phrase is to prevent other law firms from a

basic marketing concept. Opposer, Larry Pitt, a law firm and competitor of Lundy Law, has

opposed this attempt to register a phrase that is — and should be — in the public domain.

Lundy Law’s summary judgment motion can be boiled down to the following arguments,

none of which are material to this matter: 1. Lundy Law claims that it has used the phrase

REMEMBER THIS NAME; 2. the Trademark Office has accepted the phrase initially for

registration; and 3. the individual word components of the phrase, and in particular, the

combination of “remember this” are not defined by a dictionary as meaning a “law firm” and; 4.

other companies have registered slogans that include the term “remember.” These arguments —

and what Lundy Law considers supporting “facts” are an insufficient basis for summary

judgment. Lundy Law’s motion for summary judgment does not address the Very legal or factual



issues of this Opposition, namely, that the phrase cannot be protected. Accordingly, Lundy

Law’s summary judgment motion should be denied.

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS1

A. Larfl Pitt and Law Firm Marketing

Opposer, Larry Pitt, is a law firm located in the greater Philadelphia area offering

representation in personal injury, workers’ compensation and social security disability matters.

Meloff Decl. ‘H2. Like many attorneys practicing in these areas, it advertises to the general

public. Meloff Decl.1l 3. Larry Pitt, Esq. has practiced law for more than 37 years, and Opposer,

Larry Pitt & Associates, P.C. has been in business for more than 33 years. Meloff Decl. 112.

Opposer was one of the first law firms to publicly advertise. Meloff Decl. 1l3. This advertising

includes advertising located in and around public transportation. Meloff Decl. 113. The primary

goal of such advertising is for consumers to remember the name and phone number of the law

firm. Meloff Decl. at 1] 4. Without question, successful attorney advertising leads to consumers

to remember the name and number of a law firm. Fishman Report at 5 and 6. Lundy Law does

not dispute this. In particular, consumers seeking representation on personal matters rely on

public advertising when seeking legal counsel. Fishman Report at 4 and 5. In fact, for many

attorneys, public advertising of the firm name and telephone number is its chief method of

marketing. Fishman Report at 4. The success of such law firms hinge on whether potential

clients are able to remember the f1rm’s name and the firm’s number. Fishman Report at 6.

1 The declarations of Phyllis Meloff (“Meloff Decl.”), dated May 27, 2014 and Jacqueline M/
Lesser (“Lesser Decl.”), dated May 28, 2014 , and the Expert Report of Ross Fishman (“Fishman
Report”), dated May 28, 2014 are submitted herewith.
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In April 2012, Larry Pitt created new advertising, as shown below:

Injured at work?

Injured in an accident?

0 Workers Compensation Law
- Personal Injury Law
- Social Security Disability

The ads included Larry Pitt’s name and number with the words “REMEMBER THIS

NUMBER” over 1-888-PITT.LAW. Meloff Decl. W5 and 6. The phrase “REMEMBER THIS

NUMBER” appeared as part of the advertising copy over the telephone number. It was included

after discussions with, and with the input and at the suggestion of Larry Pitt’s advertising

agency, Titan 360. Meloff Decl. W5 and 6. These ads were distributed in the Philadelphia area

to over 800 locations. MeloffDec1. 117.

In October 2012, Lundy Law applied to register the phrase “REMEMBER THIS NAME”

and on March 4, 2013, filed suit against Larry Pitt, contending that the use of the instruction

REMEMBER THIS NUMBER over Larry Pitt’s telephone number constituted trademark

infringement of Lundy Law’s use of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME.2 The complaint

2 Copies of the Complaint and motion papers in Lundy Law LLP v. Larry Pitt & Associates, Case
2:13-cv-01161-JHS (E.D. Pa.) are attached as Exhibit A to the Declaration of Jacqueline M.
Lesser in support of Larry Pitt’s motion under Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(d). (TTAB Dkt. 8).

3



was voluntarily dismissed without prejudice prior to Larry Pitt’s answer of the complaint, or a

ruling on the then-pending preliminary injunction motion.

B. Lundy Law’s Marketing of INJURED? REMEMBER THIS NAME

Lundy Law is also a law firm located in Philadelphia. Like Opposer, and countless other

law firms and other businesses, Lundy Law uses advertising on and around public transportation

to advertise its firm. Lundy Law engages in advertising of its name and phone number, which

always includes the name “Lundy Law. As Leonard Lundy, the principal of the firm has stated,

“We needed something memorable, our own icon so to speak. .. Our name is our phone number,

is our website,” says Lundy. It was so easy to remember...” Lesser Decl. 116. (emphasis added).

Lundy Law states that it began use of the phrase on a banner at a Philadelphia Souls Game in

May 2011. Lesser Decl. 112 3 The phrase was not intended 

 Lesser Decl. 117.

(LUNDY01615). As Tami Sortman, Lundy Law Director of Marketing instructed: the slogan

was used in all marketing and advertising materials above the name Lundy Law. Lesser Decl.

1l_ LUNDY01615 REDACT). The phrase had not left much of a consumer impression prior to

the filing of the trademark application even after advertising commenced. Almost eight months

later, Lundy Law’s director of marketing conceded that 

_Lesser Decl. 117. (LUNDY01588)

The phrase used by Lundy Law was “INJURED? REMEMBER THIS NAME. 1-800-

LUNDY LAW,” but the trademark application that Lundy Law filed was for a portion of the

entire phrase: REMEMBER THIS NAME. In the application, Leonard Lundy, as officer and

signatory states: “to the best of his/her knowledge and belief no other person, firm, corporation,

or association has the right to use the mark in commerce...” Lundy Law made this statement by

 

3 Lundy Law’s response to Interrogatory No. 5



selective ignorance: there were countless references to the memorability of law flI’lTl names,

other lawyer promotional pieces that use REMEMBER THIS NAME or REMEMBER THIS

NUMBER. Fishman Report at Attachment B. Yet, Lundy Law did not even conduct a common-

law trademark search of slogans before it attempted to register “REMEMBER THIS NAME.”

Lesser Dec]. 113. 4

In connection with its trademark application, Lundy Law submitted the following

specimen of use:

 
The specimen shows the use of the phrase INJURED? REMEMBER THIS NAME as

shorthand for: “if you are injured, remember this name, 1-800-LUNDYLAW.” Despite the fact

that the slogan sought to be registered is different from the slogan on the specimen, the

Trademark Examining Attorney accepted the specimen without requiring a substitute.5 In fact,

every reference produced by Lundy Law in discovery shows the use of the phrase as a

4 Lundy Law’s Admissions 15 and 16
5 An application based on Trademark Act Section 1(a) must include a specimen showing the
applied-for mark in use in commerce for each class of goods and/or services. 37
C.F.R.§§2.34(a)(l)(iv), TMEP §§904, 904.07(a). The mark on the drawing must be a
substantially exact representation of the mark on the specimen. 37 C.F.R.§2.51(a); TMEP§
807. l2(a).



component of “INJURED? REMEMBER THIS NAME” or a similar phrase. 6 There are no uses

of REMEMBER THIS NAME alone. In every instance, the phrase is used with the Lundy Law

name. The name LUNDY LAW is much larger than any of the advertising copy — including the

“INJURED? REMEMBER THIS NAME” tagline.

INJLIREB? REMEMBER THIS NAME

H\ll,lw'\ DINKHH [H X \\('Illl\| I25‘ Cl I'\1['l\\.'\llU\‘

w\\'\\‘.Lund§‘Law.com

iI{E‘l\IEMBEl:

“WI

6 Declaration of Leonard Lundy, submitted in support of summary judgment.
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III. LUNDY LAW’S CLAIMED STATEMENT OF FACTS

The following “facts” presented in support of Lundy Law’s motion are either not

material to Lundy Law’s motion, or disputed:

1. Lundy Law’s use of the mark
REMEMBER THIS NAME began on

May 16, 2011. Since that time, the
mark has been used extensively and

continuously by Lundy.

On October 31, 2012, Lundy Law filed

an application, Serial No. 85/767,757
with the USPTO, to register on the

Principal Register the mark
REMEMBER THIS NAME for legal

services in International Class 45. See

the attached Declaration of Magdalena

Lozada attached with a true and correct

copy of the current file history of
Application Serial No. 85/767,757,
attached as Exhibit 26.

Application Serial No. 85/767 included,
as a specimen of Lundy Law’s use of
the mark, a photograph of Lundy Law’s

advertising promonently displayed on
the back of a SEPTA bus.

The REMEMBER THIS NAME

application was published for

Opposition on April 9, 2013

The USPTO found the mark

REMEMBER THIS NAME to be

inherently distinctive as evidenced by
the fact that it was an application on the

Principal Register that was published

for Opposition without a showing of

acquired distinctiveness.

Application Serial No. 85/767,757 was

published for legal services, in
International Class 45.

Disputed, Applicant has put forth no evidence
substantiating a date of first use, or that this
use was as a trademark in interstate commerce.

It is disputed that the mere filing of the

application purports to give the Applicant
rights in a phrase as a trademark.At the time of
the filing of the application, third parties had
been using REMEMBER THIS NAME,
REMEMBER THIS NUMBER, and the

concept of memorability of law firm names
well known. Fishman Report at 5 and 6.

Admitted that Lundy Law has advertised the

phrase INJURED? REMEMBER THIS
NAME, prominently on the back of a SEPTA
bus. This use shows that the phrase does not
function as a trademark.

Admitted

Disputed. Decisions of the USPTO are not
binding authority on whether a mark is
inherently distinctive. A generic term should
not remain registered simply because other

such marks appear on the register. In re

Scholastic Testing Service, Inc., 196 USPQ

517 (TTAB 1977).

Admitted.



7. The REMEMBER THIS NAME mark

is not the name or an acronym or

initialization for legal services and it

does not describe a quality,

characteristic, function, feature,

purpose or use of Applicant’s legal
services.

8. The USPTO routinely allows

trademarks that are phrases or slogans

on the Principal Register without a

showing of acquired distinctiveness
where the phrase or slogan is not

descriptive of an applicant’s goods or
services. Examples of such

registrations are listed hereinafter and
are shown in the attached declaration of

Magdalena Lozada and exhibits
attached as Exhibits 27-26.

IV. ARGUMENT

Disputed. REMEMBER THIS NAME
describes the goal of a legal service provider in
advertising its services, and an instruction to a
consumer when seeking legal representation.

See Report of Ross Fishman.

Disputed. Third party registrations submitted
are of very limited probative value. It is well-
settled that neither the Board nor the Federal

Circuit is bound by prior determinations by the
USPTO. See In Re Nett Designs Inc., 236 F.

3d 1339, 57 USPQ 2d 1564, 1566 (Fed. Cir.

2001).

Summary judgment is only appropriate where there are no genuine issues of material fact

in dispute, and additional evidence, beyond that which is already available in connection with the

motion, could not be reasonably expected to change the result. Fed.R.Civ. P 56(c); University

Book Store v. University of Wisconsin Bd. ofRegents, 33 USPQ 2d 1385, 1389 (TTAB 1994).

The movant has the burden of showing the absence of any genuine issue as to all the material

facts, and that it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Copelands ’ Enterprises Inc. v. CNV

Inc., 945 F.2d 1563, 20 USPQ 2d 1295 (Fed. Cir. 1991). The movant is held to a stringent

standard on summary judgment. See 10A Wright, Miller & Kane, Federal Practice and

Procedure‘ Civil 3d §2727 (1998). j

“In deciding a motion for summary judgment, the Board may not resolve an issue of fact;

it may only determine whether a genuine issue of material fact exists. TBMP §528.01, Meyers v.

Brooks Shoe, Inc., 912 F. 2d 1459, 16 USPQ2d 1055, 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1990). (Summary



judgment reversed, movant did not meet its initial burden). All doubts as to whether or not

particular factual issues are genuinely in dispute must be resolved against the moving party and,

similarly, all inferences to be drawn from the undisputed facts must be viewed in the light most

favorable to the nonmoving party. Flatley v. Trump, 11 USPQ2d 1284, 1287 (TTAB 1989) and

cases cited therein. See also, Olde Tyme Foods Inc. v. Roundy’s Inc., 961 F.2d 200, 22 USPQ2d

1542, 1544 (Fed.Cir. 1992).

A. Lundy Law has failed to demonstrate an absence of genuine issues to all
material facts

At the outset, Lundy Law must meet its prima facie burden that would afford it the right

to judgment if undisputed. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56. Yet, Lundy Law submits no facts that would be

conclusively determinative of a right to register. To meet its threshhold burden, Lundy Law must

make some relevant showing that the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME is not generic, merely

descriptive, and that it acts as a mark. First, the Trademark Examining Attorney’s initial

acceptance of REMEMBER THIS NAME is not conclusive evidence of registrability since the

Board is not bound by the decisions of examining attorneys during ex parte examination. In re

Nett Designs, Inc. 57 USPQ 2d at 1566. Second, the fact that there are third party slogan

registrations that include the term “remember” without a showing of secondary meaning is

immaterial, and irrelevant to the issue of genericness or descriptiveness. The Board is not bound

by other registrations for slogans that include the word “remember” but must decide each case on

its own merits.” Id. at 1566. Third, Lundy Law submits no evidence of acquired distinctiveness

— it merely relies on an argument that the common phrase is inherently distinctive. Lastly, Lundy

Law’s only argument that the phrase function as a mark is to imply that all of the advertising is

large, and in certain instances many words on the ads are in separate colors. Motion at 16. Not

only has Lundy Law missed its initial burden of proof on summary judgment, but even if the



burden has shifted to Opposer, summary judgment must be denied because of the genuine

material facts in dispute.

B. Genuine material facts are in dis ute on the issues of enericness
distinctiveness and whether the phrase functions as a trademark.

1. The phrase is generic.

Genericness by its nature is a factual issue. In re Reed Elsevier Props. Inc., 82 USPQ 2d

1378, 1380 (Fed. Cir. 2007). It is determined by actual common usage. In re Deutsche Airbus

GmbH, 224 USPQ 611, 614 n. 12 (TTAB 1984). Case law has recognized that competitor use of

a phrase — or even particular terms within a phrase — is persuasive evidence of genericness.

BellSouth Corp. v. DataNational Corp., 60 F. 3d 1565, 35 USPQ2d 1554 (Fed. Cir. 1995),

Phillip Morris Incorporated, et al. v. Williamson Tobacco Corporation, 230 USPQ 172, 176

(TTAB 1986). As shown in the attached Fishman Report, there are many third party instances of

the phrase “REMEMBER THIS NAME.” It does not matter whether, as Lundy Law argues, the

individual words, “remember,” “this” and “name,” or this partial phrase “REMEMBER THIS

NAME” (as opposed to “INJURED? REMEMBER THIS NAME,” which is how the phrase is

used in the specimens submitted to the USPTO) appear in a dictionary separately or in

combination as a synonym for “law firm.” Motion at 10 -11. Any number of generic words or

slogans are not found in dictionaries. Continental Airlines Inc. V. United Air Lines Inc., 53 USPQ

2d 1385, 1393 (TTAB 1999). The instruction to “REMEMBER THIS NAME” is in common

USE.

The questions of genericness, and nondistinctiveness arise as a factual issue as of the time

that registration is sought. Callaway Vineyard & Winery v. Endsley Capital Group, Inc., 63

USPQ 1919 (TTAB 2002). At the time that Lundy Law submitted its application to register

REMEMBER THIS NAME, third party law firms and other businesses were using

“REMEMBER THIS NAME” and “REMEMBER THIS NUMBER” in their own advertising.

10



Fishman Report; Attachment B. Larry Pitt was already using REMEMBER THIS NUMBER

within the context of its own advertising. Meloff Decl. 1111 6 and 7. Other law firms routinely ask

consumers to remember their names and numbers. Fishman Report at 6, Attachment B; Lesser

Decl. 113.7 Without question, law firms that advertise publicly do so with the ultimate goal of

having consumers remember their name, and their number, so that consumers may call and retain

the firm for services. Fishman Report at 6. In particular, clients for personal services, such as

personal injury matters, are generally unsophisticated and seek representation based on public

advertising. Fishman Report at 5. Thus, instructive phrases above a name or telephone number

are essential to this advertising. Fishman Report at 6. The point of all of these ads is to get the

viewer to remember the name to call. There is nothing source indicating about this common

instruction.

The concept of name recollection in attorney advertising is a generic concept that is

widespread in the legal community. Fishman Report at 5 and 9. Verbalizing a generic concept

does not make the generic concept a trademark. See e.g. Loglan Institute Inc. v. Logical

Language Group, Inc., 962 F. 2d 1038, 22 USPQ 2d 1531 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (registration of name

of new logical language inappropriate as generic concept, registration cancelled). Third party

registration of a generic term, does not lend credibility to a claim that others have registered

“REMEMBER THIS” marks. A generic term should not remain registered simply because other

such marks appear on the register. In re Scholastic Testing Service, Inc., 196 USPQ 517 (TTAB

1977). While there may be other ways for a law firm to encourage consumers to “REMEMBER

THIS NAME,” the sheer fact that other equally generic phrases are available for competitive use

does not mean that Lundy Law may claim exclusive rights to a particular generic phrase. In re

Sun Oil Co., 426 F. 2d 201 (CCPA 1970).

 

7 Lundy Law’s Admissions 1 and 2
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2. The phrase is merely descriptive and nondistinctive

In context, it is clear that if the slogan is not generic, it is a merely descriptive phrase that

others have the right to use, and is unregistrable for this reason. Remington Products Inc. v.

North American Philips Corporation, 892 F. 2d 1576, 13 USPQ 2d 1444, 1448 (Fed. Cir. 1990).

(reversing the Board’s decision that TRAVEL CARE was suggestive and registrable). Law firms

have the right to ask consumers to remember them — that is the goal of law firm advertising.

Fishman Report at 6. Meloff Decl. 114. The phrase: “INJURED? REMEMBER THIS NAME” is

shorthand for “Are you injured? Remember the name and number of this law firm, 1-800-

LUNDYLAW.” The shorthand version of a common phrase does not make the shorthand

version more protectable as a trademark. Id. at 1448 (travel care as short hand for travel personal

care is not suggestive, but generic or merely descriptive and thus unregistrable).

Further, “where opposer is not claiming trademark rights but merely freedom to continue

[to use] a descriptive use, the situation must be judged and the right to registration decided on the

basis of the factual situation as of the time when registration is sought.” Dewalt, Inc. v. Magna

Power Tool Corp., 289 F. 2d 656, 129 USPQ 275, 277 (C.C.P.A. 1961). Phrases generally

common in a particular field of use cannot be inherently distinctive. In re Chippendales USA,

Inc., 622 F.3d 1346, 96 USPQ 2d 1681, 1687 (Fed. Cir. 2010). It is very clear that, at the time

that registration was sought, there was considerable press in the legal community on the

memorability of law firm names. Fishman Report, Attachment B. Personal injury law firms are

extraordinarily direct in terms of the service they are marketing and the recognition of their

name. Fishman Report at 5. Third party law firms have consumers to remember their names and

numbers. Fishman Report at 6. Countless articles have appeared in the press on whether a law

firm name and number is memorable. Businesses generally have asked consumers to remember

12



their name, or remember their number. Fishman Report, Attachment B. Like other firms, Lundy

Law wants its name to be “memorable.” Lesser Dec]. 113.8

A claim of inherent or acquired distinctiveness must be determined from the perspective

of the relevant class or classes of actual or prospective purchasers for applicant’s goods. See In

re Cox Enterprises Inc., 82 USPQ 2d 1040, 1042 (TTAB 2007); In re Bed & Brealdast Registry,

229 USPQ 818, 819 (Fed. Cir. 1986). Consumers faced with multiple law firms, look to the

name of the firm for source identification — not statements such as “CALL TODAY,” ‘NO FEE

UNLESS WE WIN”, ‘INJURED? WE CAN HELP?‘ or “INJURED? REMEMBER THIS

NAME.” Fishman Report at 5 and 6. These are all common phrases with no independent source

indication. Such a common instruction as “REMEMBER THIS NAME” or “REMEMBER

THIS NUMBER” should not be given the benefits of Section 7(b) of the Lanham Act. Dewalt

129 USPQ at 279 -280. ( affording DeWalt registration to a common phrase “Power Shop”,

would “put it in possession of prima facie proof of a right it does not have, which it might at any

time decide to assert against Magna.”). There is no indication that the Lanham Act was meant to

deprive commercial speakers of the ordinary utility of descriptive words. KP Permanent Make-

up, Inc. LLP v. Lasting Impression I Inc. 543 U.S. 111, 121 (2004). Fishman Report at 8. Lundy

Law has already brought suit against Larry Pitt for Larry Pitt’s use of the descriptive,

instructional request to consumers to “REMEMBER THIS NUMBER.” Registration of the

common instruction: REMEMBER THIS NAME would improperly give Lundy Law the

imprimatur of exclusive rights to this phrase, to the detriment of other law firms or businesses

who similarly may request that consumers remember their own business names and telephone

numbers.

 

8 Lundy Law’s Admissions 1 and 2
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Furthermore, Lundy Law’s own documents show that the phrase was not intended as a

trademark — Lundy Law needed a phrase to help support making its name, Lundy Law, more

memorable. Lesser Decl. 116. It was a slogan, like its other slogans, merely intended to get

consumers to call. Lesser Declaration 113. 9 It was always intended to be used with the LUNDY

LAW name or vanity number 1-800-LUNDYLAW. Lesser Decl. 11113.10 The internal subjective

impressions and uses of the phrase show the genericness or mere descriptiveness of the phrase.

See e.g. T. Marzetti Co. v. Roksam Baking Co., 102 USPQ 2d 1801, 1804 (6th Cir. 2012).

Although under De Walt, the phrase “REMEMBER THIS NAME” could not be registered

even with a showing of secondary meaning, Id. at 279, Lundy Law has offered absolutely no

evidence of secondary meaning in the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME. Lundy Law has

introduced no surveys, no advertising figures, no consumer testimonials. Ads from before

October 31. 2012 are limited 

—Lesser Decl. 117. Because Lundy Law never uses the phrase alone —

there is no way to tell whether consumers could even identify the phrase alone with a single

source. Fishman Report at 5 and 8; Lesser Decl. 11 2. H

3. The phrase does not function as a trademark.

A party cannot protect or enforce a designation that is used only in a non-trademark

manner, as a common instruction rather than a source identifier. Interactive Products Corp. v.

A2Z Mobile Oflice Solutions, Inc. 326 F.3d 687, 695 (6‘h Cir. 2003). This is especially true of

slogans, or sentences that are used in the context of an instruction, such as Lundy Law’s call to

action to “REMEMBER THIS NAME.” The Trademark Manual of Examining Procedure

teaches that: “Not everything that a party adopts and uses with the intent that it function as a

 

9 Lundy Law’s Admissions 2 and 31
10 Lundy Law’s Admission 30, Response to Interrogatory No. 6
11 Lundy Law’s response to Interrogatory No. 6
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trademark necessarily achieves this goal or is legally capable of doing so, and not everything

that is recognized or associated with a party is necessarily a registrable trademark. As the Court

of Customs and Patent Appeals observed in In re The Standard Oil Co, 275 F.2d 945, 947, 125

USPQ 227, 229 (C.C.P.A. 1960):‘The Trademark Act is not an act to register words but to

register trademarks. Before there can be registrability, there must be a trademark (or service

mark) and, unless word have been so used; they cannot qualify for registration.” TMEP 1202.

“REMEMBER THIS NAME” is inherently incapable of functioning as a trademark to identify

and distinguish the source of the products in connection with which they are used. In re Eagle

Crest, 96 USPQ 1227, 1229 (TTAB 2010) (quoting Am. Velcro, Inc. v. Charles Mayer Studios,

Inc., 177 USPQ 149, 154 (TTAB 1973)). See also R..I.Ants, Inc. v. Marinelli Enters., 771 F.

Supp. 2d 475, 492 (E.D.Pa. 2011) (finding A TASTE OF PHILLY for gift baskets containing

foods from Philly unprotectable).

Although Lundy Law would have the Board believe that size matters — i.e., that the large

typeface of all of the words on a publicly displayed ad makes all of the ad copy capable of

trademark significance -- that is not the case. Use of this phrase, in context, leads to the

conclusion that the phrase “REMEMBER THIS NAME” simply fails to function as a mark.

The phrase is merely a component of “INJURED? REMEMBER THIS NAME 1-800-

LUNDYLAW.” It is not even used consistently -- sometimes it is a component of “YOU

ONLY HAVE TO DO ONE THING. REMEMBER THIS NAME LUNDY LAW.”

Sometimes, it is used as “I’M GLAD I REMEMBER THE NAME.” From a marketing

perspective, the use of “INJURED? REMEMBER THIS NAME” is merely a prelude to the

brand name, LUNDY LAW. Fishman Report at 6.

Ordinary slogans and phrases such as “remember this name” simply do not qualify for

trademark protection. See e.g., In re Volvo Cars ofNorth America, Inc., 46 USPQ 2d 1455, 1459
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(TTAB 1998) (DRIVE SAFELY refused registration, not an indication of source); In re Manco

Inc., 24 USPQ 2d193 8, 1941-42 (TTAB 1992) (THINK GREEN refused registration; regarded

merely as a “slogan of environmental consciousness”); In re Wakefern Food Corp., 222 USPQ

76,78 (TTAB 1984) (WHY PAY MORE refused registration for supermarket services, perceived

as suggesting only that the applicant offered lower prices); In re European-American Bank &

Trust Co., 201 USPQ 788, 790 (TTAB 1983) (THINK ABOUT IT found to be a familiar

expression and consumers would take it in its ordinary meaning, rather than as a mark for

banking services). Accordingly, such an ordinary slogan, as that used by the Applicant, in

context cannot be protected, and thus must be refused registration.

V. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons as detailed above, Opposer requests that the Board deny

Applicant’s motion for summary judgment in its entirety and that all remaining scheduling dates

be reset.

Dated: May 28, 2014 Respectfully submitted,
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LARRY PITT & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

Opposer,

Opposition No. 91210158
v.

LUNDY LAW LLP

A licant

CONFIDENTIAL UNDER SEAL

DECLARATION IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT

I, Jacqueline M. Lesser, hereby declare as follows:

1. I am an attorney associated with the of Baker & Hostetler, LLP, attorneys for

Larry Pitt & Associates, P.C. (“Larry Pitt” or “Opposer”) in the above-referenced

Opposition proceeding. I submit this declaration and attached the following

exhibits in support of Larry Pitt & Associates, P.C.’s Opposition to Sunnnary

Judgment.

2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of App1icant’s Responses

to Opposer’s First Set of Interrogatories, dated September 10, 2013.

3. Attached as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of App1icant’s Responses to

Opposer’s First Set of Requests for Admissions to Opposer, (Nos. 1-33), dated

September 10,2013

4. Attached as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the Applicant’s Responses and

Objections to Opposer’s Request for Production ofDocuments and Things.



5. Attached as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of Applicants’ Supplemental

Responses and Objections to Opposer’s Request for Production ofDocuments and

Things, Nos. 3, 8, 11, 14, 18 and 19.

6. Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of Case Study: Lundy

Law of Expert Technology Associates.

7. Enclosed as Exhibit F, are true and correct copies of confidential documents,

pursuant to the Protective Order mandated by the Board, LUNDY01615;

LUNDY01615; and LUNDYO1588;

8. Attached hereto as Exhibit G are true and correct copies of articles downloaded

from the intemet on law firms and memorable names.

9. Attached hereto as Exhibit H are downloads from HEALTH ALERT advertising

for REMEMBER THIS NUMBER.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements are true and correct.

Dated: May 28, 2014
J cqueli eM. Lesser 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

LARRY PITT & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

Opposer,

Opposition No. 91210158
vs.

Serial No. 85767757

LUNDY LAW, LLP

Applicant.

APPLICANT’S RESPONSES TO OPPOSER’S FIRST
SET OF INTERROGATORIES

Pursuant to Rule 33 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and 37 C.F.R. §2.l20(d),

Applicant, Lundy Law, LLP. hereby serves upon Opposer, Larry Pitt & Associates, P.C. their

objections and responses to Opposer’s First Set of Interrogatories to Applicant.

GENERAL RESPONSES AND OBJECTIONS

Each of the following general responses and objections are incorporated in the response

to each and every interrogatory:

1. By responding to any interrogatory, Applicant does not concede the materiality of

the subject to which it refers. Applicant’s responses are made expressly subject to, and without

waiving or intending to waive, any questions or objections as to the competency, relevancy,

materiality, privilege, or admissibility as evidence or for any other purpose of any of the

information or response produced, or the subject matter thereof, in any proceeding, including the

trial of this action or any subsequent proceeding.

2. Applicant objects to Opposer’s interrogatories to the extent that they call for

information subject to the attomey-client, attorney work-product, and/or other privilege. In

Exhibit A

Lany Pitt & Associates, P.C. v. Lundy Law,LLP
Opposltlon No. 91I210158



responding to these interrogatories, Applicant does not waive, but rather preserves, all such

privileges.

3. Applicant objects to Opposer’s interrogatories to the extent that they are unduly

broad and burdensome. Unless otherwise indicated, Applicant will provide relevant responses.

4. Applicant objects generally to Opposer’s interrogatories to the extent that they

seek information beyond the scope of this proceeding.

5. Applicant objects generally to those interrogatories to the extent that they seek

information beyond the scope of Rule 26(b)(1) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

6. Applicant objects, pursuant to Rule 33(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

to any interrogatory that asks it to identify documents, that it produces in this action.

7. Applicant objects to those interrogatories that seek information which Applicant

considers to be confidential or proprietary, including trade secrets or other confidential research,

development or commercial information. Responses to such interrogatories only will be

provided on an attorneys’ eyes only basis and as warranted under the terms of the Protective

Order in this proceeding.

8. Inadvertent production of any information which is privileged, was prepared in

anticipation of litigation, or is otherwise immune from discovery shall not constitute a waiver of

any privilege or of any other ground for objecting to discovery with respect to that document or

any other document, or the subject matter thereof, or the information contained therein, or of

Applicant’s right to object to the use of any such document or the information contained therein

during any proceeding in this action or otherwise.

9. Applicant objects to Opposer’s interrogatories that request the identification of all

persons having knowledge, or who participated in a particular event, or requesting the production



or identification of all documents or things as burdensome and oppressive, especially where the

degree of knowledge or participation of lesser and knowledgeable or contributing persons or the

degree of relevance of certain documents is significantly less than the others, and where a

complete response can thus even be misleading. However, Applicant will identify those persons

believed to be most knowledgeable or who have participated most in the subject matter of the

specific requests and will identify and/or produce those documents believed to be most

responsive to the subject matter of the specific request, if not otherwise objectionable.

10. Applicant objects to Opposer’s Interrogatories, including but not limited to the

definitions and instructions, to the extent that they call upon Applicant to determine or produce

information and documents wherein such information and documents are not in the possession,

custody or control of Applicant.

11. Applicant objects to the production of any infonnation that would require

Applicant to violate any applicable contractual obligation to third parties.

12. The responses provided herein are submitted while Applicant is continuing its

investigation of facts and discovery of information and documents relating to the claims and

defenses in this Opposition Proceeding. These responses are based only upon Applicant’s

current knowledge and reasonable belief.

13. Applicant reserves its right to supplement its responses and objections to

Applicant’s discovery requests.

14. Applicant objects to Opposer’s instructions to the extent not permitted under or

beyond the scope of the Rules of Civil Procedure and the Rules of Practice governing Opposition

Proceedings.



These General Objections are incorporated by this reference into each and every response

to the Interrogatories herein.

RESPONSES TO INTERROGATORIES

Interrogatory No 1.

Identify by name, and contact information the persons at Applicant chiefly responsible

for. a) the operation of the company; b) the marketing of the company's services; and c) financial

records for the company.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant objects to this

Interrogatory on the grounds that it seeks information that is neither relevant to any claim or

defense raised in this proceeding, nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence. Subject to these objections and the foregoing General Objections, and

without waiving the same, Applicant’s preliminary response is as follows:

(a) L. Leonard Lundy, Managing Partner, (b) Tami Sortman, Marketing Director, and (0)

Kelly Carson, Firm Administrator.

Interrogatory No. 2.

Identify by name, address and principle contact each advertising, marketing, promotional

and/or production agency used by Applicant to produce advertising for Applicant from 2009 to

the present.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant objects to this

Interrogatory on the grounds that it seeks information that is neither relevant to any claim or

defense raised in this proceeding, nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of



admissible evidence. Applicant further objects to this Inteirogatory to the extent that it is

seeking confidential business information, attorney-client privilege information, that constitutes

attorney work product, or that is protected by any other applicable privilege or protection.

Subject to these objections and the foregoing General Objections, and without waiving the same,

Applicant’s preliminary response is as follows:

C] Advertising has done legal advertising for Lundy Law since 2003, Whitehardt

Advertising made commercials for Marvin Lundy from 2006-2010, Bozeken Productions makes

REMEMBER THIS NAME ads for Lundy Law from 2011 to date, Ningio Advertising makes

Soul Football ads for Lundy Law since 2011. Lundy Law advertises on most TV stations in the

Philadelphia Designated Market Area (DMA) through CJ Advertising or the individual stations

themselves, on KYW radio through the station, on Comcast Cable through Conicast, at the Wells

Fargo Center through Comcast Spectacor, on Public Transportation in Pennsylvania, New Jersey

and Delaware through Titan Advertising and Gateway Outdoor Advertising and Direct Media,

All Web services are through CJ Advertising or Ningio Advertising , all print and graphic

advertising and give-aways are done in house.

Interrogatory No. 3.

Identify and describe all types of advertising, marketing and promotional activities that

Applicant conducts to market, promote and sell its services under REMEMBER THIS NAME;

list the type(s) of advertising, the medium for any ad placement; the geographic location of

advertising; and identify all individuals or entities involved in the creation, selection and

placement of all such advertising, marketing and promotional materials for Applicant since the

first use of the slogan REMEMBER THIS NAME "to the present.



Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant further objects to

this lnterrogatory on the grounds that “all types of advertising, marketing and promotional

activities” is overly broad and unduly burdensome. Applicant further objects to this

Interrogatory on the grounds that it seeks confidential information which is irrelevant to the

current proceeding. Subject to and without waiver of these and its general objections, Applicant

incorporates by reference its response to Interrogatory No. 2. Applicant will respond further to

this Interrogatory after the entry of a Protective Order.

Interrogatory No. 4.

Identify all persons with personal knowledge of Applicant's use and claim of rights in the

phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME from date of adoption to the present.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant filrther objects to

this Interrogatory on the grounds that “all persons with personal knowledge” is overly broad and

unduly burdensome and requires a search for information that far exceeds the scope of

information relative to the claims or defenses in this proceeding. Subject to and without waiver

of these and its general objections, Applicant’s preliminary response is as follows:

Leonard Lundy and Tami Sortman.

Interrogatory No. 5.

Identify ‘Applicant's first use of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME in interstate

commerce, and identify: 1) the date of first use; 2) the manner of first use; 3) the type of first use;

4) the location of the first use, and 5) all persons with personal knowledge of Applicant's first

use of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME in interstate commerce.



Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Subject to and without waiver

of these and its general objections, Applicant’s preliminary response is as follows:

(1) The date of first use is May 16, 2011;

(2) The manner first used was on banners used at a Philadelphia SOUL game and at

motorcycle events;

(3) The type of first use: See (2) above;

(4) The location of the first use: See (2) above.

Interrogatory No. 6.

Identify all channels of trade in which Applicant promotes and provides services under the

slogan REMEMBER THIS NAME.

Response

Applicant incoiporates by reference its general objections. Applicant further objects to

this Interrogatoiy on the grounds that it is overly broad, vague and unduly burdensome. Subject

to and without waiver of these and its general objections, Applicant’s preliminary response is as

follows:

REMEMBER THIS NAME is used on all forms of advertising, television, radio, print,

outdoor, stadium, website advertising in parts of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware. All

advertising that uses REMEMBER THIS NAME says REMEMBER THIS NAME LUNDY

LAW, or on occasion, the advertising says REMEMBER THIS NAME, 1-800-Lundy—Law on

some radio announcements due to time constraints.



Interrogatory No. 7.

Identify and describe the circumstances surrounding Applicant's decision to file any

applications to register REMEMBER THIS NAME and I'M GLAD I REMEMBERED THE

NAIVIE.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant further objects to

this Interro gatory on the grounds that it seeks infomiation that is neither relevant to any claim or

defense raised in this proceeding, nor reasonably calculated to the discovery of admissible

evidence. Applicant further objects to this Interrogatory as seeking information that is protected

by the attorney—client privilege, that constitutes attorney work product or that is protected by any

other applicable privilege or protection. Subject to and without waiver of these and its general

objections, Applicant’s preliminary response is as follows:

Applicant tries to register all of the marks it uses. It is routine. Applicant does it to

protect its marks.

Interrogatory No. 8.

Identify and describe the decision-making process behind Applicant's creation, conception,

clearance and adoption of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant further objects to

this Interrogatory on the grounds that it seeks information that is protected by the attorney—client

privilege, that it constitutes attorney work product, or that is protected by any other applicable

privilege or protection. Subject to and without waiver of these and its general objections,

Applicant’s preliminary response is as follows:



The creation, conception, clearance and adoption was a result of a meeting between

Leonard Lundy, Tami Sorkin and Mike Fanelle of Bozekin Productions.

Interrogatory No. 9.

Identify all slogans or phrases that Applicant has contemplated for use with Applicant's

services as an alternative to the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant further objects to

this Interrogatory on the grounds that it seeks information that is neither relevant to any claim or

defense raised in this proceeding, nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence. Applicant further objects to this Interrogatory as seeking information that

is protected by the attorney-client privilege, that constitutes attorney work product, or that is

protected by any other applicable privilege or protection. Applicant objects to this Interrogatoiy

on the basis that the Inteirogatory is unclear and confusing and not understandable. Subject to

and without waiver of these and its general objections, Applicant’s preliminary response is as

follows:

To the extent that it is understandable, Applicant has not used a phrase or trademark as an

alternative to REMEMBER THIS NAME.

Interrogatory No. 10.

Identify all slogans used in connection with the name Lundy Law.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant fiirther objects to

this Interrogatory on the grounds that it seeks information that is neither relevant to any claim or

defense raised in this proceeding, nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of



admissible evidence. Subject to and without waiver of these and its general objections,

Applicant’s preliminary response is as follows:

Applicant has used the following trademarks in association with the name Lundy Law:

REMEMBER THIS NAME, PM GLAD I REMEMBERED THIS NAME, I AM GLAD l

REMEMBERED THE NAME.

Interrogatory No. 11.

Identify all standalone usages of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME by Applicant,

including the media, the manner and date or dates of such use.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant further objects to

this lnterrogatory to the extent that “all standalone usages of the phrase REMEMBER THIS

NAME” is not understandable to Applicant, and accordingly, Applicant is unable to respond

because the Interrogatory is vague and indefinite. The use of REMENEBER THIS NAME by

Applicant is shown in the documents produced by Applicant.

Interrogatory No. 12.

Describe Applicant's areas of legal practice.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Subject to and without waiver

ofthese and its general objections, Applicant’s preliminary response is as follows:

Applicant’s practice areas are listed on its website at www.lundylaw.com and a copy of

the website is being produced.
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Interrogatoiy No. 13.

Identify and describe each means utilized by Applicant to promote its services to clients

and/or potential clients.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant further objects to

this Interrogatoiy on the grounds that it is overly broad and uses language that requires a search

for information that far exceeds the scope of information relative to the claims or defenses raised

in this proceeding. Applicant further objects to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is overly

broad and unduly burdensome. Applicant objects to this lnterrogatory on the basis that it not

only seeks infonnation protected by the attomey—client privilege, it also seeks information that is

highly confidential and irrelevant to this proceeding. To the extent such information is not

confidential or privileged, Applicant states that it has previously answered above how it publicly

promotes its services to clients.

Interrogatory No. 14.

Does Applicant refer any retained clients to third party law firms?

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant further objects to

this Interrogatory on the grounds that it seeks information that is neither relevantpto any claim or

defense raised in this proceeding, nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence. Applicant further objects to this Interrogatory as seeking information that

is protected by the attomey—client privilege, that constitutes attorney work product, or that is

protected by any other applicable privilege or protection. Still further, Applicant further objects

11



to this Interrogatory insofar as it seeks highly confidential business information and there is no

Protective Order in place.

Interrogatory No. 15.

If the answer to the preceding question is yes, describe the process and reasons for refening

such clients to third party law firms.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its objections with respect to Interrogatory No. 14

and accordingly, will not produce the information requested by Interrogatory No. 15.

Interrogatory No. 16.

Identify and describe Applicant's awareness of the use of the word "remember" in law

finn advertising.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant further objects to

this Inteirogatory on the grounds that the Interrogatory is vague and indefinite insofar as it

requests “Applicant’s awareness of the use of the word ‘remember’ in law firm advertising.” It is

not clear what meaning this expression has with respect to any claim or defense raised in this

proceeding, nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Applicant

further objects on the basis it is vague and indefinite because it does not specify what time frame

Opposer requests as to Applicant’s awareness. Subject to and without waiver of these and its

general objections, Applicant’s preliminary response is as follows:

To the extent that Applicant has become aware of searches performed, after the filing of

this proceeding, Applicant states that it is aware that the term “REMEMBER” is part of

trademarks of the applications and registrations produced by Applicant.
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Interrogatory No. 17. .

Describe Applicant's purpose in marketing its services through advertising via billboards;

public transportation placement; public arenas; and via television.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant further objects to

this lnterrogatory on the grounds that it seeks infomiation that is neither relevant to any claim or

defense raised in this proceeding, nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence. Applicant further objects to this Interrogatory insofar as it seeks highly

confidential business information without there being a Protective Order in place. Subject to and

without waiver of these and its general objections, Applicant’s preliminary response is as

follows:

Applicant’s purpose in marketing in all of the areas set forth in Interrogatory No. 17 is to

market its services.

Interrogatory No. 18.

Identify and describe any searches, surveys, investigations, analyses, or studies by or on

behalf of Applicant relating to Applicant's use of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME and the

dates of such searches, surveys, investigations, analyses, or studies and the names of the persons

who commissioned the same.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant further objects to

this Interrogatory on the grounds that this Inter-rogatory seeks information that is protected by the

attorney-client privilege, that constitutes attorney work product, or that is protected by any other

13



applicable privilege or protection. Subject to and without waiver of these and its general

objections, Applicant’s preliminary response is as follows:

None.

Interrogatory No. 19.

State with specificity where, when and how Applicant first became aware of Opposer's

use of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NUMBER in Opposer's advertising.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant further objects to
this Inteirogatory on the grounds that it seeks information that is neither relevant to any claim or
defense raised in this proceeding, nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of
admissible evidence, because this proceeding does not relate to infringement, but rather to the
registerability of Applicant’s mark REMEMBER THIS NAME. Accordingly, this Interrogatory
is completely irrelevant. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Applicant states that on
January 24, 2013 an employee reported to Applicant that she saw someone else using the mark
REMEMBER THIS NAME. The employee did not remember who. Applicant requested that
she return to the place where she saw the advertisement and find the name of the law firm using
the mark. The employee took a picture of the advertisement located on the inside of a SEPTA
bus with her cell phone. The advertisement was that of Opposer. The advertisement did not use
the Applicant’s mark REMEMBER THIS NAME, rather, it used the mark REMEMBER THIS
NUMBER.

Interrogatory No. 20.

Identify all persons who participated in any way in the preparation of the answers or

responses to any of these interrogatories and requests for production, and requests for admission

including the areas of participation of each such person.

Response

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections. Applicant further objects to

this lntenogatory on the grounds that it seeks information that is protected by the attomey-client
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privilege, that constitutes attorney work product, or that is protected by any other applicable

privilege or protection.

As to Objections,

CAESAR, RIVISE, BERNSTEIN,

COHEN & POKOTILOW, LTD.

Dated: September 10, 2013 By /mdp/
Manny D. Pokotilow
1635 Market Street

Seven Penn Center - 12th Floor

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Tel: (215) 567-2010

Fax: (215) 751—1142

Attomeysi for Applicant



'VERlFICA7l"10N

I. L. LEONARD LUNDY, Managing Partner of Lundy Law, LLP have read the

foregoing Responses and Objections to Opposer’s First Set 61’ Inte1'rogz1tories. Based upon

my personal knowledge, I hereby certify that the s1a1‘emen'ls set forth in /\ppIican1’s

Responses are true and z1ccL11'21lc-: to the best of my knowledge.

//
L. Lemwrcl 1.. Indy /

  Dated: Se1.'>tcn1l7-31'_Z_. 2013



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned ceitifies that a copy of the within APPLICANTS RESPONSES TO

OPPOSER’S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES is being served upon counsel of record for

Applicant, via Fi1stClass Mail on September 10, 2013, in an envelope addressed to:

Jacqueline M. Lesser
Woodcock Washburn LLP

2929 Arch Street

Cira Centre, 12”‘ Floor

Philadelphia, PA 19104-2891

/mdp/ I
Manny D. Pokotilow
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

LARRY PITT & ASSOCIATES, P.C.,

Opposers,

vs. OPPOSITION NO. 91210158

Serial No. 85767757

LUNDY LAW, LLP,

Applicant.

APPLICANT’S OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO

APPLICANT’S FIRST SET OF REQUEST FOR

ADIVIISSIQNS TO OPPOSERS (NOS. 1-33}

Pursuant to Rule 36 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Rules 2.116 and 2.120 of

the Trademark Rules of Practice, Applicant, Lundy Law, LLP hereby submits its objections and

responses to Opposer’s Requests for Admission. In fumishing these objections and responses,

Applicant does not admit or concede the relevance, materiality, authenticity and/or admissibility

in evidence of any such responses or admissions.

GENERAL OBJECTIONS

All of Applicant’s specific responses are subject to and without waiver of the following

general objections:

1. Applicant . objects to Opposer’s Requests and the definitions and instructions

thereto, to the extent they may seek to impose on Applicant obligations different from, or greater

than, those required by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and/or the Trademark Trial and

Appeal Board Rules of Practice.

2. Applicant objects to Opposer’s Requests to the extent they seek infomiation that

is neither relevant to any claim or defense raised in this proceeding, not reasonably calculated to

Exhibit B
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lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. To the extent that Applicant provides responses,

notwithstanding these objections, it is an effort to expedite discovery in this proceeding.

3. Applicant objects generally to Opposer’s Requests to the extent they call for

information that is subject to one or more privileges, including, but not limited to, the attomey-

client and work-product privileges. To the extent privileged infonnation is inadvertently

disclosed, such disclosure is without prejudice to, and is not a waiver of, any subsequent

assertion of privilege by Applicant.

4. Applicant objects to the definitions of “Lundy Law” and “Applicant,” as

overbroad. Applicant states that as referenced in its responses herein, unless otherwise indicated,

Applicant is defined as Lundy Law LLP.

5. Applicant objects to Opposer’s Requests to the extent that they require Applicant

to render legal conclusions regarding the relationship of certain information or documents to

contested legal or factual issues. By responding to these Requests, Applicant makes no

representation as to whether or not such information or documents tend to prove or disprove any

factual or legal issue.

6. Applicant objects to Opposer’s Requests on the grounds and to the extent that

they are overly broad and unduly burdensome.

7. Applicant objects to Opposer’s Requests on the grounds and to the extent that

they are vague or ambiguous.

8. Applicant objects to Opposer’s Requests to the extent they contain undefined or

ambiguously defined tenns or call for speculation, conjecture, or opinion.

9. Applicant objects to each of Opposer’s Requests on the grounds and to the extent

they call for disclosure of information outside the possession, custody or control of Applicant.



10. The specific objections and/or answers set forth below are based upon

information now available to Applicant after making a diligent search of any files in their

possession, custody, or control that reasonably relate to one or more of the specific requests

contained in the Requests. All responses herein are submitted as presently advised, and are made

without prejudice to Applicant’s right to modify, amend, revise, correct, supplement, add to

and/or clarify such responses as any additional responsive information may become known to

Applicant.

11. By responding to any Request, Applicant does not waive and expressly reserves

all objections to the relevance, materiality, and admissibility of any information contained in its

response.

12. Applicant incorporates these general objections by reference into each and every

objection and/or response below to the extent applicable.

RESPONSES TO APPLICANTS REQUESTS

Rgguest for Admission No. 1:

Admit that it is important to Applicant that potential clients recognize the name of its law

finn, Lundy Law.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 1:

Applicant objects to this Request on the grounds that the Request is irrelevant and

incorporates by reference its general objections set forth above. Subject to this objection and to

the foregoing general objections, Applicant admits that it is impoitant to Applicant that potential

clients recognize the name of its law firm, Lundy Law.



Request for Admission No. 2:

Admit that Applicant uses the phrase, REMEMBER THIS NAME, in order that potential

clients remember the name of the Lundy Law finn.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 2:

Applicant objects to this Request on the grounds that it is vague and indefinite and that

the Request is for an admission of a fact that may be taken out of context. Applicant further

objects on the basis that the Request is for an admission of fact that cannot be admitted or

denied. Applicant fiirther incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject -to this

objection and to the foregoing general objections, Applicant cannot admit or deny this Request.

The Request cannot be admitted or denied because the mark was adopted because it was

memorable and would be associated with Applicant’s services. However, it is also true that

Applicant wishes to have its potential clients know how to Contact the firm.

Request for Admission No. 3:

Admit that Applicant uses the phrase REMEMBER THlS NAME on advertising used on

public transportation.

Response to Request for Admission No. 3:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: admitted.

Re uet or dmissionN .4:

Admit that Applicant advertises its services on television.

Response to Request for Admission No. 4:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: admitted.



Request for Admission No. 5:

Admit that Applicant advertises its services on its website.

Response to Request for Admission No. 5:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: admitted.

Reguest for Admission No. 6:

Admit that Applicant uses the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME as a tag line on its

advertising.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 6:

Applicant objects to this Request’s use of the term “tag line” as vague and ambiguous,

and therefore, the response to the Request can be subject to different meanings. Subject to this

objection and the foregoing general objections, Applicant states that it is admitted to the extent

the definition of “tag line” is “an often repeated phrase associated with an individual,

organization or commercial product or service.”

Request for Admission No. 7:

Admit that Applicant has used a variety of tag lines on its advertising.

Response to Request for Admission N9. 7:

Applicant objects to this Request’s use of the term “tag lines” as vague and ambiguous,

and therefore, the Request can be subject to different meanings. Subject to this objection and the

foregoing general objections, and to the extent that the term “tag line” means “an often repeated

phrase associated with an individual. organization or commercial product or service,” it is

admitted.



Request for Admission No. 8:

Admit that Applicant practices law in the areas of personal injury.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 8 :

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: admitted.

Rmuest for Admission No. 9:

Admit that certain ofApplicant's advertisements are directed to persons who suffer injuries.

Response to Request for Admission No. 9:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: admitted.

Request for Admission No. 10:

Admit that certain of Applicant's advertisements are directed to persons who require

assistance i11 applying for social security disability.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 10:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: admitted.

Request for Admission No. l 1:

Admit that certain of Applicant's advertisements are directed to persons who suffer a

disability.

Response to Rgquest for Admission No. l 1:

Applicant objects to this Request’s use of the term “who suffer a disability” as vague and

ambiguous, and therefore, the Request can be subject to different meanings. Subject to this

objection and to the foregoing general objections and subject to the meaning of the term “a



person who suffers a disability” suffers the disability from an accident and/or from negligence,

admitted.

Reguest for Admission No. 12:

Admit that Applicant did not consider the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME to be a

trademark or service mark usage when it first included the phrase in its advertising.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 12:

Applicant incoiporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: denied.

Reguest for Admission No. 13:

Admit that Applicant filed a tiademark application to protect REMEMBER THIS NAME as

a trademark, after it had learned that Opposer had used the phrase "remember this number" in

Opposer's advertising.

Response to Request for Admission No. 13:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections Applicant states as follows: denied.

Reguest for Admission No. 14:

Admit that at the time Applicant filed its trademark application for REMEMBER THIS

NAME, it was aware of third party law firm use of the term "remember" used in connection with

the provision of legal services.

Response to Request for Admission No. 14:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: denied.



Request for Admission No. 15:

Admit that Applicant did not conduct a con1mon—law search of slogans that included the term

"remember" before it began its use of the phrase "REMEMBER THIS NAME."

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 15:.

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Applicant further

objects to this on the basis that the term “slogan” is ambiguous as used herein. Subject to this

objection and the foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: admitted that

Applicant did not conduct a common law search of slogans before it began use of the mark

REMEMBER THIS NAME.

Reguest for Admission No. 16:

Admit that Applicant did not conduct a common-law search of slogans that included the

term "remember" before it applied to register REMEMBER THIS NAME as a trademark.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 16:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Applicant further

objects on the basis that the term “slogan” as used herein is ambiguous. Subject to this

objections and the foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: admitted that

Applicant did not conduct a common law search of slogans before it applied to register the mark

REMEMBER THIS NAME as a trademark.

Request for Admission No. 17 2

Admit that Applicant's sole purpose in applying to register REMEMBER THIS NAME

was to attempt to prevent Opposer from using "Remember this number" over Opposer's

telephone number in Opposer's advertising.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 17:



Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: denied.

Reguest for Admission No. 18:

Admit that Applicant's adoption of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME is used in

connection with print advertising on public transportation in the Philadelphia area.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 18:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Applicant further

objects to the wordin g “adoption of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME is used in connection

‘ with print advertising on public transportation in the Philadelphia area” as vague and indefinite.

Subject to this objection and the foregoing general objections, Applicant admits that the mark

REMEMBER THIS NAME is used in connection with print advertising on public transportation

in the Philadelphia area.

Request for Admission No. 19:

Admit that Applicant promotes its business under the name Lundy Law.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 19:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: admitted.

Request for Admission No. 20:

Admit that Applicant has used several tag lines and slogans in connection with the Lundy

Law name.

Response to Request for Admission No. 20:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Applicant further

objects to the Request’s use of the terms “tag lines and slogans” as vague and ambiguous.



Subject to this objection and to the foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows:

admitted to the extent that “tag lines and slogans” mean “often repeated phrases associated with

an individual, organization, or commercial product or service.,

Reguest for Admission No. 21:

Admit that Applicant formally changed its name from the Law Offices of Maivin Lundy to

Lundy Law, LLP following the passing of the firm’s founder, Marvin Lundy, in 201 1.

Response to Request for Admission No. 21:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant cannot admit or deny the Request as worded and

Applicant states as follows: Marvin Lundy passed away on December 1, 2010. At the time of

his death, the name of Applicant was The Law Offices of Marvin Lundy, LLP, d/b/ a Lundy

Law. In 2011, the name of Applicant was changed to Lundy Law, LLP.

Reguest for Admission No. 22:

Admit prior to adopting "Injured, Remember this Name?'', Applicant has used the phrase:

"Injured? We can help." in its advertising.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 22:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: admitted.

Reguest for Admission No. 23:

Admit that Applicant has not sought protection of "Injured? We can help" as a trademark or

service mark.
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Response to Request for Admission No. 23:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant cannot admit or deny the Request as worded. Although

Applicant has not filed a trademark application with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, the

use of a trademark at common law creates protection as the mark is used.

Reguest for Admission No. 24:

Admit Applicant uses the tagline "Get Serious —— Get Lundy" on its website.

Response to Request for Admission No. 24:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above and further objects to the

term “tagline” as vague and ambiguous. Subject to this objection and the foregoing general

objections, Applicant states as follows: admitted that the words “Get Serious——Get Lundy

remain on its website even though it is no longer used in its advertising.

Reguest for Admission No. 25:

Admit that Applicant has not sought protection of "Get Serious —— Get Lundy" as a

trademark or service mark.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 25:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: Applicant cannot admit or deny the

Request as worded. Although Applicant has not filed a trademark application with the U.S.

Patent and Traclemark Office, the use of a trademark at common law creates protection as the

mark is used.

Reguest for Admission No. 26:

ll



Admit that Applicant's production documents identified as LUNDYOOOI -0005 show use of

the phrase "Injured? Remember this name"

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 26:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states that it cannot answer with an admission or denial

and therefore states as follows: admitted that LUNDYOOOI shows use of the words in the

following fomiat: Injured? Remember this Name; denied that LUNDY0002 contains the phrase

“Injured? Remember this name”, LUNDY 0003-0005 shows use of the words INJURED?

REMEMBER THIS NAME with the word INJURED in a different color than REMEMBER

THIS NAME.

geguest for Admission No. 27:

Admit that Applicant's production document identified as LUNDY0006 show Applicant's

use of the phrase "I'm glad I remembered this name" which appears as a quote from an "auto

accident" client.

Response to Request for Admission No. 27:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states that it cannot answer with an admission or denial

and therefore states as follows: the phrase “I’m glad I remembered this name” appears in all

capital letters within quotes, adjacent a smiling man and a smiling woman over the words AUTO

ACCIDENT CLIENT.

Request for Admission No. 28:
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Admit that Applicant's production document identified as LUNDYOOO7 shows Applicant's

use of the phrase "I'm glad I remembered this name" which appears as a quote from a "slip and

fall client."

Response to Request for Admission No. 28:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states that it cannot answer with an admission or denial

and therefore states as follows: the phrase “I’m glad I remembered this name” appears in all

capital letters within quotes, adjacent a smiling girl and a smiling woman over the words SLIP

AND FALL CLIENT.

Reguest for Admission No. 29:

Admit that Applicant's production document identified as LUNDYOOO12 was not in use

by Applicant at the time of the filing of the application upon which this opposition is based.

Responsp to Request for Admission No. 29:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: admitted.

Reguest for Admission No. 30:

Admit that Applicant's use of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME is always used in

conjunction with the Lundy Law name.

Response to Request for Admission N9. 30:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Applicant also states

that it cannot admit or deny this Request because the mark REMEMBER THIS NAME is often

used with 1-800-LUNDYLAW, which is App|icant’s telephone number.

Request for Admission No. 31:
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Admit Applicant receives telephone calls fi'om potential clients based on their recollection of

its number l-800-LUNDYLAW.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 31:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Applicant further

objects to the statement “receives telephone calls from potential clients based on their

recollection of its number 1-800-LUNDYLAW” as vague and ambiguous. Subject to this

objection and the foregoing general objections, Applicant admits it receives telephone calls from

potential clients who recall its number l-800-LUNDYLAW.

Request for Admission No. 32:

Admit Applicant has no evidence that the public perceives REMEMBER THIS NAME to be

a trademark.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 32:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: denied.

Request for Admission No. 33:

Applicant has no evidence that the public perceives the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME

as indicating a single source of origin.

Response to Reguest for Admission No. 33:

Applicant incorporates by reference its general objections above. Subject to the

foregoing general objections, Applicant states as follows: denied.

* * * SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWING * * *



Respectfully submitted,

CAESAR, RIVISE, BERNSTEIN,

COHEN & POKOTILOW, LTD.

Dated: September 10, 2013 By /mdp/
Manny D. Pokotilow
1635 Market Street

Seven Penn Center - 12th Floor

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Tel: (215) 567-2010

Fax: (215)751-1142

Attorneys for Applicant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned certifies that a copy of the within APPLICANT’S OBJECTIONS AND

RESPONSES TO OPPOSER’S FIRST SET OF REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS TO

OPPOSERS (NOS. 1-33) is being served upon Opposer’s counsel via First Class Mail, postage

prepaid on this 10"‘ day of September, 2013 addressed to:

Jacqueline M. Lesser
Woodcock Washbum LLP

2929 Arch Street

Cira Centre, 12"‘ Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19104-2891

/n1dp/

Manny D. Pokotilow
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

LARRY PITT & ASSOCIATES, P.C.,

Opposers,

vs. Q OPPOSITION NO. 91210153

Serial No. 85767757

LUNDY LAW, LLP,

Applicant.

APPLI CANT’S RESPONSES AND OBJECTIONS TO OPPOSER’S

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS

Applicant,'Lundy Law, LLP, provides the following responses and objections to the First

Request for Production of Documents and Things to Applicant propounded by Opposer, Larry

Pitt & Associates, P.C.in accordance with Rule 34(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedures

and 37 C.F.R. §2.120, reserving its right to amend or supplement these response as information

becomes known to it during the course of discovery.

OBJECTIONS T0 DEFINITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS

1. Applicant incorporate herein its Objections to Definitions and Instructions set

forth in Applicant’s’ Responses and Objections to Applicant’s First Set of lnterrogatories.

GENERAL OBJECTIONS

1. Applicant objects to the Document Request to the extent it conflicts with or

exceeds the scope of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedures, 37 C.F.R. §2.l20, or applicable case

law.
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2. Applicant objects to the Document Requests to the extent its incorporation of

Definitions in the individual requests could lead to the formulation of responses that are either

inaccurate when read against a specific request or would create an inaccurate, confusing or

misleading record.

3. Applicant objects to the Document Request to the extent it seeks the disclosure of

materials protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney work product

doctrine and any other applicable protection, restriction or immunity from discovery. Such

privileges are explicitly preserved and are not waived or limited by any response herein.

4. Applicant objects to the Document Requests to the extent that developing a

response to any individual request would be oppressive, unduly burdensome, unreasonably

expensive or would require an umeasonable investigation on the part of Applicant.

5. Applicant objects to the Document Requests to the extent any individual request

is ambiguous, confusing, misleading or unclear.

6. Applicant objects to the Document Requests as overbroad.

7. Applicant objects to the Document Requests to the extent any individual request

seeks infonnation that can be found in public records or the information sought is equally

available to Opposer.

8. Applicant objects to the Document Requests to the extent they requires the

disclosure of confidential, proprietary, reserve, reinsurance or otherwise protected business and

commercial information.
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9. Applicant objects to each request as vexatious or harassing to the extent it seeks

documents that are unreasonably cumulative or duplicative, that are in the possession, custody or

control of Applicant or their agents or representatives, that are in the possession of third-parties

over whom Applicant has no direct control, or that are available from a more convenient source.

10. Applicant objects to Opposer’s requests, including but not limited to the

definitions and instructions, to the extent that they call upon Applicant to determine or produce

documents wherein such documents are not in the possession, custody or control of Applicant.

ll. Applicant objects to the production of any document that would require Applicant

to violate any applicable contractual obligation to third parties.

12. To the extent Applicant responds to the requests to which it objects, such

objections are not waived. These responses are made without waiver of, and with preservation

of all issues as to the competency, relevancy, materiality, privilege and admissibility of these

responses and documents to be produced for any purpose.

13. In addition to these General Objections, Applicant may set forth further objections

with its specific responses below. By setting forth such specific objections, Opposes do not

intend to limit or restrict these General Objections, which are incorporated by reference into its

responses.

REQUEST NO 1.

All documents and things referring or relating to or comprising the information used,

identified, referenced, or otherwise incorporated into any of Applicant’s responses to

Opposer’s First Request for Interrogatories and First Request for Admissions.



RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant fiirther objects to the

Document Request to the extent that developing a response to any individual request would be

oppressive, unduly burdensome, unreasonably expensive or would require an unreasonable

investigation on the part of Applicant. Applicant further objects to this Request to the extent that

it seeks infonnation protected by attomey-client and/or work—product privileges and for any

reason Applicant has given in its objections to the underlying interrogatories upon which this

Request is based.

Subject to these objections and without waving same, Applicants will provide, or has

already provided non-privileged responsive documents.

REQUEST NO. 2.

All documents and things referring or relating to or comprising any report or analysis of

any expert retained by or on behalf of Applicant in connection with the Opposition, or that such

expert has referred to or relied upon in connection with any such report.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant further objects to the

Document Request to the extent that it seeks information protected by attomey-client and/or

woiic-product privileges. Subject to these objections and without waiving same, Applicant states

that there are no responsive documents at the present time.

REQUEST NO. 3.

All documents and things referring or relating to any decision and/or process by which

Applicant created, conceived, cleared, adopted, acquired, or otherwise made the decision to use

and/or apply to register in the United States Trademark Office the phrase REMEMBER THIS



NAME as a trademark or service mark.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant further objects to the

Document Request to the extent that it seeks infonnation protected by attorney-client and/or

work—product privileges. Subject to these objections and without waiving same, Applicant states

that Applicant will provide non-privileged responsive documents, provided there are any.

REQUEST NO. 4

All documents and things referring or relating to any searches, surveys, investigations,

analyses, or studies by or on behalf ofApplicant relating to any trademark, service mark, trade

name, name, word, design, temi or phrase that includes the term REMEMBER, or REMEMBER

THIS NAME, including dates of any of the above searches, surveys, investigations, analyses, or

studies.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant further objects to the

Document Request to the extent that it seeks infonnation protected by attomey-client and/or

work-product privileges. Subject to these objections and without waiving same, Applicant states

that Applicant will provide non-privileged responsive documents, provided there are any.

REQUEST NO. 5

All documents and things referring or relating to any potential logos, slogans, or phrases that

have been contemplated for use with Applicant's services, used in connection with Applicant's use

of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME.



RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant fiirther objects to the

Document Request to the extent that it seeks infonnation protected by attorney-client and/or

work-product privileges. Subject to these objections and without waiving same, Applicant states

that to the extent there are any advertisements containing any logos, slogans or phrases for use

with Applicant’ services, used in connection with Applicant’s use of the phrase REMEMBER

THIS NAME, such documents have been produced.

REQUEST NO. 6.

All documents and things referring or relating to each slogan, trademark, or service mark,

whether registered or unregistered used by Applicant to advertise and promote its services from

2009 to date, including the inclusive dates of such use.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant further objects to the

Document Request to the extent that it seeks many irrelevant documents which are not likely to

lead to the development of relevant and/or admissible evidence. Applicant further objects to the

extent that the Requests precedes any use by more than a year. Applicant further objects on the

basis that the Request is unduly burdensome and substantially irrelevant to the issues in this

proceeding. Subject to these objections and without waiving same, Applicant will ‘produce

relevant, non-privileged documents.

REQUEST NO. 7.

Representative documents that disclose the geographic areas where Applicant has advertised

or promoted its services under the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME and representative



documents identifying the locations and the inclusive dates of any such advertising.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Subject to these objections and

without waiving same, Applicant will produce relevant, non—pn'vi1eged documents that it has

located.

REQUEST NO. 8.

Representative documents that refer to, relate to, or comments on the first use by Applicant of

the phrase‘REMEMBER THIS NAME in U.S. commerce.

RESPONSE

Applicant incoiporates herein its General Objections. Subject to these objections and

without waiving same, Applicant will produce relevant, non-privileged documents that it has

located.

REQUEST NO. 9.

All advertising, marketing, and promotional materials used by Applicant which incorporate

the phrase "REMEMBER THIS NAME," including documents relating or referring to the

inclusive dates that such advertising and promotional materials were distributed, circulated or

otherwise displayed.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Subject to these objections and

without waiving same, Applicant states that it has already produced these documents and will

produce any other relevant documents that it has located

REQUEST NO. 10.

All stand-alone advertising ofApplicant which use the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME.



RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant further objects on the

basis that the Request is vague and indefinite as to the meaning of “stand-alone advertising.”

Subject to these objections and without waiving same, Applicant states that it has produced all

advertising of Applicant which uses the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME.

REQUEST NO. 11.

All communications to or from Applicant and any advertising agencies, promotional

agencies, billboard companies, television production companies, or any other entity involved in

the placement of advertising for Applicant, regarding any drafts, comments, changes or revisions

to any of Applicant's advertising, marketing or promotional materials from January 2009 to date

relating to or concerning the use of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant further objects to this

Request to the extent that developing a response this Request would be oppressive, unduly

burdensome, unreasonably expensive and/or would require an unreasonable investigation on the

part of Applicant. It is further objected to on the basis that the time limit extends well before any

date of first use or filing of the application in this proceeding. Subject to these objections and

without waiving same, Applicant will produce relevant, non—privileged documents responsive to

this Request.

REQUEST NO. 12.

Representative examples of advertising from January 2009 to date on any form of public

transportation regarding the placement of any advertising of Applicant referring to or



incorporating REMEMBER THIS NAME.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant further objects to this

Request to the extent that developing a response this Request would be oppressive, unduly

burdensome, unreasonably expensive and/or would require an unreasonable investigation on the

part of Applicant. It is further objected to on the basis that the time limit extends well before any

date of first use or filing of the application in this proceeding. Subject to these objections and

without waiving same, Applicant has produced relevant documents that it has located.

REQUEST N0. 13.

All documents regarding or concerning the creation of the tag line phrase

REMEMBER THIS NAME, or any variations thereof, including all tests, mock ups, drafts,

revisions, for any advertising or promotional materials ofApplicant, or prepared by or on behalf

ofApplicant that includes the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant further objects to this to

the extent that it seeks information protected by attorney-client and/or work-product privileges.

Applicant further objects to this Request which characterizes Applicant’s mark REMEMBER

THIS NAME as a “tag line phrase” and such term is vague and ambiguous. Subject to these

objections and without waiving same, Applicant will provide any relevant, non-privileged

responsive documents.



REQUEST NO. 14.

Representative documents since 2009 showing each type ofmedia in which Applicant has

advertised its services.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant fiirther objects to this

Request to the extent that developing a response this Request would be oppressive, unduly

burdensome, unreasonably expensive and/or would require an unreasonable investigation on the

part ofApplicant. Applicant further objects on the basis that the Request seeks information that

is not relevant to this proceeding and not likely to lead to the production of relevant and

admissible evidence. Subject to these objections and without waiving same, Applicant will

produce relevant, non—privileged documents responsive to this Request, if there are any.

REQUEST NO. 15.

Documents showing the identity of Applicant's first customer or client associated with

Applicant's first use of the term "REMEMBER THIS NAME."

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant further objects to this

Request to the extent that developing a response to this Request would be oppressive, unduly

burdensome, unreasonably expensive and/or would require an unreasonable investigation on the

part of Applicant. Applicant further objects on the basis that the Request seeks information that

is protected by the attomey-client and worloproduct privileges. Subject to and without waiving

these objections, Applicant states that it is not aware of any responsive documents.

10



REQUEST NO. 16.

All cease and desist letters sent to or received by Applicant relating to any trademark rights of

Applicant or any third party.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Subject to these objections and

without waiving same, Applicant states that it does not have any responsive documents.

REQUEST NO. 17.

All cease and desist letters sent to or received by Applicant relating to intellectual property

rights of Applicant regarding "REMEMBER THIS".

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Subject to these objections and

without waiving same, Applicant states that it does not have any responsive documents.

REQUEST NO. 18.

All documents that support Applicant's contention that REMEMBER THIS NAME is not

merely descriptive.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein it's General Objections. Applicant fiirther states that it will

not engage in an unreasonable and unduly burdensome search for documents. Subject to these

objections and without waiving same, Applicant states that to the extent ‘there are non-privileged

and relevant documents, such documents have been "produced.

11



REQUEST NO. 19.

All documents that support Applicant's contention that REMEMBER THIS NAME has

acquired distinctiveness in the minds of consumers.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant further objects on the

basis that this Request is not relevant to this proceeding and not likely to lead to the production

of relevant and admissible evidence. Subject to these objections and without waiving same,

Applicant will produce non-privileged relevant documents.

REQUEST N0. 20.

All documents from customers or clients, or potential customers or clients refening to the

phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME as a trademark or service mark.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant further objects on the

basis that it seeks attorney-client and work-product privileged documents. Subject to these

objections and without waiving same, Applicant states that to the extent that Opposer seeks

relevant and non-privileged documents, Applicant states that it is not aware of any.

REQUEST NO. 21.

All documents and things concerning, relating or referring to Larry Pitt, Esq., or Larry Pitt

& Associates’ use of the phrase REMEMBER THIS NUMBER.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Applicant further objects on the



basis that this Request seeks information protected by the attorney—client and work-product

privileges and not relevant to the issues in this proceeding. Subject to these objections and

without waiving same, Applicant states that to the extent that Opposer seeks relevant and non-

privileged documents, Applicant will produce such documents.

REQUEST NO. 22.

All documents which support any instances of actual confusion between Lundy Law's use

of REMEMBER THIS NAME, and Larry Pitt's use of REMEMBER THIS NUMBER.

RESPONSE

Applicant incorporates herein its General Objections. Subject to these objections and

without waiving same, Applicant states that it is not aware of any relevant, non-privileged

documents at this time.

Respectfully submitted,

CAESAR, RIVISE, BERNSTEIN,

COHEN & POKOTILOW, LTD.

Dated: September 10, 2013 By /n1dp[
Manny D. Pokotilow
1635 Market Street

Seven Penn Center - 12th Floor

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Tel: (215) 567-2010

Fax: (215) 751-1142

Attorneys for Applicant



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned certifies that a copy of the within APPLICANT’S RESPONSES AND
OBJECTIONS TO OPPOSER’S REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

AND THINGS is being served upon Opposer’s counsel via First Class Mail, postage prepaid on
this 10"‘ day of September, 2013 addressed to:

Jacqueline M. Lesser
Woodcock Washburn LLP

2929 Arch Street

Cira Centre, 12"‘ Floor

Philadelphia, PA 19104-2891

/mdp/

Manny D. Pokotilow
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE I
_ BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

LARRY PITT & ASSOCIATES, P.C.,

Opposers,

vs. . E OPPOSITION NO. 91210158

Serial No. 85767757

LUNDY LAW, LLP,

Applicant.

APPLICANT’S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES AND OBJECTIONS TO OPPOSER’S
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NOS. 3, 8, 11, 14, 18 AND 19

Applicant, Lundy Law, LLP, provides the following responses and objections to Request

Nos. 3, 8, 11, 14, 18 and 19 of Opposer’s First Request for Production of Documents and Things

to Applicant propounded by Opposer, Larry Pitt & Associates, PC. pursuant to the Order of the

Trademark Trial and Appeal Board issued on February 28, 2014.

OBJECTIONS TO DEFINITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS

Applicant incorporate herein its Objections to Definitions and Instructions set forth in

Applicant’s’ Responses and Objections to App1ioant’s First Set of Interrogatories.

GENERAL OBJECTIONS

Applicant incorporates its General Objections set forth in Applicant’s Responses and

Objections to Opposer’s First Request for Product of Documents and Things.

1 Exhibit D
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REQUEST NO. 3.

All documents and things referring or relating to any decision and/or process by which

Applicant created, conceived, cleared, adopted, acquired, or otherwise made the decision to use

and/or apply to register in the United States Trademark Office the phrase REMEMBER THIS

NAME as a trademark or service mark.

RESPONSE

Pursuant to the Order of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board dated February 28, 2014,

Applicant states that Applicant has or has herewith provided non-privileged responsive

documents that it possesses or has control. See LUNDY01137- 01158.

REQUEST NO. 8.

Representative documents that refer to, relate to, or comments on the first use by Applicant of

the phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME in U.S. commerce.

RESPONSE

Pursuant to the Order of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board dated February 28,

2014, Applicant has produced relevant, non-privileged responsive documents that it possesses or

has control. See LUNDY 01124-01125.

REQUEST NO. 11.

All communications to or from Applicant and any advertising agencies, promotional

agencies, billboard companies, television production companies, or any other entity involved in

the placement of advertising for Applicant, regarding any drafts, comments, changes or revisions

to any of Applicant's advertising, marketing or promotional materials from May, 2011 to date

relating to or concerning the use ofthe phrase REMEMBER THIS NAME.



RESPONSE

Pursuant to the Order of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board dated February 28, 2014,

Applicant states that Applicant has or has herewith produced relevant, non-privileged documents

responsive to this Request any documents of which it is aware. See LUNDYO0001-00063 and

LUNDY 01064-1127.

REQUEST NO. 14.

Representative documents since May, 2011 showing each type ofmedia in which Applicant ,

has advertised its services.

RESPONSE

Pursuant to the Order of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board dated February 28,

2014, Applicant states that Applicant has or has herewith produced relevant, non—privileged

documents responsive to this Request. See LUNDYO0001-00063 and LUNDY01064-1127.

REQUEST NO. 18.

All documents, since May, 201 1, that support Applicant's contention that REMEMBER THIS

NAME is not merely descriptive.

RESPONSE

Pursuant to the Order of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board dated February 28, 2014,

Applicant states that Applicant has or has herewith produced relevant, non-privileged documents

responsive to this Request. See LUNDY01137-01158 and documents attached as Exhibits to

Applicant’s Motion for Summary Judgment, namely, Exhibits 27-49. Also, third party

registrations of “REMEMBE ” under Bates Nos. LU‘NDY00064- 01063.



REQUEST NO. 19.

All documents, since May, 201 1, that support Applicant's contention that REMEMBER THIS

NAME has acquired distinctiveness in the minds of consumers.

RESPONSE

Pursuant to the Order of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board dated February 28, 2014,

Applicant states that Applicant has or has herewith produced relevant, non-privileged documents

responsive to this Request. See previously produced Bates Nos. LUNDY 00001-00063.

Respectfully submitted,

CAESAR, RIVISE, BERNSTEIN,
COHEN & POKOTILOW, LTD.

Dated: April 14, 2014  
1635 y« ket Street
Seven enn Center - 12th Floor

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Tel: (215) 567-2010

Fax: (215)751-1142

Attorneys for Applicant



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned certifies that a copy of the within APPLICANT’S SUPPLEMENTAL
RESPONSES AND OBJECTIONS TO 0PPOSER’S REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS NOS. 3, 8, 11, 14, 18 AND 19 is being served upon Opposer’s counsel via
First Class Mail, postage prepaid on this 14"‘ day ofApril, 2014 addressed to:

Jacqueline M. Lesser
BakerHostet1er

2929 Arch Street

Cira Centre, 12“ Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19104-2891
Email: <j1esser@baker1aw.com>

\

y D. Pokotilow
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CASE STUDY:

Lu ndy Law

New lrarsox/, Ponzlsylv;2ii'iia, Iii'lC.l i)elow;slr'o

Lundy Law. a personal injury lawfirm serving Philadelphia for almost 50
years. is no stranger to effective business strategies. People living within the
Delaware Valley can practically recite Lundy Laws television ad campaigns.

"I believe that, at the end cf the day. the dominant bmnds will succeed. "
states L. Leonard Lundy. Managing Partner. who is an attorney and nephew
of the firm '5 founder. Marvin Lundy. But in an overly-segmented TV market
with hundreds of channels. "We needed something memorable. our own
‘icon’ so to speak. We needed to create a unique brand.“ They invested in the
phone number "l—800~LUNDYL/lW" and the web site Lundyl.aw.com.

THE CHALLENGE

"Our name is our phone number is our web site." says Lundy. it was so
easy to remember. in fact. that it created its own problem: Even with
individual direct-dial numbers for every staff member. i-BOO-LUNDYLAW
is still the one number everyone calls when they want to contact the
firm. This sometimes created incredible bottlenecks for the front

receptionist. who was tasked with routing a massive number of incoming
calls.

when the LUNDY LAW ads ran (e.g.. "Call 1 800-Lundy~t.aw lfyou'vc
been injured"). hundreds of new case calls came in. At times. the firm
had to set up an ad-hoc call center consisting of a conference room with
a phone bank. cables and a dozen temporary employees. ("We didn't
even have room for computers in there," says Lundy.) The temps
manually took hundreds of messages each day. and then had to input
them into the computer system. The personnel and equipment cost the
firm significant money per campaign. The whole procedure turned out to
be a painstakingly slow and painful response to an effective advertising
campaign.

THE SOLUTION
After several failed "exercises" to alleviate the problem. Lundy Law
turned to Export Technology Associates (ETA). a communications solution
provider in Plymouth Meeting. PA. that specializes in custom voice and
data systems that tackle very specific business needs.

ETA conferred with Leonard Lundy, firm administrator Bernetta Henri,
and others at the firm to design a solution that would allow them to
receive and immediately dispatch several hundred calls per day to the
correct personnel. automatically. This required networking four of the
firm's six offices together on a single system. so staff from the Center
City; Cherry Hill. N]; North East Philadelphia; and Wilmington. DE offices
could all reach each other by dialing a foundigit extension. The system
incorporated call center features. economical VoIP technology, and
forwarding and messaging capabilities; all while fitting Lundy Law with
the most costcffeciive hardware and carrier services for their business.

"Lundy Law was interesting in that they didn't need all the bells and
whistles that a lot ofsystoms offer; they had a concrete goal." says Ed
Terry. a founding partner of ETA. “A lot of providers want to sell you on
all the extras. since technology has so many capabilities. However. Lundy
Law didn't need everything under the sun "

 
THE RESULT

Lundy Law's system accommodates what can amount to 400 calls a day
to the 1-800 LUNDYLAW number. which is always answered by a live
person. 24 hours-a—clay. it requires minimal clerical intervention. no
further need for auxiliary equipment or personnel. and no waiting on the
part of the caller. "lt‘s immeasurably faster and less expensive," stresses
Lundy. Loglstically and financially. their ad-hoc call centers were
eliminated -for good.

A DIFFERENT CHALLENGE

Several months ago. ETA was called upon to handle a new problem.
Since law is such a detail-oriented business. Lundy wanted to facilitate
the flrm’s many clerical duties more cost-effectively. Lundy decided to
outsource a large percentage of the flrm's clerical functions to an off
shore company, For this arrangement to work. however. the offshore
employees had to be as accessible as any of their local in-house
counterparts.

THE SOLUTION

Within a two-week period, ETA added the offshore company to the
Lundy Law phone system. "Now the outsourced personnel are Just a four-
dlgit extension away." says Lundy. "This is one of the most significant
areas of savings we can attribute to the system.“

The switch to a nctworkecl vow system itself probably saves the
company several hundred dollars per month in phone usage costs alone.
but "i don't think you can put a price on the staff's ability to back each
other up and comrnunicaie with the efficiencies that come from having a
central system." says ET/\'s Terry, who worked closely on the Lundy
account.

THE RESULT

As a result of the overall advertising and technology strategy. Lundy Law
has been able to successfully facilitate a large volume of calls that simply
wasn't possible before. Employees can dial between offices and to
clerical staff on the other side of the globe as If they‘re all in the same
building. Lawyers and paralegals can travel from office to office and plug
into the system as if they had never left their chairs. or even hook into a
system extension at home.

"we transitioned from a local law firm to one that's practicing in three
states -— Pennsylvania, New jersey and Delaware -— with offices
el"fectlvely across the globe. We handle business differently," says Lundy.
"We still have the feel of the small. local law firm, with the personal
touch of a receptionist handling massive amounts of calls. But we do
business much more effectively and efficiently now. The fact that we're
able to accomplish what we do with the system is phenomenal."

WHY ETA

"it's much more than saving money. it's quality of service." hays Lundy.
‘And what's more. since the system has been installed, the phones have
never gone down. Never. Ever."

400 Davis Drive I Suite 100 l i’iyrnoI.rth Meeting, PA 19462
www expertlaxoln | Tel; (610) 828-0800 Fax: (610) 8280877 | Il\l0Lflle)tDEl‘UEi.COil1
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 Q Prim Deciding on a company's name is the first step towards creating its
brand, and a well-chosen name will ensure that more customers

can find and remember your business. While company names can
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a Share .
aiwa s be chan edand rebranded this can result in a loss in brand

y 9 ' MORE STORIES
° Commem awareness and customers. it's crucial to choose an effective
_______‘ _ The small Business
(‘UM IT business name from the start. Sometimes the success or failure of pimmh. whit.

{_._:j@ a business can hinge upon its name, so it may be wise to seek H°"“gwveet ~ ~ .
“M professional guidance. Here are five considerations that should be

in made when choosing a name for your business. The Be“ mm ‘DStart a Small Business

consider your resources  
The name you choose should depend on the resources at your

disposal. A unique or unusual name may prove more successful if

it is backed up by an effective marketing strategy, while simpler

names can be more informative and require less advertising to be

successful. However, these informative names can often sound

generic and forgettable, so it's important to strike a balance
between the two.

Don't Get sued By
Your No. 1 Employee

 
is Your Office a BYOD?

 
Keep it simple and memorable

The key to an effective business name is memorability. However ‘

clever or witty your name is, it won't be worth much if potential ‘ Ni-'~ '3‘v«'*""""1:-5"’ H)" STONES
customers can't remember it. Remember, the best names are short

and easy to spell and pronounce. Unique names can be great. but
complicated spellings make it more difficult for clients to flnd it in a """" ‘“*“'"""“’ """'"“‘

H directory or online. ' ’
10 Ways to Motivate Your Employees
on the cheap

Trademark protection
How Many Employees Have You
Thanked Today?

A trademark will protect your company’: name and safeguard your small Asset-Based Lenders: Picking

 
brand against potential imposters. According to trademark law. to in. am on.

quality for protection, your name should be distinctive. Strange and 4° Mm_H." Mob". Bum.“ App.
unique names are far more likely to gain legal protection than a to Rim Your GOMPIIW
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Choosing the BcstName for Your Business | Fox Small Business Center

generic sounding name like ‘Smith's Groceries."  ‘
Avoid Generic Names and Puns

Recognizing cliches and blunders will help you to sidestep some of

the common pitfalls when naming a business. Too many

companies’ names are ruined by bad jokes. A good pun can

potentially be very memorable. but the odds are that yourjoke will

fall flat, which could portray a negative image and result in lost

credibility. You should also try to avoid generic adjective-noun

names, where one word is created out of two "dynamic" sounding

names. All too often. companies with names like GloboTech and

Hyperserve find it much more difficult to stand out among their

peers.

Keep a domain name in mind

Onllne sales and marketing have become key components of any

effective business strategy. That's why it's so important to

maximize your web presence with web-friendly name. is an

appropriate web domain available? It's always good practice for

your domain name to match closely to your company's name. and

always make sure that it's spelled the same as it sounds so that

your site can be easily found.
 p............. w... ...«_~..._.w.—..~m.__.._.w..—...-.~.~..».._m......m_._..._~..~
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o Obama proposes capping IRAs (Bankratacom)
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Firms Shorten Monikers to Give Them a Marketing

Edge
By Brenda Saplno Jeffreye Contact All Articles
Texas Lawyer May 18. 2005

".7.ffifY3§éEfs'5l Lfsi §.“..!t9.l

' ‘ Howrey Simon Arnold 8: White has been known informally as Howrey for
a while, but now the short name is official. l-Iowrey isn't the first firm to

adopt a shorter, institutional name, and it probably won't be the last as the
i trend continues to come on strong.

The firm, which was created in 2000 through the merger of Houston's
Arnold, White 8: Durkee and Howrey & Simon ofWashington, D.C., sliced

. off three-quarters of its name this month and adopted the simple,
one-word moniker of I-Iowrey.Imago: Dlgltal Vlulon

"It's a short name. It's a prominent name. It's a unique name, and we've been really using it

prominently for the last five years," said Thomas Miller, the partner in charge of Howrey's office
in Houston.

"I think it's the way that firms are going to be going from now on. A lot of firms are shortening
their names," he said.

Howrey is not alone in deciding to streamline its name. Other firms in Texas, such as Brown
Mccarroll, went short and sweet by lopping off the trailing names in a long name. National firm
Jones, Day, Reavis 8: Pogue, which has an oifice in Dallas, is now known as Jones Day. During
the past several years, a number of largeTexas firms have slimmed down their names by
eliminating the ampersand. For example, Baker 8: Botts is now Baker Botts, Jackson 8: Walker
switched to Jackson Walker, and Andrews 8: Kurth is now Andrews Kurth.

And some firms have taken that one step further by replacing the ampersand with a distinctive

symbol, such as the Texas symbol in Houston's Williams Bailey, the diamond in Dallas‘ Johnston
Tobey, the dots in Houston's Doherty<’,LongéWagner, and the star in Beaumont's Provost *
Umphrey Law Firm.

Much of it is for marketing reasons; a short name looks good on a logo or Web site, or it makes a

good domain name. But a short institutional name can also prevent infighting among partners
over who gets to have their surname in the firm's name.

"You get away from all of the political issues and the legacy issues that obviously are very
important to partners in law firms," said firm marketing consultant Deborah McMurray of
Dallas.

McMurray said it's simply a smart business move that follows what corporate America has been
doing for decades.

"The vast majority ofclients remember the first name of the firm, and if it's more than three
names I think, quite frankly, it's difficult to remember," said marketing consultant William J.
Flannery Jr. ofAustin, Texas. "The retention of the additional names probably has more to do
with internal politics."

Flannery, ofWJF Institute, said he would advise firms to seriously consider adopting a shorter,
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punchier name.

. '. }( '
"The downside is you lose the name recognition of the names of partners that are still there. They l ' “x ( A I
may have had some impact in the market," he said. Is 2 iviirlllius of You! lmw Will ill .1Ci1az1cafr)x'a$?00 Grit Gm]?
No coNFUsIoNs

At Howrey, a name change had been on the table for a while, but managing partner Robert

Ruyak said the opening of a new Paris office in May was the tipping point that led to the new
name’ i°".".?".'i'e . .|'l.l8 ll 8 8 98

"We needed a uniform name across the firm," he said. "As we've grown into an institution, a Sggrtmir S h
much larger firm, it just made sense." ch»cago,c'iIrIl:’c':is em

The firm went with Howrey because so many people have been referring to the firm by that 2% 5?,%"’ A“°°"“°
sins1emme- hesaie e?:::¢.tr.:l.i::::“....
Ofthe four lawyers identified in Howrey Simon Arnold 8: White, Thomas Arnold is the last to Pennsywanla
practice at the firm. (Howrey is decreased.) Arnold, who is 81 and retired, said he is fine with the MORE JOBS
name change. POSTAJOB

"There are other firms that have decided to go with a simple name, and I'm a fan of the idea of a
sirn le name instead of five six seven names in it," he said.

P ’ ’ New Jersey Emu ammml
"It's just a good, strong two-syllable name that's very unique, so we wouldn't have any problem, CONTINUMG LEGAL
no confusion" Ruyak Said- eoucmon SEMINARS

In 2001, Austin-based Brown Mccarroll 8: Oaks Hartline changed its name to Brown Mccarroll.

"We felt like that's what people were calling us anyway," said managing partner Robert Werner.

Werner said the short institutional name also eliminates any possible problems when laterals

join the firm. "The firm name is not going to be an issue that's going to be discussed," he said.

McMurray, a consultant at McMurray 8: Associates, said it makes sense for a firm to shorten its
name if a one- or two-word version is the name the firm is known by in the marketplace. Even

eliminating the ampersand makes sense if that's the "street name" for the firm, said McMurray.

McMurray said, for instance, she was working with Andrews Kurth in 2003 on a branding
campaign, and the finn's lawyers were thinking about using A8rK for marketing.

"What we discovered in the marketplace is that they were the only ones using that [A&K], and
nobody on the street was using that, and in fact, they were using Andrews Kurth," McMurray
said.

The firm decided to go with Andrews Kurth. C nter.com
"As silly as it sounds to get rid of that ampersand, it is another symbol, and [firms should try to]
make it as short as possible because people will abbreviate it," she said. "Almost half ofthe
people call me Deb because there is this natural tendency, especially among Americans, to
abbreviate."

Howard Ayers, managing partner ofAndrews Kurth, did not return a telephone call seeking
comment.

 
Baker Botts eliminated the ampersand from its name in 2000. At the time, then-managing

partner Richard Johnson said the shorter name was intended to project a modern image for the
firm and cement a global identity.

But Baker Botts was also a kind of trade name for the firm, Johnson noted in 2000, because the
firm had been known as simply Baker Botts for a long time. He said the partners in the firm
decided that the ampersand added nothing to the firm’s image.

Yet some firms aren't about to jump on the short-name, ampersand—free bandwagon.

Frank Jones, co-managing partner in Houston for Fulbright 8: Jaworski, said the firm has gone
by that name since 1975 and has no plans to eliminate the ampersand or shorten the name to
Fulbright, even though the firm is often referred to as Fulbright. ’

"In fact, we want to make sure we don't lose the Jaworski," Jones said. "It's a prominent part
of our logo, and Jaworski has been an important part of our firm and obviously one of the
best-known lawyers in the country."

Bracewell & Patterson took a different tack in March when it dropped the Patterson and changed
its name to Bracewell & Giuliani after former New York mayor Rudolph Giuliani joined the firm

to launch its New York Qity outpost. .
The firm had been known as Bracewell 8: Patterson since 1966, but Harry Patterson is now
deceased. His widow, Edith Patterson Puddephatt, said she is fine with the name change.

2 of 4
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SYMBOLS

Lawyers who add unusual symbols to their firm names may be trying to set their firms apart
from competitors who stick with a traditional style of name. Or maybe they just don't like the
ampersand, like C. Randal Johnston ofJohnston Tobey.

Johnston said his firm has been Johnston Tobey since 1997. He said they thought about using a

Texas symbol in the name but decided they liked the diamond better because it symbolizes value
and the ability to cut a straight line.

"I really do believe the image you present to the public is important, and I think lawyers really
should give a lot of consideration to that," he said.

Johnston believes the Internet has accelerated the move to shorten institutional names for firms.

"Now it's to everyone's benefit to have a nice, short, uniquely identifiable name with a matching
Web site," he said. "Ultimately, the long formal name will disappear.“

Brett Wagner, a partner in Houston's DohertyéLongc’.Wagner, said he and partners Larry
Doherty and Mark Long used dots in the firm name instead of a comma and ampersand mostly
to be a little different.

Wagner notes that many people get his firm's name wrong, but he, Doherty and Long haven't
spent the time and energy needed to correct everyone all the time.

"Ultimately, it doesn't really matter because people are so conditioned to the traditional,"
Wagner said.

McMurray said adding a symbol to a firm name can be costly because it may be difficult for
clients and others to remember.

"It's really hard to do unless you have millions of dollars to [spend] in getting your name and
logo out there," she said.
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The trend toward shorter firm names is becoming increasingly common, according to an expert

in law firm branding. Truncating long-established names can cause moniker confusion, but
studies show that "people can only remember three or four syllables —- not three or four names,"
says Burkey Belser. Another challenge: balancing short, easily memorized firm names against
the diplomatic risks of aidng partner mentions. Says Belser: "It's a situation that calls for
considerable political finesse."
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to read the full text.
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Lawyers

Make Your Law Firm Stand Out With

Good Branding

By Matthew Hickey | March 5, 2013

[]]j{e1 '__’_ ffih-|7w“§.rlM»l3|"’ .-,‘:s:| EJEMAIL gpamrz

Law practices are business like any other.

Your potential clients have choices for where

they can go for their legal servlces. As a result,

It's important that you're able to communicate

how your firm is different from every other firm

In your practice area. Branding is the quickest

way to do it. Unlike other industries, the legal

Industry has been relatively slow to recognize
You're a good egg. Do you look the part? Follow these

essentials to make your brand stand out, In the right way. the importance °f deV°'°pm9 3 r°°°9n|zab'°
brand.

Case In point. many law offices adopt generic imagery and logos to reflect their practice: gavels, a

pile of law books, the scales of Justice, etc. Similarly, countless firms name themselves after the

time partners regardless of how generic and uninspired the resulting name of the flrm sounds.

That's a mistake. Do a local search on Google and notice how many local flrms there are active In

your practice area. You may be surprised at how much competition you have. If you want to give

yourself an advantage over those competitors. then make yourself standout. Be yourself. Be unlque.

Make sure that potentll clients can immediately tell that you and your firm are different.

In llne vvlth that. you want your firm to have a brand name that people will remember. If they hear it.

you want them to remember It. The big picture is that you want clients. colleagues. and the Industries

you represent to recognize, and easily remember, the name of your practlce and what makes it

different from other flrms. After all, if your clients and colleagues can't remember who you are. they'll

be less likely to hire you or refer you to others.

Create a memorable brand name

Trademark law gives stronger protection to unlque brand names than to generic ones. ln part, that's

because the law inherently understands the business value of a unlque ldentltler. Google. Kodak,

Coca Cola: these are names that are easy to remember. Ideally, you want your flrm name to be just

as easy to remember. You don't have to create a completely fanciful name for your practice. Instead,

It's okay If you are more comfortable with a name that tells the public what your firm does or what

http1//biogmcketlnwyer.com/make-your-Iaw-firm-stand-out-witit-good-branding-9 l2592
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Make Your Law Firm Stand Out With Good Branding 1 Everyday Law

makes it different. Either way, just make sure that your flnn name is unique. easy to remember, and

(of course) in compliance with the ethical rules of your Jurisdiction.

Create a catchy tagllne

Create a tagline for your practice. This is a short series of words that communicates something

important about what makes your practice different. For example, a tagilne such as "creative

business and legal solutions for rising entrepreneurs" tells the world that your flnn represents

successful, young entrepreneurs and that your services are different because they are creative. it

doesn't need to be a sentence though. One of my favorite tagllnes in business is Apple's "Think

different." it says so much with only two words. it establishes both the type of person who Apple

envisions as their customer (l.e. those who don't follow trends) and that Apple itself is “different” from

it's competitors. Whatever direction you choose, l'd encourage you to channel your inner Don Draper

for this. Go for something catchy. descriptive, memorable and short.

Create an attractive logo

A good, clean logo designed by a professional designer is a worthwhile investment for a firm of any

size. First, a well-designed logo itself lends a practice a touch of credibility and a little gravitas. it

makes you look professional. Second. a good logo can itself convey information about your firm in a

memorable way. Whatever you do, ditch the overdone law firm staples such as gaveis, the scales of

Justice, or law books unless it's an exceptionally unique and creative take on the design. At this,

point. those stock images are so overdone that they only thing they convey about your flrm is that

you put little or no thought into the way you present yourself to the world.

in the end, when creating a brand identity for your practice, don't be afraid to buck the mainstream

trends in the industry. it's okay to be different. it'll help you appeal to clients who think differently.

Related articles

hould Your New Law Practice Be a Partnership or a Solo Practlce?(rocketlawyer.oom)

ttorney on a Job Hunt? 3 insights From a Music Blogger(rccketlawyer.com)

Ways To Enhance Your Credlblllty(rocketlawyer.com)

About Matthew Hickey

Matthew is an entertainment attorney. biogger and music enthusiast. Having previously

worked as an attorney in iawfirms both large and small, and now as a practicing solo

attorney. Matthew believes that there has never been a better time to start a solo practice
or small firm. By utilizing social media and new technology. amail flnns and solo attorneys

can aurpasa their large firm counterparts in terms of marketing and providing clients with efficient, reliable
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legal services at affordable rates. when he isn’t wearing his ‘lawyer hat’ he is humble-bragging about his
extensive vinyl collection over at the food and music website Turntable Kitchen.

Read other articles by Matthew.

Posted in: Lawyers. Marketing

« Attorney on a Job Hunt? 3 insights From a Music Biogger 10 Mistakes Lawyers Make on Twitter »
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Powell Goldstein is not alone in its recent decision to shorten its name. As law firms grow larger,
their names are getting shorter.

Most notable is New York City firm Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, which shrank its
name first to Skadden Arps and, now, to just Skadden. Like Skadden, many big firms want to
establish a brand instead ofbasing their identity on the names of the lawyers who actually
started the firms and are often long gone.

Powell Goldstein at first considered such a dramatic name change, to just Powell, but then I-.F1nd Slmllar content
decided that was too generic. The obvious moniker became apparent: Powell Goldstein was what companies‘ agendas I-nantloned
people already called the firm, said Carol T. Thomas, the firm's marketing director.

 
Key categories

"We decided to embrace our brand," said James J. McA1pin Jr., the firm's managing partner. Most flawed storms

The trend toward shorter firm names started about 10 years ago but is becoming increasingly
common, said Burkey Belser of Greenfield Belser, a Washington, D.C., marketing firm that The Am “"7 ‘°° 2°‘2
specializes in law firm branding.

The Powell Goldstein firm had been considering the change for more than a decade, McAlpin '* T" ‘i ' ' ' ' T “ '
said. The firm decided that now was the right time because it is moving to new offices in both R“tE°l'5» in Coach Debacle:
Atlanta and Washington, D.C., which meant the letterhead and signage would change anyway. F'“‘“‘ 1"’ °“t‘ld° C°““°°1
"Marketing studies show that people can only remember three or four syllables — not three or * ’ ' ’ * s ‘ ' ’ ‘ . ’ '
four names -- so firms are shortening their handles to what the market probably already calls Confirmation Hearing Quickly
them," Belger 5ajd_ Gets Political for D.C. CircuitNominee

"The firm really doesn't have any choice. The market will not remember those additional names," ~ ~— ~ ~
he 3dd°d- Which law schools are tops for

Powell Goldstein's four name partners are no longer alive, but the firm, which had been called jobs?
Powell, Goldstein, Frazer & Murphy since 1939, consulted the families ofJames N. Frazer and . . . .. .. .. . _ . . . .,
B.D. "Buck" Murphy before dropping their surnames, McA1pin said. The 100 Most mflnenflal

The firm will name conference rooms in its new Atlanta office after Frazer and Murphy, with L“wy°"“ i“ A“‘‘”'‘‘’‘‘
photos and memorabilia memorializing their careers. Another name partner, Judge Arthur G.
Powell will receive a conference room, and Max F. Goldstein and his son Elliott Goldstein will get
a boardroom.

Belser said the firm's consideration for the feelings of Frazer's and Murphy's relatives is uniquely
Southern. In other parts of the country, he said, firms simply chop the names of deceased
partners from their titles.

In firms where all of the name partners are alive and well and in residence, dropping names from
the title can be more difficult.

"It's a situation that calls for considerable political finesse and lots of communication," Belser
said. In many cases, though, the affected lawyers are willing to make the sacrifice because they
"recognize the power of the street name" and understand that disappearing from the marquee
will be good for the firm's marketability, he said.

One Portland firm that Belser worked with, Tonkon Torp Galen Marmaduke 8: Booth, chose to
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drop the three living partners from the title in favor of Tonkon Torp, who are both deceased,
since the firm is popularly known as Tonkon Torp.

Sometimes, Belser said, it's easier to drop the living partners from the firm name since they may
be less popular within the firm than the lawyers who are deceased.

Atlanta's Shapiro Fussell Wedge Smotherman Martin 8: Price, where all the name partners are
alive and practicing, shortened its name to Shapiro Fussell about two years ago.

"Six names got ridiculously long," said Catherine J. North, the 22-lawyer firm's administrator.
The firm's legal name is still Shapiro Fussell Wedge Smotherman Martin 8: Price, but the
surnames of the firm's latter four partners now appear in fine print, beneath the Shapiro Fussell
logo.

"It was an easy wayto not hurt anybody's feelings," she said.

The truncated partners acquiesced to the change because they agreed that the name was too
long. "We knew it was out of hand," North said, adding that trying to answer the phone with six
names had become absurd.

Another small Atlanta firm, Owen Gleaton Egan Jones & Sweeney, thinks that all of its name

partners, who are still at the firm, should be in the title because they are central to its business.
Even though it answers the phone with just "Owen Gleaton," the 25-lawyer firm has no plans to
shorten its name, H. Andrew Owen said.

Foy R. Devine, whose name became the caboose to Doffermyre, Shields, Canfield, Knowles 8:
Devine, in 1996, said his firm also has no plans to shorten its name, despite the length.

That's because the 11-lawyer firm's business is built on the reputations of its name partners, he
said. The firm gets most of its clients from referrals and does not advertise the way a larger firm
might, so establishing a brand is not a concern.

"When people think about us, they think about the names of the lawyers in the firm," he said.

The partners did consider using just the initials DSCKD at one point. The firm answered the
phone that way for a few weeks, but it simply confused people, Devine said. Ultimately, ‘the
partners decided that the firm already had an identity and that it was Doffermyre, Shields,
Canfield, Knowles & Devine, he said. Although, he added, "the person answering the phone
might argue otherwise."
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7 Critical Components of Law Firm Branding

by Laura Powers

A law firm brand is much more than the name of a firm and the logo that represents it. There are many elements

to the communication of a successful brand.

in conducting a brand assessment, law firms must think strategically about the design and development of the

visual elements and key messages required for their brand. A firm must consider how the brand will integrate

through multiple media platforms, audiences and geographies — before design and development begin.

in today's legal marketplace, there are significant challenges for law firms including growth in competition, the

post-recession economy and the commoditlzation of legal services. it is increasingly more important for firms to
understand and communicate their differentiators and strengths. Unrelenting brand consistency is a critical factor

in achieving and sustaining differentiation, engagement and top-of-mind awareness.

A strong law firm brand considers seven critical components in its development, implementation and longevity:

strategy, research, naming conventions, differentiation, consistency and attention to detail. Let's examine each.

1. Law Firm Brand Strategy

An effective firm brand will support new business development, client loyalty, the cross~selling of firm services

and internal pride in a firm. The brand is a firm's promise to its clients, colleagues, referral sources, judges,

potential clients, internal audiences and others. A firm’s brand tells target audiences what they should expect
from its services as well as how those services will be delivered.

Understanding strategy is one of the most important foundational pieces of building an effective brand.
Understanding a firm's business goals is critical to determining strategy. The only way to truly create a successful

brand promise is through strategic planning. Creative concepts and ideas must always take into account core
messaging, law firm culture and positioning in the marketplace. One of the most critical parts of communicating
needs and expectations for brand development is strategic planning which allows creative development partners

to be better equipped to engage in a winning creative process.

The strategies employed during brand development must complement the marketing and public relations plan.
Marketing portfolios should be natural extensions of a well-designed. strategic brand. The brand needs to
communicate “who" the firm is and be consistent with presenting how the firm wants to be perceived to ensure

uniform delivery.

htto://wwwfuriarubei.com/articles.php‘?action=view&id=63 . 5/27/2014
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2. Law Firm Brand Research

Research is critical to brand implementation and is derived from the strategic direction for branding. The design

and development of a firm’s brand will be inherently flawed without at least a basic footprint of research to

support the brand strategy. Research for branding should concern itself with understanding the target audience,
first and foremost, but it is also about understanding the competitive landscape and the current state of the

marketplace.

Brand research can be a relatively expensive proposition if a firm is considering focus groups and other

qualitative research. Thorough research will examine icons, emblems, symbols, typography and color theory.
Trademark availability research also fits with best practices.

3. Law Firm Name

The name of a law firm is critical to its brand success. A firm’s name needs to be ethical, easy to pronounce,

easy to remember and short. it needs to be easy to refer a potential client to the firm using the name. And, it
needs to be easy to find online. The domain name (URL) that a firm uses is just as important as the selection of a
firm name. Every day it becomes increasingly more difficuit to find a short and appropriate top-level domain.

Today's competitive online search landscape places weight to keyword-rich domain names that use a firm name
or a firm’s practice area of focus (when rules of professional conduct permit). While domain names cannot always
be changed easily, good domains should not use firm initials (the public does not refer to a firm using its initials
and the firm should never refer to themselves using initials) and never have more than one hyphen.

The trend in firm naming is short, memorable, catchy and distinctive. This does not necessarily mean that the

trend doesn't adhere to the tradition of using partners’ names; it just means that firms are becoming more flexible.

From an ethical perspective, if a firm shortens its name for marketing purposes, but does not change it legally, it
should include the full firm name on all formal communications (letterhead, business checks, etc.). This

procedure takes a step towards preventing a potential client from being drawn to a firm without understanding it's
legal entity status. That same client may claim that the firm’s communique was misleading.

4. Law Firm Brand Differentiation

In setting the foundation for differentiation, focusing the firm’s marketing on specific practice groups and industry
segments, if possible, allows for a more focused message and marcom effort. Differentiation becomes easier as
audiences are segmented and enables a firm to showcase their unique offerings.

in today's economic and legal environment, it is more difficuit for firms to present their benefits in ways that
resonate with clients, however, it is also more important than ever. Understanding differentiation means defining

how the firm helps solve problems, alleviate concerns and handle issues for key audiences better than the
competition. it also may mean offering alternative fee arrangements, unique consulting services and other value-
added benefits.

True differentiation starts within a firm and permeates through the culture and is then projected through the

market positioning. Firms first need to understand their unique differentiating factors before they can
communicate them - internally, externally and through the firm brand.

5. Building Trust Through a Law Firm Brand

There are many factors that build trusting relationships between clients and attorneys. One of these is a
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consistently presented, understandable and relatable brand. Firms that do not make an investment in building
their brand are missing a critical element in today's business environment of relationship marketing. Not only do

an attorney's words and actions build trust, but consistent visual brand elements and messaging components of
the attorney’s law firm will intrinsically support their relationships as well.

Building trust also means implementing internal systems and quality controls for attorney-prospect and attorney-
client communications such as CRM systems. The more systematized a firm is, the greater the likelihood of

attorney responsiveness and trusted relationships. No matter how strong a law firm brand - service and

responsiveness of staff and counsel is critical to building trust.

6. Law Firm Brand Consistency

Well-developed marcom collateral is a natural extension of a well-designed, strategic brand. It is consistency in

the application of the brand that establishes a competitive advantage, ensures differentiation and builds trust with
target audiences.

in order to secure consistency, the brand's corresponding standards manual should be thorough and

comprehensive. The manual should contain regulations and instructions for the practical use of the firm’s identity
in daily operations. it should address the correct, approved usage of firm name, brand images, fonts, colors,
icons, emblems or symbols and more. it should address all potential brand usage -— from social media to airport
billboards.

Today's legal marketplace accentuates the need for strict attention to consistency as digital channels evolve,
external and internal resources become more and more diluted and competition continues to grow.

7. Details of a Law Firm’s Brand

Law firms need to consider all the small details that comprise the overarching success of a brand. For example,

there are both shocking and subtle emotional reactions that font selection can elicit in an audience. There are
deliberate choices that should be made based on the psychology of color and thoughtful attention should be

given to the placement of visual elements. in design development, a multitude of variations must be considered
such as scale for small and large applications; color standards for press printing, digital printing, onllne usage and

other reproduction methods; variations in fixed dimension avatar placement and online profile management for
social networking channels; and more.

it is in a firm’s best interest to seize upon brand opportunities in order to capitalize on differentiation, consistency

and integration across all touch points, audiences and geographies. Typical, outdated law firm messaging usually
conveys the features of working with a firm but does not effectively communicate all the benefits of working with,
or working for. the firm. A successful brand will resonate with target audiences — and it will also resonate with a
firm’s employees. making them feel proud to be connected with something larger than themselves.

This article originally appeared on the Legal Marketing Association's Metro Philly LMA: News & Insights Blog.
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News, information and updates on how to get the custom solutions, "add on" services, and technical support you
need, but can‘t get from your phone. data or video service provider.

November 16, 2011
Bing Archive

Biog Archive vEASY-TO-REMEMBER PHONE NUMBER FOR AT&T
SMALL BUSINESS CUSTOMERS

Entrepreneurs who choose AT&T Small Business to provide phone service for their start up ‘“'_°“”“'
business or a new branch ‘location are tumlng to outside 3rd party sources, like Grfir ‘ gm '|'g¢|1no|¢-guy
Technology, to get an Easy-To-Remember Number for their new business or new location, “an M A "1 ‘S
because they can't get what they want and need from AT&T Small Business, are n my 9technology developer,

"' in today's fast paced and very competitive environment engmeen and mhmcian mused on helpmg- businesses get the add on services, custom
it's important that your main business phone number be e gmuflung and techies; support may ne.,d_ but
number that's easy for your customers, vendors and they can't get from lhelrtechnology service
employees to remember. You really don't want provider.
prospective and existing customers to be forced to write View my complete prollie
down or search for your number- you want them to be
able to easily recall your phone number because it‘s easy
for them to remember!

 
"The mining piece you need‘

There are many different ways to arrange a local phone
number so that it's easy-twemember. You could arrange a local phone number to end
with "000" like 404-212-1000, end with "00" like 404-212-1200, end with the last four digits
repeating like 404-212-1111, or end with the last four digits in sequential order like 404-212-1234.

To get a easy-twemsmber number for your business that works correctly on your AT&T Small
Business phone lines, you should find an experienced. reputable and skilled professional to
asslstyou. You can try to do this on your own, but most who have tried ended up wasting a lot
of time and falling to get the results they wanted. it you "do-ll-yourself‘. you could end up
spending a lot of time (and money) finding the perfect phone number, only to find out later that It
will not work on your AT&T Small Business phone lines. Engaging a professional who is
knowledgeable in the technical issues associated with business phone numbers, ensures that
you avoid problems, headaches and frustration, and that you get the best possible phone
number for your business.

if you’re a AT&T Small Business customer, you should engage GrBr Technology to get the ideal
Easy-To-Remember Number for your business. We'll search and secure the Easy-To-
Remember Number you desire and get It added to your AT&T Small Business phone line. so
your business can thrive! Click on one of the links below to learn more...

httpzllgrartechnology.com/SUPPLYILandline_Phcne_Ssrvicas/Easy_To_Ramsmber__Phons_Numbershtml
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD

 

 LARRY PITT & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

 
 

  

Opposer,

Opposition No. 91210158
v.

LUNDY LAW, LLP

 A licant

DECLARATION OF PHYLLIS MELOFF IN SUPPORT OF

LARRY PITT & ASSOCIATES’ OPPOSITION T0

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

I, Phyllis Meloff, declare as follows:

1. I am the Office Manager for Larry Pitt & Associates, P.C. (“Larry Pitt” or “my

company”). I have worked for Larry Pitt for twenty-two (22) years. For the past

twenty-two (22) years, I have been responsible for overseeing all of the

advertising for Larry Pitt. I make the following statements based on personal

knowledge or records of my company and submit this declaration in support of

Larry Pitt’s opposition to Lundy Law’s motion for summary judgment in the

Opposition Proceeding before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board of the

United States Patent and Trademark Office.

2. Larry Pitt is a well-known personal injury, worker’s compensation and social

security disability law firm located in Philadelphia and its outlying suburbs and

adjacent counties. The firm has been in operation for more than 33 years, and its

principal, Larry Pitt, Esq. has been practicing law for more than thirty-seven (37)

years.
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. Larry Pitt is one of the first law firms to publicly advertise its services on public

transportation in the Philadelphia area. The purpose of the advertising is to create

brand awareness of the name of the Larry Pitt law firm, and to market the services

of the firm to potential clients. Larry Pitt has advertised its services on public

buses and trains throughout Philadelphia, the outlying suburbs, as well as adjacent

counties in Pennsylvania for over twenty-five (25) years.

. The Larry Pitt advertisements prominently bear the name of the law firm, a

photographic image of Larry Pitt, Esq. himself, the principal of the firm, and the

firm’s toll-free number. The intended purpose of the advertising is that consumers

will remember the name and telephone number of the Larry Pitt law firm to when

seeking representation. The name and number of the law firm is highlighted in

the advertising.

. In April 2012, Larry Pitt entered into a contract with its media company, Titan

360, to introduce advertising on public transportation in Philadelphia and its

outlying suburbs. I attended this meeting, along with representatives from Titan

360, and I participated in all discussions regarding Larry Pitt’s advertising. Titan

360 is a media company that Larry Pitt has used for many years for its bus and

SEPTA advertising. Titan 360 is well known in the industry for providing

outdoor advertising to other law firms, including, to my own knowledge, Lundy

Law.

. The 2012 advertising copy for Larry Pitt used a photographic image of Larry Pitt,

Esq., the principal of the firm, and the words: “Injured? At Work? In an accident?

Larry Pitt & Associates Workers Compensation Law. Personal Injury Law.
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REMEMBER THIS NUMBER Call 1-888-PITT-LAW. This written copy was

developed in consultation with and at the suggestion ofTitan 360.

These ads were placed throughout Philadelphia, and outlying suburban public

buses, and at bus stops and train stations beginning in April 2012. See Exhibit A.

. In my 22 years of experience, I have reviewed the advertising of other law firms

in the Philadelphia area, and I am familiar with the goals of such law firms in

their advertising. It is common for law firms that advertise publicly to request

that potential clients remember them and call them. The April 2012 Larry Pitt did

just that. Over 800 of these ads with the words REMEMBER THIS NUMBER

publicly appeared in Philadelphia and outlying suburbs on SEPTA and bus

stations, and on public buses and trains.

. In the middle of this ad campaign, on March 4, 2013, Lundy Law filed suit based

on a claim that Larry Pitt’s use of REMEMBER THIS NUMBER in advertising

infringed on Lundy Law’s use of REMEMBER THIS NAME. The case was filed

in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, Case

2:13-cv-01161-JHS, but voluntarily dismissed on April 18, 2013. Lundy Law has

not since then protested Larry Pitt’s use of REMEMBER THIS NUMBER.

. Until we received Lundy Law’s objection, we had no idea that Lundy Law was

claiming, or could consider claiming trademark rights in the phrase, REMEMBER

THIS NAME. Based on my knowledge of the industry, and my experience

working with law firm advertising, I would think it highly doubtful that any

consumer would identify the phrase “REMEMBER THIS NAME” or

“REMEMBER THIS NUMBER” as exclusive to a single law firm. It is the



actual name or telephone number of the firm that is important and memorable to

consumers.

I declare under penalty ofperjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Dated: Ma)/Cl] 2014 ’
..............................................................
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Larry Pitt & Associates, P.C. v. Lundy Law,LLP
Opposition No. 91/210158
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LARRY PITT & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

Opposer,

Opposition No. 91210158
v.

LUNDY LAW, LLP

Applicant

EXPERT REPORT OF ROSS FISHMAN:: 

1. Assignment:

1 have been engaged by the Opposer, Larry Pitt & Associates, P.C. to offer my opinion regarding
use of the phrase “Remember this name” which is the subject -of a trademark application of
Lundy Law LLP, under Appln. No. 85/767757, and whether this phrase may be considered a
trademark of a single law firm. My opinions set forth below are based on my experience as a
marketing consultant for law firms, my evaluation of the documents provided to me, which are
noted in Section V, and documents in my possession. '

II. Professional Qualifications

I Twenty-four years as a full-_time law firm marketing professional. Founded Ross Fishman
Marketing, Inc. (now d/b/a Fishman Marketing, Inc.) in 1998. As CEO ofFishman
Marketing, Inc., I help law firms develop differentiation strategies and creative marketing
campaigns. This includes marketing planning; branding, differentiation and positioning;
practice-group marketing; and the development of collateral materials including, e.g.
advertising, websites, brochures, etc.

I I held two in-house‘ marketing positions - Public Relations Manager and Marketing
Director of 500-attorney Winston & Strawn, 1990-1994; and Client Service and
Marketing Partner of Coffield Ungaretti & Harris 1994-1997.

I ' Fishman Marketing (FM) has created marketing campaigns for over 150 law firms.

I I have presented over 250 marketing-training programs for lawyers and marketers
worldwide, for a wide range of groups. These include, e.g.: (1) individual law firms like
Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP and Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis LLP; (2) national,
state and local bar associations like the American Bar Association (ABA), Wisconsin Bar



Association, and Chicago Bar Association (CBA); (3) law-related organizations like the
Legal Marketing Association (LMA), Association ofLegal Administrators (ALA), and
College ofLaw Practice Management; (4) lawyer groups like the Litigation Counsel of
America (LCA), Federation of Defense and Corporate Counsel (FDCC), and Federation
of Regulatory Counsel (FORC); (5) international law firm networks like Meritas, Lex
Mundi, Lawyers Associated Worldwide (LAW), and lntemational Lawyers Network
(ILN); and (6) various international organizations like The Asia-Pacific Professional
Services Marketing Association (APSMA), and Asian Productivity Organization (APO).

FM campaigns have received over a dozen first-place trophies from the 3500-member
international Legal Marketing Association (or "LMA," formerly NALFMA, the National
Association of Law Firm Marketing), for a wide range of creative marketing campaigns
and categories. These include the LMA's optional Best of Show award five of the ten
times ever presented; no other firm or agency has ever received it more than once. In fact,
the Best of Show award was created in 1996 specifically so that our entry in the LMA's
"Your Honor Awards" would win one grand prize instead of nearly all of the individual
trophies at the national conference. Additional honors include:

o In 1996, our Service Guarantee campaign received one ofInc. magazine's ten
national Marketing Masters awards for "brilliant and successful" marketing.

0 Recipient of a peer-selected LMA 1998 Lifetime Achievement Award.
0 One of four legal marketers selected for induction into the LMA's inaugural Hall

ofFame.

Selected as a Fellow of the College of Law Practice Management.

0 My article, “A Personal History ofLaw Marketing" received the ABA's 2006
"Silver Edge Award" for one of the two best articles written that year in Law
Practice Management magazine.

0

I Created what we believe to be the legal profession's first:

o Computer game, for Orrick.
o RSS-based advertising, for Sterne, Kessler, Goldstein & Fox PLLC.
o Total Quality Management (TQM) initiative, for Winston & Strawn
o Firrn-wide cross-selling program for a major law firm, for Winston & Strawn.
0 Combined law school recruiting/marketing campaign, for Fenwick & West.

I Written hundreds of bylined articles, including six regular columns.
o Bylined articles include publications including, The National Law Journal,

Chicago Lawyer, Legal Times, Juran Institute, Nation ’s Business, Success, World
Trade, Professional Marketing, The Reader, Lawyers Weekly USA, The General
Practitioner, Law Oflice ManagementAdministration Report, Massachusetts
Lawyers Weekly, ABA Journal, Law Marketing Exchange, Connecticut Law
Tribune, Marketingfor Lawyers, The Briefcase, Chicago Magazine ’s Business
Survival Guide, Chicago Daily Law Bulletin, and many more.

o Monthly or recurring columns include:
I ABA’s Law Practice, “What REALLY Works” (monthly, 2007-2008)



I ABA ‘s Law Practice Management, “Practice Development Clips: The
New World ofLaw Practice Marketing” (monthly, 1999-2001)

I Illinois Legal Times “What the Client Says” (monthly, 1996 -1998)
I Corporate Legal Times, Columnist “From the Case Files of Phillip

Marlaw, GC” (monthly, 1991-1992)
I Marketing Legal Services, ABA marketing newsletter (monthly, I990-93)
I The Franchise Handbook, legal columnist (quarterly, 1990-92)
I Commerce, legal columnist, Chicago Association of Commerce and

Industry magazine (monthly, 1988-1990)

I I am the 2013-2014 chairman of the Legal Marketing Association’s Ethics Task Force.

I Fishman Marketing has represented many plaintiff’ s firms and personal injury practices
(as well as other “retail” or consumer-oriented practices like divorce, DUI, and
criminal) across North America, including firms in e.g. Illinois, Florida, Kentucky,
Georgia, Kansas, and Vancouver, BC.

I I am a current member of the Illinois Bar, and a graduate of Emory University School
ofLaw, J.D. 1985. My Avvo rating is “10.0 - Superb.”

III. Compensation

1 have been engaged by Larry Pitt & Associates as a testifying expert in this opposition. My
hourly rate is $450. My compensation is not contingent on the outcome of this action.

IV. Cases in which, during the previous 4 years, I have testified as an expert at trial or
by deposition:

Robert L. Habush v. William M. Cannon, et al, Case No. 09-CV-18149 (Circuit Court,
Milwaukee Count, Wisconsin).

V. Materials Reviewed

I reviewed the following materials:

a. Complaint in Lundy Law, LLP v. Larry Pitt & Associates, P. C. Case 2: 13-cv-01 161-JHS
(“Trademark Infringement Suit”)
Motion for a preliminary injunction in Trademark Infringement Suit
Response to motion for preliminary injunction in Trademark Infringement Suit
Notice of Opposition
Answer to Notice of Opposition

Lundy Law’s motion for summary judgment in the Opposition proceeding
Lundy Law Advertising submitted in the Opposition proceeding
Third party advertising for REMEMBER THIS NAME and REMEMBER THIS
NUMBER

F“°.°5"°.°P-.°.°"



VI. Analysis

This analysis is set out in three parts. The first part examines the use of common phrases, such as
“remember this ...” within the structure of marketing in general and the marketing of legal

services in specific. The second section sets out the importance of competition and the benefits
that consumers obtain when the regulation of legal services marketing is tempered, with a focus
on the positions advocated by the Federal Trade Commission. The third part examines a lawyer’s
First Amendment rights to advertise and the associated responsibilities of the government to
limit regulation on lawyer advertisements, including through the application of trademark law.

(a) Marketing Analysis

The marketing of legal services differs substantially according the types of services that are
provided. Firms that focus on corporate or institutional legal services tend to have long-tenn
relationships with their clients, providing ongoing legal services. Marketing for these services is
focused on personal connections, relationship-building, and long-term interaction. On the other
hand, lawyers providing personal legal services for a consumer-oriented practice, such as
personal injury, family law, immigration, and debtor’s bankruptcy, depend on a volume of cases
that is often generated by advertising the firm’s services.

Marketing a personal injury firm requires an outreach to a horizontal market. That is, potential
clients can be from all walks of life, with the only common denominator being the injury that

gives rise to the need for the representation. Law firm names and trade names are important for
all firms, but especially so for those representing plaintiffs in personal injury matters who are
reaching out to that broad marketplace.

The nature of marketing a personal injury service involves building name recognition. The
objective is to create a recognized brand. Many clients who turn to advertising to find a lawyer
are those who have not used a lawyer before and are not familiar with other avenues to access a
lawyer. Therefore, the advertising campaign provides visibility to a less-informed market
segment and is used to create the perception of skill and success.

Some advertisements for goods or services are high concept. Every day we see commercials that
amuse us or entertain us, such as the talking camel that walks through the office on Wednesdays
asking people what day it is, i.e. Hump Day. The problem many of these ads have from a
marketing perspective is that they are not immediately associated with the goods or services they
are selling and lack the recognition to make them successful.

Personal injury law firms on the other hand are extraordinarily direct in terms of the service they
are marketing and the recognition of their name, which distinguishes them from all other firms
that provide similar services.



The law firm that operates under the trade name “Lundy Law” has been successful in the
promotion of its name — Lundy Law — through its marketing strategies.‘ The name is simple,
concise, easy to recall, and includes an alliteration. The sole common denominator among all of
the advertising for the firm is this simple name — Lundy Law.

Some advertising for Lundy Law uses the general phrase “Remember this name” as a prelude to
the brand name of Lundy Law, that is: “Remember this name. Lundy Law.” However, the firm
is inconsistent with the use of the phrase.2 In some advertisements, the phrase “Remember this
name” does not appear at all, for example in the firm’s Linkedln profile 3 or YouTube video.4
Also, the phrase “Remember this name” is generally presented as part of a larger statement. For
example, the Lundy Law website includes videos that end with the statement “You only have to
do one thing. Remember this name. Lundy Law.” Public advertising uses “Injured? Remember
this name.”

Considering both the inconsistent use, or absence ofuse, of the phrase “Remember this name”
within the marketing ofLundy Law and the nature of the term itself, nothing about the phrase
brings it under the umbrella of the firm’s brand, which is simply “Lundy Law.” From the
marketing perspective, this leads to the conclusion that “Remember this name” is not a
trademark that should give the firm any exclusive use.

“Remember this name” represents the objective of the advertisement, not the identity of the
brand. The advertisement is designed to encourage people to know the brand — “Lundy Law.”
The use of the phrase reflects that which Lundy Law wants to achieve, that viewers of its
advertisements will remember Lundy Law.

“Remember this name” and phrases that Lundy Law believes are comparable terms, e.g.
“Remember our number,” are being used in advertisements both within in and outside of the
legal industry. See Attachment A. These usages, like that of Lundy Law, are merely generic
statements that are designed to drive the potential client to the brand name. They do not deserve
trademark protection. Consumers do not recognize this statement as originating with one firm or
company.‘ The following uses are instructive of the general use of the phrase within the context
of attorney advertising.

Finally, “Remember this name” used by Lundy Law is designed to drive potential clients to the
Lundy Law name. Lundy Law uses “Remember this number” inconsistently, before its name,
and its 1-800-LUNDYLAW number. Neither “Remember this name” or “Remember this
number” (as used by Larry Pitt in its own advertising) is as a brand or trademark.

 

1 Interestingly, this trade name seems to be inconsistent with Philadelphia Ethics Op. 91-2
that deems it misleading for a law firm to go by a single lawyer's name if it is not a sole
practitioner. http; [ Zmmmphilaglelphiabangrgzpage[Eth1'gsQpjn1'Qn91-Z?appISum=Z
2 https://twitter.com/Lundy_Law
3 http://www.linkedin.com/company/lundy-law
4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VP675ie1U8
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On its website, Lundy Law states “Remember this name” followed not by the name, but by the
firm’s telephone number (1-800-LUNDY LAW). The embedded videos on that website state,
“You only have to do one thing. Remember this name. Lundy Law.” The firm’s Twitter profile
uses ‘‘If you've been injured in an accident REMEMBER THIS NAME. Serving PA NJ DE”

Larry Pitt & Associates, like other law firms, uses the phrase “Remember this number.” This
advertising always and only refers to the f1rm’s number - 1-888-PITT LAW. Many personal
injury firms have a phone number related to the firm’s name. An easy-to-remember telephone
number is so important to some lawyers, that they participate in programs that license phone
numbers like 1-800-HURT 911. These numbers are as integral to the marketing of the f1rm’s
services as any aspect of their advertising.

Just as some law firms, besides Lundy Law, use the phrase “Remember this name,” other firms
use the phrase “Remember this number.” See Attachment B. In no instance do the phrases
“Remember this name” or “Remember this number” confuse potential clients. These are
generic phrases that stress the importance of a particular firm’s name, or telephone number to
encourage people to call it when they need the services provided by the firm. “Remember this”
with either the word “name” or “number” is not a brand or trademark that is exclusive to one law
firm.

(b) Policy Competition

As a legal marketing professional, I am familiar with the regulations promulgated by the Federal
Trade Commission. The Federal Trade Commission, which is charged by Congress to prevent
unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce
has been an advocate for competition for legal services since at least the 1970s. 5 Between 1989
and 2007, the FTC issued no fewer than 11 staff letters to various states commenting on their
proposed advertising rule changes. It has also commented on at least one ethics opinion that
interprets a state’s rules governing lawyer advertising.

In its 2007 letter to the Indiana Supreme Court, the FTC staff lauded the state’s proposal to adopt
less-restrictive rules and stated 6:

The FTC enforces laws prohibiting unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or
practices in or affecting commerce, including deceptive and misleading advertising practices.
Pursuant to its statutory mandate, the Commission encourages competition in the licensed
professions, including the legal profession, to the maximum extent compatible with other state
and federal goals. In particular, the Commission seeks to identify and prevent, where possible,
business practices and regulations that impede competition without offering countervailing
benefits to consumers. The Commission and its staff have had a long-standing interest in the
effects on consumers and competition arising from the regulation of lawyer advertising.
_______—__..________._._.___._.

5 15 USC Sec 45

5 http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/advocacy_documents/ftc-staff-
comment-ms.lilia—g.judson-execut1ve-director-indiana-supreme-court-concerning-
proposed-rules-attorney-advertising/v070010.pdf
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Debate about attorney advertising involves important policy concerns, such as preventing
statements that would deceive or mislead lay people and thereby undermine public trust in
lawyers and the legal system. The FTC staffs view is that consumers are better off if concerns
about potentially misleading advertising are addressed through the adoption of advertising
restrictions that are narrowly tailored to prevent deceptive claims. By contrast, imposing overly
broad restrictions that prevent the communication of truthful and non-misleading information
that some consumers may value is likely to inhibit competition and frustrate informed consumer
choice. Similarly, imposing restrictions on some types of solicitation may increase consumer
search costs. In addition, research has indicated that overly broad restrictions on truthful
advertising may adversely affect prices paid and services received by consumers.

The FTC letters set out an abundance of research concluding that competition is advantageous to
consumers. The research demonstrates that lawyer advertising results in higher demand for legal
services, lower prices, and higher quality. On the other hand, the imposition of restrictions on
lawyer advertising has resulted in higher prices.7

The FTC communications on the issue of misleading communications are an important aspect of
this analysis of whether the Lanham Act may restrict truthful, public domain statements such as
“Remember this name,” or “Remember this number” before law firm names and telephone
numbers in advertising. The use of such a statement is generally a truthful statement. In its
November 3, 1989 letter to the Ohio State Bar Association, it states, “This is not to say that
advertising is invariably benign. It may sometimes be unfair or deceptive, or may violate other
legitimate goals of public policy. We believe, however, that truthful advertising is generally
benef1cial.”8

 

7 See footnote 6 of the May 11, 2007 letter to the Indiana Supreme Court setting out the
research at http:[ [my/zm,ftg.ggy[§iteszdefaultzfiles zdggumentszadyggagy documents [itc-
 
 

Timothy J. Muris, California Dental Association v. Federal Trade Commission: The Revenge ofFootnote 1 7, 8 Sup. CT. Econ.
Rev. 265, 293-304 (2000) (discussing the empirical literature on the effect of advertising restrictions in the professions
and citing, among others: Iames H. Love 8; Jack H. Stephen, Advertising, Price and Quality in Self-regulating Professions: A
Survey, 3 lNTL. l. Econ. Bus. 227 (1996); J. Howard Beales & Timothy ]. Muris, State and Federal Regulation ofNational
Advertising 8-9 (1993); R.S. Bond, ].]. Kwoka, 1.]. Phelan 8: l.T. Witten, Eflfects ofRestrictions on Advertising and Commercial
Practice in the Professions: The Case ofOptometry (1980); IF. Cady, Restricted Advertising and Competition: The Case of
Retail Drugs (Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute, 1976); ].F. Cady, An Estimate ofthe Price Effects on
Restrictions on Drug Price Advertising, 14 Econ. lnq. 490, 504 (1976); James H. Love, et al., Spatial Aspects ofCompetition in
the Marketfor Legal Services, 26 Rio. Sruo. 137 (1992); Frank H. Stephen, Advertising, Consumer Search Costs, and Prices in
a Professional Service Market, 26 APPLIED Econ. 1177 (1994)); In the Matter ofPolygram Holdings, lnc.; FTC Docket No.
9298, at 38 n.S2 (F.T.C. 2003), aff'd, 416 F.3d. 29 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (same). See also Timothy]. Muris & Fred S. McChesney,
Advertising and the Price and Quality ofLegal Services: The Casefor Legal Clinics, 1 AMERICAN BAR Founn. Res. 1. 179, 184
(1979) (discussing that attorney advertising results in the phenomena of increased consumer requests for legal services
coupled with lower prices and higher quality of services, particularly in specialized areas of the law); see Frank H. Stephen
& lames H. Love, Regulation ofthe Legal Professions, 5860 ENCYCLOPEDIA or L. & Econ. 987, 997 (1999), available at
http://encyc1o.tind1aw.com/5860book.pdf (empirical studies demonstrate that restrictions on attorney advertising have
the effect of raising fees).

8 http://wvvw.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/advocacy_documents/ftc-staff-
comment-ohio-state-bar-association-concerning-attorney-advertising/v890094.pdf
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The position the letter to the Indiana Supreme Court takes on misleading communications further
explains the governance of misleading communications. It states that “. . .consumers are better off
if concerns about potentially misleading advertising are addressed through. .. restrictions that are
narrowly tailored to prevent deceptive claims.”9 The notion ofmisleading communications is
centered on deceptive claims.

Clearly, the policy of the federal government, as reflected in the communications from the FTC
staff to the bars and state supreme courts over the past several decades, is to promote
competition, ease restrictions, and, most importantly in this context, address misleading
advertising through narrowly tailored restrictions. There is no circumstance where a prohibition
to other law firms of a common phrase such as “Remember this name” would be consistent with
the orientation and policy set out by the FTC.

(c) First Amendment Issues

Lawyers have had the right to advertise since 1977 under the First Amendment doctrine of

commercial speech. This doctrine permits laws that impose limitations on lawyer advertising
only under certain circumstances. Restrictions on lawyer advertising must conform to the four-
part commercial speech standard set out in Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation v.
Public Service Commission, 447 U.S. 557 (1980):

At the outset, we must determine whether the expression is protected by the First
Amendment. For commercial speech to come within that provision, it at least must
concern lawful activity and not be misleading. Next, we ask whether the asserted
governmental interest is substantial. If both inquiries yield positive answers, we
must determine whether the regulation directly advances the governmental interest
asserted, and whether it is not more extensive than is necessary to serve that
interest.

The threshold question then becomes whether the communication is lawful and not misleading.
As discussed above, attorney advertising is lawful if it meets particular requirements. Is it
misleading for multiple law firms to use “Remember this name” above or connected to the name
of their law firm? The answer to this question would be “no.”

There are two classifications of misleading commercial communications — those that are actually
misleading and those that are inherently misleading. In order to advance an allegation that a ‘
communication is actually misleading, the claim must be supported by a real showing or
empirical data. On the other hand, inherently misleading communications do not require
empirical support, but may rely on subjective judgment or common sense. This can only be done
when the misleading nature of the advertisement is clear and self-evident, which is a standard
that has been difficult to meet. The deception must be clear and self-evident.

 

9 http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/advocacy_documents/ftc-staff-
comment-ms.lilia-g.judson-executive-director-indiana-supreme-court-concerning-
proposed-rules-attorney-advertising/V0700 10.pdf
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Lundy Law does not offer data to support a claim that others’ use ofthe statement “Remember

this name” would be misleading or that anyone would be deceived or confused by the use of
“Remember this name” (or “Remember this number”) by multiple law firms. Another law firm’s
use of “Remember this name” or “Remember this number” would be considered commercial

speech protected by the First Amendment, and therefore Lundy Law would be unable to protect
against such use.

The phrase “Remember this name” or variants of this phrase used by any party in a truthful non-
deceptive speech is commercial speech protected by the First Amendment. Exclusive protection
of this phrase under the Lanham Act would be clearly inconsistent with Supreme Court’s
decision in Central Hualson Gas & Electric Corporation v. Public Service Commission,

permitting lawful, non-deceptive commercial communications. Registration of the phrase
“Remember this name” would prohibit third party uses of “Remember this name” and therefore
would violate the First Amendment.

(d) Conclusion

Lundy Law uses the general phrase “Remember this name” and claims to have exclusive rights
in this phrase, such that it would prohibit the use of that phrase, or ones it considers variations of

that phrase by competing law firms, such as Larry Pitt & Associates, as misleading and an
infringement of its “mark.” However, this claim is not valid from a marketing position since law
firm’s routinely ask consumers to remember a finn’s name and/or number. Registration of the
phrase “Remember this name” is inconsistent with the govemment’s advocacy of competition
and protection of client interests, and would violate the First Amendment rights of Larry Pitt &
Associates, and other law firms if granted.

_,/"' ,.

Ross Fishman

  Dated: May 28, 2014
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Good Georgia Lawyer is very concerned about the

Governor's new plan to turn the emergency lane on the Ga. 400 into a travel lane.
Governor Nathan Deal announced this new project to convert the highway shoulder that
is typically used for an emergency lane as an additional lane for traffic. The emergency
shoulder is currently used for ambulances, firetrucks, and police cars who need a
speedy bypass for getting through congested lraffic to reach an emergency or get a
patient to the hospital in time.

Emergency services operators are all expressing their alarm. Even those who simply
need to use the emergency lane in the event of a car break down now will not have an
option to do so, thus increasing the dangers on this particular freeway significantly.
Firefighters, police officers, and ambulance drivers are against the new plan believing it
will put the public at risk.

Ga. 400 rush»hour commuters know how difficult this freeway can be as it has been
recently ranked as one of the nations most unreliable commutes. Nevertheless. experts
say that converting the emergency lane into a traffic lane will not ease the traffic that
significantly and critics contend that the heavy price tag made up of safety losses make
it not worth it.

Good Georgia Lawyer regularly represents Georgians who have been seriously injured
or tragically killed because of a dangerous highway condition and thus we urge the
Governor and Department of Transportation to consider other solutions before
sacrificing highway safety.

For example, we recently represented a U.S. military sergeant who nearly lost her life
due to a tragic automobile accident on a Georgia interstate when she was hit by a
reckless driver. an admitted drug addict. who had been weaving in and out of traffic. She
rolled through several freeway lanes of lraffic before tumbling into lhe emergency lane
and flipping into an embankment.

Fortunately for her, other witnesses and Good Samaritans had an emergency lane
during the time of this collision where they were able to pull over and assist her in while
they waited for emergency medical personnel to arrive.

This client of ours sustained serious medical injuries that she will sadly suffer the rest of
her life. Shortly after the automobile collision, she retained a lawyer who wanted her to
settle her claim for $30,000. Dissatisfied with the legal service she was rendered, she
terminated him as counsel and subsequently retained her firm. We were very honored to
be able to represent her and aggressively litigated the case preparing for trial. As a
result of hard work and preparation, we were able to settle her case for the full policy
limits, at a confidential six figure settlement.

She recently wrote to us the following:

‘'1 was in a horrific car accident in 2009. l was hit by a drug addict. My car did
‘three-sixties‘ on the highway and flipped over into an embankment. My car was
totaled. By the grace of God I had no broken bones but I had several other
injuries.

http2//www.goodgeorgia1awyer.com/car/
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I was referred to an attorney who held onto my case for over six months and did
absolutely nothing! Wheneverl spoke to him I felt as though I was a thorn in his
side. I finally realized that he was nothing more than a personal injury mill. He had
no other attorneys assisting him with his multitude of cases. Therefore, he was
overworked and had little or no time for his clients. He actually told me that he
believed my case was worth no more than $30,000. He made this determination
before even knowing the what the policy limits were of the guy's insurance who
hit me. Additionally, I had more than $50,000 in medical expenses. so needless to
say, Ifired himlll Then lwas blessed with Mario Williams and Julie Oinonen.

Mario and Julie hit the ground running. I finally felt as though justice would be
served and I would receive a decent settlement. They both worked diligently on
my case. Whenever l called them they were available and extremely receptive.
They treated me with respect and had genuine concern for my well being. When it
was all said and done...They were able to get me a six figure settlementllll

Hopefully i will not have to use their services again...but if I ever need an attorney,
I will definitely use them an no one else! Remember this name "Williams Oinonen
LLC. They are the truthll!l"

While we are grateful and honored to have been able to represent this United States
Military Sergeant, we are also grateful that her injuries were not more severe. One
reason this particular automobile accident did not turn out worse then it did was because
the Good Samaritans and ambulance personnel who helped her had access to an
emergency lane.

Good Georgia Lawyer urges the Governor and Department of Transportation to
reconsider this plan for the Georgia 400. Nothing is worth more than keeping the safety
of our Georgia residents first.
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The second fatal collision occurred last week in Moullrie. Georgia this time involving a
motorcycle and truck. The Georgia State Patrol investigators reported that a 1996
Toyota Tacoma. driven by an 81 year old man named James Henry Smith. failed to yield
when crossing a road, hitting a motorcycle that was driven by 30 year old Randy Larry
Harris.

Very sadly, Mr. Harris was ejected from his motorcycle and died at the scene. Mr.
Harris. a young man at age 30. tragically left behind a loving wife, children, and large
extended family from West Berrien. He was a diesel mechanic and shop supervisor at
the Berrien County Bus Shop. and a member of Ebenezer Baptist Church. The elderly
driver who hit him was given a citation for failing to yield.

Very sadly, motor vehicle crashes such as this one are the leading cause of injury and
death in the United States. The most recent 2010 report put out by the CDC (Center for
Disease Control) reports that motor vehicle crashes are the leading in fact the cause of
death among those age 5-34 in the US. The financial impact is also significant: the
lifetime costs of automobile crash deaths and injuries among Americans was listed at
$70 billion a year just a few years ago.

Good Georgia Lawyer urges our lawmakers, city and state leaders to continue to
develop programs and policies that will change behaviors to keep drivers, motorcyclists,
bicyclists, and pedestrians safe on the road and fight against such terrible tragedies that
result in the loss of loved ones. Although recent legislation has been passed. there is
more to be done in order to protect Georgia citizens from dangerous vehicle collisions.

http://www.goodgeorgia1awyer.com/car/
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in the event a Georgia citizen is injured or killed as the result of someone else‘s
negligent driving, then the defendant driver is usually held liable for a failure to exercise
reasonable care and caution while driving or violating Georgia Rules of the Road which
include failure to yield, running red lights, reckless speeding, hit and runs and more‘

in a successful personal injury case‘ the injured Georgian or their family may receive
damages. which is money given as compensation to help the injured person and their
family. In Georgia. there are two major categories of damages that courts may award
the injured - compensatory and punitive damages. Punitive damages punish the
offender and deter them from hurting someone else again. Compensatory damages can
help medical bills, funeral costs, pain and suffering.

The law firm of Williams Oinonen LLC urges all Georgians to drive safe; always exercise
care and caution while travelling on the roadways.
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Williams Oinonen LLC often receives phone calls
from Georgia citizens. innocent owners of
vehicles, homes, and/or cash who have had their
property taken by law enforcement agents
because, supposedly, their property is related to
a drug offense. The process of taking property in
this manner is called forfeiture. And Georgia
Code 16-13-49 primarily governs forfeltures
related to alleged drug sales/transactions. What's
important for you to know is that you can fight to

regain your property. But you must act quickly. because forfeiture laws and rules are
complicated, and very time sensitive.

 
For example‘ Georgia Code i6~1 3419 requires you to respond within thirty (30) days of
receiving notice that your property is subject to forfeiture. If you don't respond within
thirty (30) days, then. "alj right title and igterest in the property is forfeited to the state
and the district attorney shajl dispose of the grggerty as pmvided" by Georgia law.

Furthermore. your claim (response to notice of forfeiture) must be sent by certified mail,
return receipt requested or stalurory overnight delivery. And your claim must:

1‘ Be signed by the owner or interest holder of the property under penalty of perjury:

2. Be sent specifically to both the law enforcement agency that took your property and
the relevant District Attorney; and

3. Contain specific details such as (a) the nature and extent of your interest in the
property; (b) the specific provision of OOCAGIAA § 16-1849 relied on in asserting that
your property is not subject to forfeiture; and (c) all essential facts supporting each
assertion. amongst other specific details required by law.

You must comply with the above—mentioned, and more. in order to have a mere

"opportunity" at getting your property back. Then‘ if you do comply with the requirements
of Georgia law to challenge what is called an administrative forfeiture proceeding,
you still must challenge a potential judicial forfeiture proceeding. Simply put. the state
agency will first attempt to take your property through an administrative proceeding,
which is discussed above. if you meet those deadlines and other legal requirements, the
state will most likely file a "judicial action" (complaint for forfeiture) in an attempt to take
your property through a judicial forfeiture proceeding. You then must comply with
more strict guidelines, rules, and laws!

if all that was not enough (and I've only touched on a few aspects of this complicated
area of law) the state may turn your case over to the federal government in what is
commonly referred to as adoptive forfeiture. The federal government will then file a
judicial forfeiture action in an attempt to take your property.

You must have an attorney who understands both federal forfeiture law and Georgia
forfeiture law in order to adequatiey protect your rights.

http://wwwgoodgeorgialawyer.com/car/ 5/28/2014
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Significantly. state and federal agencies attempting to take your property must comply
with strict procedural tlmelines and laws, too. meaning you may be able to get your
property back by demonstrating that the government failed to comply with mandated‘
legal requirements. And there are many defenses that may apply to your case such as
an "innocent owner‘ defense or a due process defense. However, as l‘ve slated. you
need a good attorney who understands this area of the law‘
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Good Georgia Lawyer is very concerned about the

Governor's new plan to turn the emergency lane on the Ga. 400 into a travel lane.
Governor Nathan Deal announced this new project to convert the highway shoulder that
is typically used for an emergency lane as an additional lane for traffic. The emergency
shoulder is currently used for ambulances, firetrucks, and police cars who need a
speedy bypass for getting through congested traffic to reach an emergency or get a
patient to the hospital in time.

Emergency services operators are all expressing their alarm. Even those who simply
need to use the emergency lane in the event of a car break down now will not have an
option to do so, thus increasing the dangers on this particular freeway significantly.
Firefighters, police officers, and ambulance drivers are against the new plan believing it
will put the public at risk.

Ga. 400 rush—hour commuters know how difficult this freeway can be as it has been
recently ranked as one of the nations most unreliable commutes. Nevertheless, experts
say that convening the emergency lane into a traffic lane will not ease the traffic that
significantly and critics contend that the heavy price tag made up of safety losses make
it not worth it.

Good Georgia Lawyer regularly represents Georgians who have been seriously injured
or tragically killed because of a dangerous highway condition and thus we urge the
Governor and Department of Transportation to consider other solutions before
sacrificing highway safety.

For example, we recently represented a U.S. military sergeant who nearly lost her life
due to a tragic automobile accident on a Georgia interstate when she was hit by a
reckless driver, an admitted drug addict, who had been weaving in and out of traffic. She
rolled through several freeway lanes of traffic before tumbling into the emergency lane
and flipping into an embankment.

Fortunately for her, other witnesses and Good Samaritans had an emergency lane
during the time of this collision where they were able to pull over and assist her in while
they waited for emergency medical personnel to arrive.

This client of ours sustained serious medical injuries that she will sadly suffer the rest of
her life. Shortly after the automobile collision, she retained a lawyer who wanted her to
settle her claim for $30,000. Dissatisfied with the legal service she was rendered, she
terminated him as counsel and subsequently retained her firm. We were very honored to
be able to represent her and aggressively litigated the case preparing for trial. As a
result of hard wont and preparation, we were able to settle her case for the full policy
limits, at a confidential six figure settlement.

She recently wrote to us the following:

"l was in a horrific car accident in 2009. l was hit by a drug addict. My car did
‘three-sixties’ on the highway and flipped over into an embankment. My car was
totaled. By the grace of God I had no broken bones but I had several other
Injuries.

http://www.goodgeorgialawyer.com/car/
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I was referred to an attorney who held onto my case for over six months and did
absolutely nothing! Whenever I spoke to him Ifelt as though i was a thorn in his
side. I finally realized that he was nothing more than a personal injury mill. He had
no other attorneys assisting him with his multitude of cases. Therefore, he was
overworked and had little or no time for his clients. He actually told me that he
believed my case was worth no more than $30,000. He made this determination
before even knowing the what the policy limits were of the guy's insurance who
hit me. Additionally, I had more than $50,000 in medical expenses. So needless to
say, lfired himlll Then I was blessed with Mario Williams and Julie Oinonen.

Mario and Julie hit the ground running. I finally felt as though justice would be
served and i would receive a decent settlement. They both worked diligently on
my case. Whenever i called them they were available and extremely receptive.
They treated me with respect and had genuine concern for my well being. When it
was all said and done...They were able to get me a six figure settlementllll

Hopefully I will not have to use their services again...but if i ever need an attorney,
I will definitely use them an no one else! Remember this name "Williams Olnonen
LLC. They are the truthll!!"

While we are grateful and honored to have been able to represent this United States
Military Sergeant. we are also grateful that her injuries were not more severe. One
reason this particular automobile accident did not turn out worse then it did was because
the Good Samaritans and ambulance personnel who helped her had access to an
emergency lane.

Good Georgia Lawyer urges the Governor and Department of Transportation to
reconsider this plan for the Georgia 400. Nothing is worth more than keeping the safety
of our Georgia residents first.
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The second latal collision occurred last week in Moultrie, Georgia this time involving a
motorcycle and truck. The Georgia State Patrol investigators reported that a 1996
Toyota Tacoma, driven by an 81 year old man named James Henry Smith. failed to yield
when crossing a road, hitting a motorcycle that was driven by 30 year old Randy LarryHarris.

Very sadly, Mr. Harris was ejected from his motorcycle and died at the scene. Mr.

Harris, a young man at age 30, tragically left behind a loving wife. children, and large
extended family from West Berrien. He was a diesel mechanic and shop supervisor at
the Berrien County Bus Shop, and a member of Ebenezer Baptist Church. The elderly
driver who hit him was given a citation for failing to yield.

Very sadly, motor vehicle crashes such as this one are the leading cause of injury and
death in the United States. The most recent 2010 report put out by the CDC (Center for
Disease Control) reports that motor vehicle crashes are the leading in fact the cause of
death among those age 5-34 in the US. The financial impact is also significant: the
lifetime costs of automobile crash deaths and injuries among Americans was listed at
$70 billion a year just a few years ago.

Good Georgia Lawyer urges our lawmakers, city and state leaders to continue to

develop programs and policies that will change behaviors to keep drivers, motorcyclists,
bicyclists, and pedestrians sale on the road and fight against such terrible tragedies that
result in the loss of loved ones. Although recent legislation has been passed, there is
more to be done in order to protect Georgia citizens from dangerous vehicle collisions.

http2//wwwgoodgeorgialawyer.com/car/
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In the event a Georgia citizen is injured or killed as the result of someone else’s
negligent driving, then the defendant driver is usually held liable for a failure to exercise
reasonable care and caution while driving or violating Georgia Rules of the Road which
include failure to yield, running red lights, reckless speeding, hit and runs and more.

In a successful personal injury case, the injured Georgian or lheirfamily may receive
damages, which is money given as compensation to help the injured person and their
family. in Georgia, there are two major categories of damages that courts may award
the injured - compensatory and punitive damages. Punitive damages punish the
offender and deter them from hurting someone else again. Compensatory damages can
help medical bills. funeral costs. pain and suffering.

The law firm of Williams Oinonen LLC urges all Georgians to drive safe: always exercise
care and caution while travelling on the roadways.
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Williams Oinonen LLC often receives phone calls
from Georgia citizens. innocent owners of
vehicles, homes, and/or cash who have had their
property taken by law enforcement agents
because, supposedly, their property is related to
a drug offense. The process of taking property in
this manner is called forfeiture. And Georgia
Code 16-13-49 primarily governs forfeitures
related to alleged drug sales/transactions. What's
important for you to know is that you can fight to

regain your property. But you must act quickly, because forfeiture laws and rules are
complicated. and very time sensitive.

 
For example, Georgia Code 164349 requires you to respond within thirty (30) days of
receiving notice that your property is subject to forfeiture. if you don't respond within
thirty (30) days. then, "at ri itl and i t re tin e ro e is f rfeited t the state

and me gistrct atjgrney shall dispose of the property as provide " by Georgia law.

Furthermore. your claim (response to notice of forfeiture) must be sent by certified mail,
return receipt requested or staturory overnight delivery. And your claim must:

1. Be signed by the owner or interest holder of the property under penalty of perjury;

2. Be sent specifically to both the law enforcement agency that took your property and
the relevant District Attorney; and

3. Contain specific details such as (a) the nature and extent of your interest in the
property; (b) the specific provision of O.C.G.A. § 16-13-49 relied on in asserting that
your property is not subject to forfeiture; and (c) all essential facts supporting each
assertion. amongst other specific details required by law.

You must comply with the abovementioned. and more, in order to have a mere

"opportunity" at getting your property back. Then, if you do comply with the requirements
of Georgia law to challenge what is called an administrative forfeiture proceeding,
you still must challenge a potential judicial forfeiture proceeding. Simply put. the state
agency will first attempt to take your property through an administrative proceeding,
which is discussed above. If you meet those deadlines and other legal requirements. the
state will most likely file a “judicial action" (complaint for forfeiture) in an attempt to take
your property through a judicial forfeiture proceeding. You then must comply with
more strict guidelines. rules, and laws!

If all that was not enough (and I've only touched on a few aspects of this complicated
area of law) the state may turn your case over to the federal government in what is
commonly referred to as adoptive forfeiture. The federal government will then file a
judicial forfeiture action in an attempt to take your property.

You must have an altomey who understands both federal forfeiture law and Georgia
forfeiture law in order to adequatley protect your rights.

http://www.goodgeorgialawyer.corn/car/ 5/28/2014
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Significantly, state and federal agencies attempting to take your property must comply
with strict procedural timelines and laws, too. meaning you may be able to get your
property back by demonstrating that the government failed to comply with mandated,
legal requirements. And there are many defenses that may apply to your case such as
an "innocent owner" defense or a due process defense. However, as I've stated, you
need a good attorney who understands this area of the law.
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Lundy Law, LLP
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‘Remember My Name,‘ Says
Walter White on Breaking
Bad's Imposing Final Poster
Final episodes coming in
August By Tim Nudd
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Br eaking

AMO on Tuesday missed the officinl key an for the finfl1&i8ht¢Pis0das.ofI3renldng Bad.
premiering Aug. 11. “Remember my name,” warns an infimidating, clenched-flared Walter

White, echoing the famous "Say my name" scene from the fimt halfof Breaking Bad‘.-a fifth
season. Beyondthat, who knowswhatwillhappenas this great series comasto an and?

In more playful Breaking Bad news, Mac has also launched the Breaking aad Name Lab,
which allows you to see your name transformedwiflz element symbols like the iconic
Breaking Bad logo. You can then share the image on social madia or download it as an
animated GIF.

Topics: Amc, Breaking Bad. Came. Creative
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Bryant Miller Olive - Florida Public Finance, Government, Labor, Real Estate, Litigation Attomeys

OUR “NAME IS EASY TO REMEMBER. OUR WORK IS HARD TO FORGET.

—...___.

About Us Professionals Practice Areas Offices Cm’ee.rs Contact Us

We're Bryant Miller Olive 0 Attorneys At Law
NEWS

Bryant Miller Olive represents governments, businesses and agencies nationwide ,,,,.y,,,,, M,,,.,,. OW. pU[)|i( ,,,,,,,,,_.,
in legal matters relating to public finance, state and local government law, emu.» hlovczl. U1) ll] r»m,.<;n.li
complex transactions, project finance and litigation. "*‘~<"‘k*"‘l'~~ ““*"‘

The firm has been Bond Counsel on more deals in the Southeast than any other {,‘]’,‘:}:Hg',?{'j‘,‘:)f:‘:;j,',".f,",X}",",f)‘,’”’,‘i‘,"",'jW,
firm for the past five years and in Florida for the past decade. Members of the lxtqrll Hill: |I:»l._. lilliii,‘
firm are often called upon to handle the most complex legal issues throughout
the nation in the boardroom and in the courtroom. iwwt Mrllw <'>|~vv Mmnns Imw of

(fin l(lllli(lf.‘,l \Nll1()ll Millrrt. . mmw

‘Hill l i,llll llll‘ r H‘l~< l‘ V
‘ill’

________________________________...._________

http://www.bmolaw.com/[8/1/2013 12:57:22 PM]
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Pennsylvania Workers Compensation Lawyers, Workers Comp Lawyer- Larry Pitt & Associates

Note:

You need the latest Flash Player to play the video.
Download it from here.

Pennsylvania Workers Compensation

Workers Compensation Law Firm

Welcome to the law firm of Larry Pitt & Associates, a

dedicated group of lawyers who deal in workers

compensation and personal injury claims in Berks, Buck,

Delaware, Chester. Montgomery and Philadelphia County.

Pennsylvania. We have handled thousands of cases of

workers compensation throughout our 30 years we have

been in practice. Our commitment to protecting the rights

of injured workers has made us a leader in our legal

community, and a trusted name among workers

compensation law firms.

http://www.larrypitt.com/

Page 2 of 4
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Submit 

OUR TEAM

LARRY PITT

OFFICE IVLANAGER

FIRM PROFILE

DEPARTMENTS

WORKERS COMPENSATB

PERSONAL INJURY

SOCIA L SECURITY

DISABILTY '

 

Main Office

1918 Pine St. Phila. PA. 19103

409-11 20th St. Phila. PA. 19146

Click i-lere For More Offices

Contact Information

Phone: 1-215-546-0011

Toll Free: 1-888-PITT-LAW

Se Habla Espafiol: 1—877—PITT-LEY
FAX: 1-215-546-0389

E-mail: lawyers@Iarrypltt.com

Read our Disclaimer

6/14/2011
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ll Workers Compensation

Larry Pitt & Associates is one of the leading law firms in the

Philadelphia area representing clients in workers comp and
personal injury litigation. Our practice focuses on the

following practice areas:

6 Workers Compensation

- Social Security Disability

t Personal injury Law

- Immigration and Naturalization

~ Employment Law

Workplace Injuries in Pennsylvania

Personal injuries occur all the time and are sometimes the

result of the negligence of someone else or conditions at

b your workplace. injuries happen at the workplace fora

variety of reasons — unsafe equipment, a harmful product
or chemical exposure, and even something as simple as a
wet floor causing a slip and fall.

Workers compensation laws in Pennsylvania are quite
complex and dealing with the guidelines yourself can be

quite frustrating. Let our skilled workers compensation

attorneys at Larry Pitt & Associates help you receive

monetary compensation for an injury you sustained at
work.

Our firm aids clients with workers compensation & personal

injury claims and settlements in Berks, Bucks, Chester,

Delaware, Montgomery and Philadelphia Counties in

Pennsylvania.

Our firm can be reached at 888-PITT-LAW, or by completing
the quick contact web form.

http://www.larrypitt.com/ 6/14/201 1
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TC principal Bob Travers weighs in: Law firm
thinks new phone number IS right call

Buffalo News (August 9, 2012) by Stephen Watson

Law firm thinks new phone number is right call

After years of drilling 854-2020 into the deepest recesses of our
subconscious memory through repetitive and infectiousjingles, the Cellino
& Barnes law firm has a new phone number.

V\fith the \Miiiam Mattar law firm using 444-4444 for years, and O'Brien
Boyd taking 222-2222, Cellino & Barnes has just switched over to 888-
8888.

The firm’s new homogeneous number - coming to a billboard, TV
commercial or radio ad near you - ups the ante in the battle among the
area’s personal-injury law firms to make it as easy as possible for
prospective clients to reach them.

"This has been done in many markets way before anybody in this market
got there,” said Daryl Ciambella, chief operating officer for Cellino & Barnes.
“lt’s not something where we said, ‘They're doing it, so we’ve got to do it.’?"

Lawyers and marketing experts say it doesn’t hurt a law firm to have an
easy-to-remember phone number.

But they say it's also important that the firm sell itself in a broader sense,
emphasizing precisely how its lawyers can help a would-be client and
somehow differentiating the firm in a crowded legal marketplace.

‘‘It’s one thing if you’re the first one in and you've got the frequency [of ads].
But if there’s six other personal-injury attorneys in that same category,
screaming a number, you can get lost in the clutter," said Robert Travers, a
principal with Travers Collins, an advertising and public relations firm.

This use of phone numbers that repeat the same numeral seven times
seems unique to the field of personal-injury law here.

Bakeries, doctors and college admissions offices aren't snatching up any of
these mnemonic numbers and, in fact, the Vifilliam Mattar firm has claimed
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three of the numbers available in the 716 area code: 444-4444, 333-3333
and 777-7777.

“We want to make it easy for our clients to remember our number,” Mattar
said in an interview.

it’s hard to drive down a highway, flip on your car radio or turn on a local TV
newscast without seeing an ad for one of the area’s major personal-injury
law firms.

These firms want to get their name out to the widest possible audience, and
repetitive phone numbers, bouncyjingles and catchy slogans all help.

“I don't know if other Upstate New York communities are bombarded with
attorney advertising in the same way we are, but it's here to stay," said
Kathleen M. Sweet, president of the Erie County Bar Association and a
partner and litigator with Gibson,

McAskill & Crosby.

Many lawyers don't like advertising, but “it’s a legitimate marketing tool,”
Sweet added.

But the more people who use the easy-to-remember numbers, the less
effective they may be, Travers said.

‘‘In the whole personal-injury field, in the marketing, for the most part it’s
copycat marketing. it’s two heads on a billboard with ‘injured’ and a
question mark. Every market you go, you see that,” Travers said.

Arun K. Jain, a professor of marketing at the University at Buffalo said he
believes people call a law firm because they remember the name of the

firm, not its phone number, which can easily be found online or in the phone
book.

'‘I’m not sure what the benefit is," Jain said, adding that Cellino & Barnes
has strong name recognition anyway.

While a phone number may get someone to make the initial phone call,
even the firms that use these numbers say consumers should consider a

firm’s reputation and experience and should meet with a potential attorney
before deciding which firm to retain.

Travers Collins has represented Paul Vlfilliam Beltz, a personal-injury firm
that does not use a repeating number but does advertise and employs a
consistent slogan, “Your power of attorney."

Brown Chiari also advertises, with the firm’s partners feeling it was a
necessity if they wanted to compete with other personal-injury firms, but the
firm doesn't use a foolproof phone number.

in fact, the firm’s ads that have run during the Summer Olympics mention
the Brown Chiari website but not the firm’s phone number, partner Donald
P. Chiari said.

Mattar started the phone-number trend locally about seven years ago,
when the firm switched from (800) 7MATTAR to 444-4444. Mattar said he
obtained this number directly from his telecommunications provider and he
didn’t have to buy the rights from someone else.
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He wanted a number that was easier to ‘remember but he can't recall
precisely why he chose all 4s.

Mattar’s easy-to-remember number, which is repeated frequently
throughout some of his TV ads, combines with his firm‘s rhyming slogan —
something about being “hurt in a car‘-’ — to burrow into a listener's brain. He
said he's not worried about the competition from Cellino & Barnes or
O'Brien Boyd.

“I believe that most people recognlzethat imitation does not work, and
when they see it, they think of the original, and in this case the original is
William Mattar,“ Mattar said.

For O’Brien Boyd, the decision to switch to 222-2222 was prompted in part
by a conversation Steve Boyd had a few years ago with his daughter, GiGi,
who was about 6 at the time.

"I asked her, ‘What is Vlfilliam Mattar’s number?’ and she said it. I asked,
‘What is Cellino & Barnes’ number?’ She sang it. Then I asked, ‘What is
daddy’s number?’ And she didn't know it,” Boyd recalled.

The firm acquired its new phone number, which replaced 839-7777, in a
roundabout way.

A guy in Texas emailed partner Christopher J. O’Brien to say he had the
rights to 222-2222 in the 716 area code and was willing to sell it to the firm.

“l thought it was ajoke at first," O'Brien said.

O’Brien & Boyd paid “five figures, not six” for the right to the number, Boyd
said, and the firm has seen a small uptick in business since putting in place
222-2222 about 2‘/2 years ago.

Since 1994, Cellino & Barnes had used 854-2020, a number set to a song
in the firm‘s ubiquitous TV commercials.

Sweet, the bar association president, said with a laugh, “i personally am
going to have a hard time deleting 854-2020 from my brain.”

After obtaining the rights to the number, the firm tested out about one

dozen differentjingles with the new number before opting to keep the same
jingle from its commercials and simply replacing 8-5-4-20-20 with 8-8-8-8-
8-8-8 and a new slogan, “Don't wait, call 8."

Billboards with the new number went up last week, radio ads started last
Friday and TV ads began airing Monday.

Cellino & Barnes still is using “injured?” or some variation in its ads, and is
keeping the faces of those two partners on its billboards.

“Those two are staying up there," Ciambella said. "vlfith just the two faces,
we don't even need the names up there.”

i o .50

This entry was posted in News and tagged Advertising, bob travers, buffalo news, law firms, Travers Collins. Bookmark the
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C’mon. You could never

remember our name anyway.
Posted on April 3, 2013

As of February 1st, Foodservice Solution Group is now Reitano Design
Group. We did some research and it confirmed what we have long suspected
— that most of you couldn’t remember our name anyway.

For a fun explanation of the change (in under a minute), please click on the video
below.

 
http2//reitanodesigngroup.com/index.php/cmon-you-cou1d-never-remember-our-name-anvw___ 7/9/Om 2
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Rest assured that while our name has changed, our commitment to you, our clients
and partners, has not. We are grateful for the relationships we have and look

forward to serving you now and for many years to come.

This entry was posted in press and tagged name by Amanda Welu. Bookmark the permalink
[http:I/reitanodesigngroup.comIindex.phpIcmon-you-could-never-remember-our-name-
anywayl] .
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Powerful, Appealing, Dignified
LawyerAdvertising Made Easy! sm

  
 Looking for more personal injury cases?

TV advertising reaches people with serious injuries
[ALEEQ at home or in the hospital

where they don't have access to the Internet or Yellow Pages

'gll~

Traff k
hurt911.or

2,862,283?

 

 

 
 
 

 

Does your advertising stand out?

After Hundreds of Million$ of TV advertising, everyone knows Jacoby & Meyers,
but no one remembers how to call them!

1 -800-HURT-911 can get you 1A_tim_es more calls!
Which can you remember after a 10 or 30 second TV ad?

1-800-487-8911 or 1-800-HURT-911

With 1 -800-HURT-911 you can Dominate lawyer advertising!
Proven to ring your phone on the 1st day of advertising!

Exglusiye territory for your entire TV market guarantees you success!
RESERVE YOUR EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY TODAY BEFORE IT'S GONE!

URT911® makes a No Brainerl (Please see our
iew better organized site for information: )

o ,,, . ._,., , customized with professional volceover and graphics to
‘ include mu1:1aw_tl:m_name $100 one time charge per dub + shipping! (English &

Spanish). _a uch as $22,500 and more e_1e1:y_yea:i
; 2,, i.a_a.iL_..!~ii”i customized with professional volceover $100 one time

  
  

   

  0 You invest in your own brandin because you can sell your
territory at any time without a transfer fee.

o Custom designed Yellow Pee ad when your law firm advertises in the Yellow

http://www.hurt9l 1.org/getclient.php[8/1/2013 11:53:09 AM]
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Pages designed by one of the best known Yellow Page ad designers in the US!

$2,200 value for only $750!

- 1-800-HURT-911 automatic campaign dramatically
increases referrals.

- e-mail newsletter design.

- 1-800-HURT-911 business card design for you and your staff.

- Articles to accompany magazine advertising for serious injury casesl Just

substitute my name in the "by line" with yours. I'll tell you which magazines get

5 serious injury cases and they will publish your articles for free!
o Call center software with Serious Injury Alerte technoloy for lawyers with large

budgets lets you return urgent calls Fast, as the 1-800-HURT-911 brand implies.

- Law Firm websites with premium domain names; premium design; software

updates; maintenance; control panel with Google analytics; and all upgraded

features from .Website content; onsite SEO; & offsite SEO
available.

with a professional actor for use on your websites is available.

- You get everything you need. The only thing else I can do for you is to come in

and settle your cases.

CT FAST! Territories in the U.S. and Canada are 
I - A o . u.. . - on a first-come-first-serve basis and now attorneys can mun their

‘ rritory, so act fast before your territory is gone! I'm not kidding. I licensed an

‘ :ntire state to a law firm which just started advertising and they sent me an e-mail !fi. ftating they signed up a case on their first day. As I was reading it, I received a call
A. K V :l'OlTl another lawyer in the same state who said he is the largest advertiser in the

Vjtate and after reading this website for months they finally got around to calling me.
nfortunately, he was too late. To find out if your exclusive territory (TV
arket-Designated Market Area) is available for personal injury advertising with 1-

:00-HURT-911 or for more information on the country's most powerful brand and
guccessful Lawyer Advertising Program“, call 1-888-505-5464 right now. Speak

“kirectly to HURT911® founder Philip L. Franckel, Esq. daylnight, Sat& Sun 8:30am -
jidnight (Eastern Time). Call me right now on my personal number1-888-505-
464- 

I . See . below. Your success is my passionl Advertising
‘gencies welcome - ask about our commission structure and No Risk Agency

jontract which lacks in clients.

EALL NOW! 1-888-505-5464

Find out if your

territory %avai|able

ave you tried personal injury advertising before? if you tried advertising
, before without success and wondered why other law flrms spend more money every

~‘~ ear on adV'ertising,‘you may have made one of these fatal mistakes: 1) Advertised in

fmail:

http://www.hurt91 i.org/getclient.php[8/ 1/2013 1 1:53:09 AM]
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irepared for the cost of additional overhead and case expenses to handle the case
ad from advertising and referrals.

hen does 1-800-HURT-911 make sense for you? In most markets, when you
fave an advertising budget sufficient for 2-4 shares of a group lawyer advertising
fampaign or a full-page ad in the Yellow Pages, then you may have enough money to
juccessfully advertise on TV with 1-800-HURT-911. Lawyers advertising on TV with
_-800-HURT-911 typically see a cost per call of $80-$180, depending upon the market
jnd size of the advertising budget (5-15% of callers become clients). If you don't
fave enough money for TV advertising, and even if you do, we now have an
fidvertislng program for motorcycle accident cases which includes 
=. -.- and small magazines for very serious injury motorcycle cases that return the
Estest cash flow and highest return on investment you will ever see. Radio usually
frosts 1/8 - 1/10 of the cost of TV. After you sign up, I will tell you which magazines to
gdvertise in.

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

QURT-911 will let you successfully compete against lawyers with big advertising
fudgets. One lawyer advertising 1-800-HURT-911 on TV with $1 400Imonth budget
glgned 10 cases per month ($140 per signed casel), successfully competing against
:nother law firm advertising with millions!( ).To
Qe successful, you need to compete. To successfully compete, you need to
fdvertise consistently every month. With 1-800-HURT-911 you will successfully
gdvertlse and competel

you're one of those lawyers advertising with a big budget, uslng1-80o-HURT-
:11 in your advertising will substantially improve your bottom line and cost you as

ie as less than 1% of your advertising budget. You simply cannot afford to wait
nother dayl With 1-800-HURT-911, you will dominate your market! Most businesses
jtruggle to increase profits Just 2%-3%. if 1-800-HURT-911 can increase your profit
y 50%, 100% or 300%, would you really say "No, I'm not interested in making more
fr oney"? You will see an immediate increase in results from your TV advertising and
;s much as a 300% increase within only two years of advertising. 1-800-HURT-911
ill substantially improve advertising results from billboards, yellow pages, and
die.

http://www.hurt9l 1.org/getclient.pl1p[8/1/2013 1 1:53:09 AM]
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gdvertising with 1-300-HURT-911 will prevent another lawyer from advertising with 1-
00-HURT-911 and taking cases you would have received from your advertising! We
jave a solo lawyer who didn't getany calls from TV advertising before using 1-800-
QURT-911 because another law firm advertising campaign dominated his small TV
arket with a big advertising budget. After the lawyer started advertising for
fersonai injury cases with 1-800-HURT-911, he signed over 100 cases in ayearl
ihose are 100+ cases which would have gone to the larger law firm had it not been
or 1-800-HURT-911.

large law firm will have the luxury of advertising 1-800-HURT-911 on TV, billboards,
jpecialty magazines for serious injuries, yellow pages and radio where a good vanity
ghone number can make a huge difference! I can tell you where you can get the best
:ases and help you with all your advertising needs.

-800-HURT-911 can as much as 299% and as much as
:,672% over the cost of using 1-800-HURT-911i 1-800-HURT-911 will bring you more
fails because people will remember how to call you. See for yourself, after listening

these two .one with 1-800-HURT-911 and the other with the 1-
00-numeric number.

 
’ During a telephone
fonversation on 02/27/10 with Jerrold Parker of Parker & Waichman, LLP, the
fationally-known asbestos litigation and personal injury law firm, Jerry said about
§ elr vanity phone number, "BlG-CASE increased our call volume 500%". lasked
perry lfl could quote him on that and he said "absolutely".

hy does your law office need 1 -800-HURT-911 for advertising? Every once
awhile, a super powerful brand name like Google or 1-800-HURT-911 appears.

oogle became huge not only because their service was superior, but also because
, - o . .. I1 a. n . The same is true about 1-800-HURT-911. People really like
,URT911e.

here are far fewer people hurt in an accident than are using asearch engine, but
at's exactly why a super powerful brand is so important for advertising. in the last

w years, more and more law firms have discovered that personal injury advertising
jn TV is extremely lucrativel Money spent for attorney advertising on Tvdouhles
very four years and there are new personal injury lawyers advertising with million-
ollar budgets in almost every TV market. Branding is even important online.
A - - o i - . ‘ noted that Yahoo research found that "63 percent of searchers could
ot be influenced while shopping online". WebProNews concluded "...searchers
ave made up their minds by the time they're ready to buy. But your business needs
j_- have been there all along the way."

an ABA article entitled - -

I -_ I ‘I -. - - -. - l ., _- - by Laura Hades, Dallas lawyer Robert A. Kraft who has
{ local number 214-999-9999, said "if you have a great ad but people can't remember

i e number, it won't do much good." ''I know! don’t have a pen handy when I watch
. Once they call it, they don’t forget it." The article goes on to say, "Kraft believes

is vanity number has been worth the expense because it keeps clients coming back,
[ften years after their initial cases closed. Clients "see so many ads that it's
mptlng for them to call another law firm when they have a new problem-especially

~‘ they’re having difficulty remembering your name and number," he says. "You want
.4 am to remember and call [you] before they see ads from another law firm, and

http://wvvw.hurt9i l.org/getciient.php[8/1/2013 1 1:53:09 AM]
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Laving that number makes it easier." Laura Hodes said, "More obvious examples are
hone numbers that spell out a message like 1-800-HURT-911, atoll-free number
wned by New York lawyer Phil Franckel."

an interview by Adam Hanft, President of
I ith well-known Massachusetts attorne

TV since 1977, James Sokolove s

the advertising agency Hanft Unlimited,
y James Sokolove who has been advertising

_ aid that lawyer advertising has helped make
Eeople into smarter legal shoppers. Hanft quoted Sokolove as saying, "Twenty-five
gears ago it was enough to say ‘free initial consultation, today, consumers are
jducated and lawyers are going to have to differentiate more."

I ith 1-800-HURT-911 you will stand out from the crowd with the most powerful 1-800
;anity number for lawyer advertising that creates a brand for your office that's not
‘lnly appealing, easy to remember and easy to dial, but also dignified. That's
, portant, because with the explosion of lawyer advertising, regulations are
jecoming far more restrictive. You need to stand out from the crowd and be

0 call when someone hurt in an accident needs to

morable phone number like 1-800-HURT-911, people
; . With experience in various businesses, TV
jfroduction, advertising, and as a personal injury lawyer since 1989, Philip Franckel
eally understands your law practice and how to make it successfull

hat do you need to do? 1) Spend 30 minutes reading this page; 2) Call Phil
jranckel at 1-888-505-5464; 3) Sign an agreement for your exclusive 1-800-HURT-911
erritow; 4) Speak to potential clients who call you; and 5) Sign up casesl

hat can we do for you? We can simply provide you with a great 1
hone number or we can be your one sto
an: 1) Buy TV media time on the best

-800 vanity

p shop for all your advertising needs. We
stations, shows and times for injury cases

A ith InterMedia Advertising, the largest Direct Response advertising agency in the
S; 2) Research all lawyers advertising on television in your TV market to determine
ihich TV stations and programs competing lawyers advertise on, how many
fommercials they air per month on each TV station, and the amount they spend for
fach commercial; 3) Customize 1-800-HURT-911 TV commercials for your law firm;

Ship 1-800-HURT-911 TV commercials to each TV station; 5) Monitor your
froadcasts; 6) Analyze results (lnterMedia Advertising is the only agency that has

.. . TM advertisingllead tracking software to track advertising with vanity phone
lumbers); 7) Customize 1-8.00-HURT-911 Radio commercials for your law firm; 8)
grovide you with other advertising media m:o_v_en to result in callers with serious
Juries, some of which can only be revealed after you sign an agreement to advertise

ith 1-800-HURT-911; 9) Route 1-800-HURT-911 calls to your existing phone line;
510) Set up our proprietary call center software customized for your law firm (with
,our call center); 11) Provide you with a listing in the HURT911.org Attorney Directory
jr every county in your territory; and 12) Build several websites for your territory
Zxcluslvely for your law firm.

 

  

 
 
 
 

 
_ u 9
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- 1-800-HURT-911 is the leading memorable 1-800 vanity telephone number for
personal injury advertising that can get you 14 tlmesrmore callsl (Read_j;hg

http://www.hurt91 1.org/getciient.php[8/1/20 i3 1 1:53:09 AM]
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 ). With 1-800-HURT-911, people will remember how to call
mu, days, weeks and even months after‘ seeing gyouradvertising - l:l_eaLa
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Dick Larkin, creator of  , who runs
Worldpages.com (bought by YellowBook'"') and is a leading expert on yellow
page advertising, says "The biggest sin in local advertising is using your
company name as the headline for your ad." Branding a name is great fora
lawyer's ego or selling a product ln__smr&s, but not if you want people to call
you. If you want people to call you, they need to rememberh_o_w to call you.

‘ ' , a company with more than 60 years of family
experience, started using 1-800-NEW-ROOF from 800response in 2000. They
said “When we answer the phones, we answer ‘1-800-NEW-ROOF,’ and we
use [the] vanity number in all our advertising so that customers will remember
the number to call." According to the company, 1-800-NEW-ROOF has
“probably doubled" their sales.

1-800-HURT-911 can 299% and 5,672% over the
cost of advertising with 1-800-HURT-911! Consumers can't remember numeric
phone numbers. The 1-800-HURT-911 vanity phone number is so easy to
remember that prospective clients were calling even before advertising began!
People incorrectly remembered other numbers they saw advertised on TV, as 1-
800-HURT-911. The first caller who was hurt in an accident called only hours

- after 1-800-HURT-911 was first connected! I thought the caller was afrlend
playing a joke on me. When I asked him how he got my number, he said his
wife saw it on TV, but I didn't have an ad on TV yet, and it was only the first day I
had the number! It's one of the easiest numbers to remember due to familiarity
with the fact that you call 911 when you're HURT. Forcing potential clients to
look for your name in a yellow page book only gives them the opportunity to call
the first lawyer they see. With 1-800-HURT-911 potential clients will remember
how to call you and they will call you first, before going to the Yellow Pages.

 

with the implied
built-in message, "When you're HURT in an accident, you need legal help
FAST"=~. The slogan used in our commercials to reinforce the message is,
"When you're HURT in an accident, call 911, then call 1-800-HURT-911"-M. Just
ask 10 friends if they have seen 1-800-HURT-911 on TV. Even though it may not
have been advertised in your market, everyone thinks they have heard of 1-800-
HURT-911. Attorney Joseph Madalon said, "...after being on the air for only
three (3) weeks, I am experiencing calls on days I don't even run the ads." With
our optional call center software allowing you to return night and weekend calls
fast, you'll live up to the promise of your brand.

“ ' .. When a different vanity
phone number using the s a vertised at the same time, advertising
with the competing phone number will result in calls to 1-800-HURT-911
because HURT-911 is easier to remember, seems more familiar and has greater

   
http://www.hurt9l i.org/getclient.php[8/ 1/2013 1 1:53:09 AM]
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impact. in fact, on the flcsmayi got the phone number, someone called saying
they saw 1-800-HURT-911 on TV, before it was ever advertised! The caller saw a
TV commercial with another number using the word HURT and dreamed up 1-
800-HURT-911i People often remember information or an experience but
attribute it to the wrong source. Misattribution occurs when a feature or benefit
is too similar to a competitor's or when the presentation is less distinctive or
has less mnemonic or emotional impact. 1-800-HURT-911 has more emotional
impact than any other vanity phone number for personal injury lawyer
advertising.

   

 
 
 

 
  

 
 
  

   
  

 

the ersonal injury field, differentiates you from the competition, gives you a
preferred position in the marketplace, lets you dominate your competitors, and
spend less money on advertising. You may not be able to advertise that you
are an expert or specialist, but when you advertise 1-800-HURT-911, callers
know exactly what you do. 1-800-HURT-911 is also a brand that becomes mu:
asset which you can resell when you retire (s_ee_b_el9_w).

  
     

Potential injury clients look fora lawyer who
can help them with their specific case. 1-800-HURT-911 tells them that you can
answer that need.

One of HURT-911's most
important featuresi 1-800-HURT-911 is to 1-800-LAWYERS as 1-800-MATTRESS
is to 1-800-FURNITURE. if you only sell mattresses, 1-800-FURNITURE is too
broad. if you only want personal injury cases, you want 1-800-HURT-911i You
save you money, time, and aggravation because 1-800-HURT-911 is proven to
attract .You don't need expensive call center
services to screen calls for you. Potential clients know to call YOU with their
personal injury case because they already know your area of expertise.
Because of the word HURT, callers assume you don't do anything else.
Personal injury advertising with a broad generic vanity number like 1-800-
LAWYERS can receive as many as 50% of calls for Landlord/'l'enant problems,
traffic tickets, low fee divorce, bankruptcy and other nuisance calls, wasting
your time and money, even when the TV commercials only mention accident
cases. These callers take up valuable time. Because they could be hurt in an
accident tomorrow, you can't be rude and rush them off the phone. 1-800-
HURT-911 is also ideal for advertising on the back cover or spine of yellow page
books because those areas will result in a significant increase in calls, but
without 1-800-HURT-911, your staff will be busy all day fielding calls unrelated
to personal injury. if you have a multi discipline practice, you can advertise with
 ,a name with a national sounding brand, for 80% less than 1-
800-HURT-911, starting at just $3.00Imonth. A large market like Memphis with
30 counties is only $267Imonthl

i See , below. Every lawyer has received a call
on the first day of TV advertising, except one of the smallest TV markets which
received a call on the second day. in Sacramento, (Jan 2007) a lawyer with a TV
advertising budget of $2,000 per week received 29 unique callers (33 total calls)
in the first 3 days and signed 3 cases within the first three days. in Dallas, with
a very large advertising budget, Attorney David Pickett received 1,944 calls and
2,036 calls in his first two months from TV, radio and billboards. Advertising
only on TV in New York with a large advertising budget resulted in 1,000
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callslmonth even with over 80 competing lawyers advertising on television in
New York. Even lawyers advertising with very small budgets are successfully
competing against lawyers spending millionsl Thomas R. Malia, Esq. said,
"When I started the program I was down to less than 20 cases now the case load
hovers around 100". 1-800-HURT-911 has proven to bring in more calls from
one yellow page ad than from ads in two yellow page books without1-800-
HURT-911. 1-800-HURT-911 TV commercials have been tested, proven
successful and are in use in several markets, including New York where l_u§_e
 !

- Adiiéfli8iflQ~With. |JIf1éxP§e.fisivéiLaté NiQl1t,& Weekend TV.Sl50l5§. TV commercials
costing only $2 to $15 per commercial in most markets( 
 ), is finally possible and easier than ever with our free
proprietary call center software with Serious Injury Alert® technology (see
below under Benefits) which will send sophisticated call r_ep_Q|1s to you,
wherever you are, when your office is closed. Most lawyers advertise only on
weekday daytime TV because of their inability to answer calls after office
hours. Now, you can advertise during the times when most accidents occur,
there is less competition and you can sign up the case b_etQLe another lawyer. A
lawyer advertisin with 1-800-HURT-911 signed up 20 cases in two months
spending only $1,400lmonth for overnight advertising, even though he is
competing against lawyers spending millions in a small marketl

usj_e;;Le;ss Ex'p_éh..is,Ive;.;1,.0;$ecand_ TV.]C¢Tflni”ereIa;ls,. 1-800-HURT-911 is so easy to
remember that you can use less expensive 10 second commercials which result
in more calls per dollar than 30 second commercials because you get twice the
frequency, doubling the chance that someone with a serious injury will see your
commercial!( ). If you don't use a 1-800
vanity phone number, you can't use 10 second commercials. (30 second
commercials should also be used to accomplish better branding.)

Ajj ,,1is‘;e‘i,iofi. Rfei;§iJlt"sil if you're thinking of advertising on radio, you
NEED 1-800-HURT-911. With radio advertising, using 1-800-HURT-911 can
result in 14 times more calls than advertising a 1-800 numeric number ($ee_a

' ' ' ' ‘ ). Which can you remember
after a 30 second radio commercial? 1-800-487-8911 or 1-800-HURT-911. Hear
tl1e_dif[ere_n_c_e with these customized radio commercials decide to bring in high-
value cases with fast cash flow. Of course, you get to use these radio
commercials for free. »

1, If you're thinking of advertising on
bill cards, you NEED 1-800-HURT-911. Billboards substantially increase the
effectiveness of TV and radio commercials, butwltlmut an easy to remember
vanity number, you will NOT get any calls from billboardsl Advertising 1-800-
HURT-911 has proven to result in enough calls coming directly from billboards
to pay for the billboardsl Which can you remember after passing a billboard at
65 mph? 1-800-487-8911 or 1-800-HURT-911.

11:: r We'll even give you a custom
liow page ad for free! The ABA Commission on Advertisin reported that

“Nearly a third of firms advertising in the Yellow Pages do no better than break
even.” This means two things: 2/3 of lawyers are making money from Yellow
Page advertising and your advertising must stand out from the rest. One of our
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- D.l[§lilaiyl‘fi9 1i-80,o:H.URT;—;91.1i titlelief..oh’li.fie‘LiadVertl$|nT§ will increase click
A‘ throughs and can result in calls without paying for the click.

. ° Magazine advertising in New York has
" been very successful, bringing in far fewer cases than TV, but almost allof

which have been six-figure cases resulting in the highest ROI. I will tell you

0 Thomas R. Malia, Esq. said, "it was a good year for referrals.
i believe that the HURT-911 advertising was a significant factor in the dramatic
increase in referrals, up over 500%. Old clients, friends, etc. became more aware
of what I do indirectly through the HURT-911 advertising." See .
below.

gt
_, it's one of the first words they

learn as a child, but even some Enlish speaking people don't know how to
spell attorney or lawyer. People from both South America and Puerto Rico
know the word HURT. You can strengthen your branding by advertising only
one vanity phone number. We now have 6 TV commercials in Spanish.

1-800-HURT-911 is easy to dial, because it only has 4 letters.

 
 

 

 I a ::;,; : :

An A A Journal art ' ‘ '

E_O.l199.tIable by Laura Hodes shows why a memorable 1-800 vanity telephone
number is important for lawyer advertising. Laura Hodes wrote, "More obvious
examples [of vanity phone numbers] are phone numbers that spell out a
message like 1-800-HURT-911. Her article goes on to show how some other
vanity phone numbers, like ones using the word WIN, may violate ethics by
making an unsubstantiated claim or creating an unjustified expectation.
Numbers like 1-800-LEADING, 1-800-RESULTS, 1-800-SUPER-LAW, 1-800-l-
WILL-WIN, 1-800-I-WIN-LAW, 1-800-MILLION or any number that implies a result
will likely violate ethics rules. - - - is a good choice because it does
not imply that everyone wins. The flmwrote that a lawyer
who is advertising that he is a member of the "Million Dollar Advocates Forum"
violates Rules 7.(b) and 7.1(c). in ' (see 3rd
example), The Florida Bar states that the phone number1-800-TOP-ATTY
characterizes the quality of legal services and therefore violates Rule 4-
7.2(b)(1)(B). The Florida Bar (probably toughest in the US) successfully stopped
a lawyer from advertising 1-800-PIT-BULL, but approved 1-800-HURT-911. Even
participating in a group advertising campaign that uses a number with a
problem word could subject the lawyer to discipline. The lawyer, not the
advertising service is subject to to discipline.

J ,,:::Q: covering your entire broadcast TV market
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 iSee a map of your exclusive territory: y_$_te_u;i1Q[ie_s
Q_anada_tgr_Litg|:ie_s (maps courtesy of 1-800-TRUCK-ADS®) or see the US TV
markets s(FCC). See the cost of a 1-800-HURT-911
li9_ense_fe_e.

1) No one else gives such large territories which are necessary for cost-
effective advertising on TV. Other vanity phone number providers license their
numbers by county usually for $250 or more per county. With 1-800-HURT-911,
the  , Ohio territory includes 20 counties and Jackson Mississippi
includes 25 counties. That's only $26.64 per month per countyl You save a
fortune, providing you with a very low cost per case.
2) To advertise in a territory smaller than what we give you, you would have to
buy local cable TV at rates that initially seem cheap, but because cable markets
are so small. reaching so few people, the rate results in a '

cost with a cost per call that is as much as 10 times higher than regular TV.
Other local media results in even higher per capita advertising costs than cable
TV. Cable TV is like buying a 1ib package of hamburger meat at the
supermarket for $4.89/lb whereas regular TV is like buying a 6lb package at
Costco at $2.19Ilb for a total of $13.14.

3) Group lawyer advertising takes advantage of less expensive per capita costs
by advertising on broadcast TV, but shares the cost and calls among several
lawyers. Sharing calls with other lawyers in a large broadcast TV market is like
buying a lottery ticket because it is not possible to equally distribute cases.
A) Small exclusive territories consisting of only a few zip codes result in
unequal call distribution both in the number of calls and the quality of calls.
Some of these territories are very good, while some are mediocre and others
perform very poorly. What makes a good territory in a group lawyer advertising
campaign? Low income or blue-collar communities and territories with
hospitals (people in affluent neighborhoods usually know a lawyer and no one
is watching TV in business or industrial areas). Lawyers with good territories
will never give them up, while the other territories are given up after the contract
period and resold over and over again, subsidizing the other lawyers.
B) Distributing calls sequentially among several lawyers in asmall territory
such as a county, will also result in an unequal number of calls being received
by lawyers because some counties are very good while others are not.

( )HURT911®
can provide full advertising agency services and media buying together with
inter/Media Advertising, the largest Direct Response advertising agency in the
US. I will consult with lnterIMedia Advertising to help manage your advertising
campaign. inter/Media Advertising has been able to save lawyers 30% and
more which will more than pay for the cost of advertising with 1-800-HURT-911.
in fact, inter/Media Advertising is so large that their huge buying power lets
them buy media time cheap enough to sell to other advertising agenciesl With
HURT911®, you can buy direct from inter/Media Advertising without middleman
markups. Someof are .l.1S__A£m¥,
TransUnion's Truelink,1Qnage, Clorox, Public Storage, Hollywood 48 Hour Diet,
and the Law Office of Ronnie Deutch (tax law).  mfi

' ' ' ' . interIMedia's size not only allows you to
buy TV time at the best price, but also provides valuableservices such as
researching where the competition is advertising, how much they're spending
on each station in your market and A9_c_utLakfl proprietary advertislngliead
tracking software to track advertising with vanity phone numbers.
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- You can use your own advertising agency or we can recommend one. if your
law firm advertising is currently managed by an advertising agency, you can
continue with your advertising agency and I will set up telephone routing and
ship the commercials or you can just use 1-800-HURT-911 in your existing
commercials. if you're lucky enough to have an in-house media director, as
some of our clients have, we can provide anything your media director wants.
We currently have several law firms with their own advertising agency or in-
house media director. If you need an advertising agency, we can recommendone.

. 0 0 " ‘ '1 “ “’spiecificaIly for personallnjury lawyers
you need for a successful advertising

campaign! 1 -800-HURT-911 isn't just a great toll free vanity numberl

Shblrt 30 Day Renewable Terrnl You can cancel your next 30 day term for any
reason with 30 days notice but we're only looking for long term relationships.

Automa'tIc renewal lets you keep your territory for as long as you want without
worrying about having to take action to renew.

You pay the actual cost of telephone calls. The telephone company currently
charges only $0.05Imin + taxes with 1 second rounding plus $1 Olmonth service

Keep 100% of .Your‘ legal fees! We are not your partner. You only pay for
advertising and the license fee.

— Your valuable right to advertise 1-800-HURT-911
in your territory is assignable without paying any additional fee. As you build
your 1-800-HURT-911 brand, it becomes your brand, your valuable asset which
you can resell at any time, with or without your law practice (lawyers already
licensed can now also take advantage of this right). You can resell your
territory without any fees and keep 100% of the profit from your branding. Why
build someone else's brand? I got the idea to allow transfers because an
attorney told me he was considering buying a competing phone number with a
$5,600 monthly lease for $500,000! ?

—$\I' Purchase your territory with a discounted single
payment. 8 out of 210 U.S. territories have been sold.

Take advantage of an exclusive 1-800-HURT-911 territory that gives you an
immediate and permanent competitive edge. Hurry, because there are only 210
U.S. territories and once your territory is gone, it's gone!

See a map of your exclusive 1-800-HURT-911 territory:
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“El .l . Q I I .l .

(maps courtesy of 1-800-TRUCK-ADS®)

- You decide your own advertising budget! We can make recommendations, but
it's your exclusive advertising campaign and your budget. If you want a slow
month, that's your decision.

You can eliminate your advertising expenses by putting together agroup of
lawyers for advertisin and instead of charging an "agency" fee, simply keep a
percentage of calls or a geographic area for yourself. For instance, you get five
lawyers to contribute $3,000 per month for a total of $15,000 per month towards
advertising and every lawyer including you, receives 1/6 of the phone calls or

each lawyer can take different geographic areas. Or, just share the advertising
budget and calls with another lawyer. You can even have an agreement with
another lawyer to refer out the smaller cases.
      

 
 

  
   

- - N A A ‘V 0 IAI =. 1, I 0 I! _ : 1.4. .1 2| :_ A - - V’ : in 10, 15, 308160
second lengths which you can use for freel We'll even customize them to

include your name in the audio and graphics for freel 1-800-HURT-911 TV

commercials have been tested, proven successful and are In use in several

markets, including New York where l You can see 1-800-
HURT-911 TV commercials b_e|9_w. Many other lawyer commercials violate
ethics. Some are minor and many have very major violations. Don't useTV
commercials that can jeopardize your license! 1-800-HURT-911 TV commercials

are very conservative, but have great appeal and have been approved in NY by
a renowned ethics lawyer.

   

            

customl e the graphics and rerecord the audio track to include your name. The
name of your law firm appearing as a graphic at the end of the commercial can

be large or small. Some law firms prefer their name large, while some law firms
doing defense work prefer to minimize their name.

1 -

 

  1 bill
‘pi You have to wonder if It really works when competitors need hefty

annual fees up front to lock you in! Some lawyer advertising groups charge as
much as $20,000, $30,000 or more up front every year in addition to your
monthly fee. Not us! We know the HURT911® personal injury advertising
program works! Don't get locked into unsuccessful media campaigns!

-

providei Fees are economically,

Fees are structured by the number of households in your TV market. If you're
going to advertise on TV, you need the entire TV broadcast market for your
territory. With a TV market like Memphis which includes 30 counties, 1-800-

HURT-911 is only $1,339 per month for all 30 counties in Memphis. That's only
$44.63 per county per month. Competing vanity phone numbers costing

  even without all the free services we5"
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$25OIcounty per month would cost you $7,500 per month for all 30 counties and

they don't give you anything else other than a phone number! One advertising
agency specializing in attorney advertising requires you to pay ahase fee of

$229.95 per month for a 1-800 numeric number that doesn't spell anything! We
have never increased our fees and don't plan to, but we guarantee a 3% annual

cap, when other companies guarantee a 10% annual cap.

o Uni(jtie’liSiérnamef’,aild1i5aSSw6rd to log in on the Internet and see real-time up-
to-the-minute detailed call records 24 hrslday. No one else can see your call
records. You will receive an e-mail report of your calls and you can even listen

to a recording of all your calls. All of this is included at no extra charge.
Origination and destination phone numbers were blanked out in this example
(actual call results are much larger)

. , Y .x"§'Z.‘£’“l,j .. if
°'=°'= 16"”
$Zl....i.... ‘ - .

MI
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. _ ' 1 g » g 1 All calls ring directly in your office on your
existing phone lines. When you answer the phone, you can choose to hear

"HURT911 call"; callers can hear "HURT911, please hold a moment while you
are connected to a lawyer". When you leave your office, simply your calls to a

call center. Most call centers can either connect live callersdirectly to you,
andlor can instantly notify you by PDA, fax and e-mail using our specialized
software.

- $lSéL¢:Tlal,izei:l::~Ti5kbDi'lét§i'yr‘£4¢élilt.r?.Qéhtét"xeeftware. using our Serious Injury
A|ert® technology, lets you return night & weekend calls Fast, as the 1-800-

HURT-911 brand implies. Finally, you can take advantage of very inexpensive
overnight TV advertising which costs only $2 to $15 per commercial in most

marketsl Now, with a reliable method of receiving call notifications, you can
also take advantage of 24-hour media such as radio, billboards, Yellow Pages,
small inexpensive newspaper classified ads, newsletters, our biker T-shirts,

magazines, giveaways, and other even more successful media I can't mention

here. Our sophisticated call center software turns our call-center operators into

instant lawyers and doctors. Simply forward your overnight and weekend calls

to our specialized call center which can give priority to HURT911® calls.

Operators quickly answer calls entering accident and injury information into our

software which analyzes the caller's information and lets you know if the caller

has a soft tissue injury or a serious injury (it can make a medical diagnosis) and
will instantly alert you by PDA, fax & email sending you a call r_ep_ort with one of
the following subject lines: "Serlous Injury Alert® from 1-800-HURT-911", "New

Client Call From 1-800-HURT-911" (soft tissue case), or "lncomplete Call From
1-800-HURT-911". In addition to accident and injury information, our software

will capture the caller's name, phone numbers, hospital phone and room

number, caller ID information and much more. Each report can be custom

routed to various lawyers in your office. You can even use our software when

answering calls in your own office!

for your law firm in

  
 

  

 ' included in the license fee is an exgluslza listing
very county in your territory at the HURT911® Attorney
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 . An exclusive attorney listing for every type of personal injury case in
a territory with so many counties could cost you $100,000 per year or more in
another attorney directory. Other attorney directories list many lawyers in small
territories and divide personal injury into many categories. One directory

places six featured lawyers at the top of each listing with an unlimited number
of lawyers below that. It has 10 different fields for personal injury such as
AutoITrucking Accident, Brain injury, Personal Injury, etc. That's like having to

buy positions in 10 yellow page booksl

HURT911® is the largest Accident & Injury Research web site which receives

thousands of unique visitors every month with annual growth of over 300% and
valuable research for anyone HURT in an accident. The website is addressable

at HURT911.org, 1800HURT911.com and over 100 website names. To see what
your exclusive listing will look like, click New York on the Attorney Directory
map and click on Bronx or .HURT911.org builds a
substantial professional image in the consumer's mind because of its

professional look, hundreds of pages of free research and easy navigation.
While the number of cases signed up from the internet is a tiny fraction of that

obtained from TV, I have signed up quite a few good cases from the web site.

- Exclusive we,bf'sfl|tesfif for y6ur.l£lW,flrn1,: When you advertise with 1-800-HURT-

911, we will build custom websites exclusively for your law firm, designed to be
found by people in your territory looking to find a personal injury lawyer.
Listings at up to 16 lawyer directories such as ,lawy_eLdJI_e&1s2I:1
and laltlL_flI:m_.d1r_e_c.tQnL help get your sites to the top fast. Search engine

optimization provided by .

‘ We accept all credit cards.

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

o - Pay for 11 months and get 12 months.

ALL NOWl Territories are  m4mfl
‘A .. . u-, .- , on a first-come-first-serve basis, so availability is limited! For

formtion o 1-800-HURT-911, the country's most successful Lawyer Advertising
rogram, call Phil Franckel, Esq. on my personal number 1-888-505-5464 including

{at & Sun 8:30am - Midnight (Eastern Time) or email for moreinformation:
"gr K ' o  

V . Advertising agencies welcome. Ask about our No Risk
: gency Contract which locks In clients and our commission structure. Ea|1ne_[J1i1h_1_-_
H: I - Qt" H.|-. 0 l‘ 0:-

‘-.v.' 19'. -u ‘l3'.‘ 0 --.-.-

il-. -.iA' -. :90. .‘.v. ‘ll! AI 3": . -

ost testimonials were taken from emails to HURT911®. Copies and contact info can
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_e provided on request. 

 
 

 
 
 
  

 

 ;. ._ 1 l o in . The name of the lawyer is omitted, because the name of the

flient is real. A lawyer whojust started advertising with 1-800-HURT-911 called to tell
e about their first call. The call came in after office hours, went to the call-center

nd a report was sent out to one of the lawyers at the law firm. The lawyer who
eceived the report was sure it was a joke. Thinking another lawyer saw the
fdvertising and called 1-800-HURT-911 as a joke, she almost didn't return the call,
fut later she decided to call and see who was playing a joke. She found out that it
, as a real caller with a good case, which they promptly signed up. Why did she think
i at their first call to 1-800-HURT-911 was ajoke? The caller's name is Ida M. Hurtl

u .. I n .. n ' ''I feel very lucky to have you as a business advisor and a friend."

i -. .1 A o - -.9 - 1 "We just went on the air today in Orlando areal We already got
iome cailsl" 
 
 
 

Q ' .. I . - l was at the customer service counter of Lowes today and the girl at the
founter said hi Mr. HURT911. She reminded me that she was working in the blind

gepartment when I purchased blinds for my house. That was three years ago!

- ' "Phil, Your guarantee holds true. Ran the first TV ads today, got the first
Auto call, signing it up. I’m running the re-dubbed delayldeny 30’s and 15’s for now,
feen to the studio to shoot local version and Oscar is doing post production. We’ll
iet you a copy. Thanks for everything, Kevin."

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

i ' .4 .- i can even provide my own testimonialsl i received acali from the
rther of a previous client. My former client had been in another accident and is now

quadriplegic on a ventilator with a tracheotomy and cannot speak. She has been

iommunicating by using an alphabetic chart and looking up or blinking her eyes to
dicate "yes". Her father asked her if she remembered the phone number of the

ywyer who represented her and she indicated that she did. Using the chart, she
ipelled 1-800-HURT-911. Her father called and I am now representing her. This
hows the importance of having a phone number that is easily remembered.

- ' ii told me he was so happy that i could write any testimonial I would like and
‘e will sign it. On 07-10-08, KBM sent an e-mail to Kevin Szymanski, VP at
it terMedia Advertising when the TV schedule was adjusted after a shotgun approach

see what works best. He wrote "Kevin: Yeah, the volume is really slammin since
fou switched the scheme. The first run (two weeks in May) was very sketchy, but the
fubsequent weeks have been very good and we are starting to get some takers. I put
f check in the mail yesterday... and whatever you're doing, keep it the same. Thanks
0:0 much for the follow-up and also the run reports we recently received from you.
hanks, KBM"

‘J ' -. - n. (Canada) "Thanks for the referral. its been long time since we
ommunicated and each year my billings have tripled yearly. I have about 6000 blogs
oating around according to Googie's statistics and created a website last year
hlch i now in the process of revamping. I trust you are well and glance at your

f ebslte frequently. Would appreciate any ideas or thoughts because you are
gbviously the best business getter I have met. My website is www.lrvingsolnlk.com

;nd if you want to see some of my blogs go to google and type in Irving solnlk lawyer
irvlngsolniktorontolawyer. Kindest reards, Irving"
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7 I —. I .. I I 10-17-07. This is the second direct comparison of 1-800-HURT-911
fersus advertising another phone number (the first was Rochester, NY). Lawyer JH
jontinued using the same TV commercials on the same TV station but substituted 1-

,00-HURT-911 in place of his own vanity phone number. He was advertising in a
;_ery small market with well-made TV commercials and his own vanity phone number,
jut did not receive any phone calls. He was eager to try using 1-800-HURT-911 in his
ommercials, but wasn't really sure it would make a difference. On his fourth day of
fdvertising 1-800-HURT-911, he sent an e-mail saying, "By the way, 3 calls this week
nd 2 cases signed." "l was on 9 days 1ILli;h.O.u1 Hurt911. During that time, I got a call
_:n day 5, but it was not a case. We started Hurt911 last Friday. I did not get any calls
, at day. I got a call on Monday which turned into a case sign up. I do not believe I
"ot any calls Tuesday. Yesterday which was Wednesday, I got two calls, at the same

oment, and one was a case which I am signing up. if the phone keeps ringing this
eek, I would definitely say your number out performs the other number lwas
sing."

i

- 10-11-07. I saw that this lawyer, who recently signed up, had two calls which I
:sked him about because his TV advertising campaign had not yet begun. He said
, at he started a pay per click advertising campaign. He said "another was a case we
etained. the lady's friend had seen a pay per click adword campaign I had made."

9 hen a person sees 1-800-HURT-911 in a pay per click ad and then tells a friend to

all 1-800-HURT-911, that's Instantaneous brandingl

" II 04-30-07 - Joseph Madalon, Esq., "l have advertised before as an individual

wyer and thought I was successful. Your program has altered my definition of
juccess. In fact after being on the air for only three (3) weeks, I am experiencing
fans on days I don't even run the ads. Imagine 150 calls in three weeks. That Is

lfuccess." (Joseph's phone number is available upon request)

.. II - I - Jan 2007 - a lawyer with a TV advertising budget of $9,900 for the month
eived 29 unique callers (33 total calls) and signed 3 cases within the 3 days; 154
inique callers and signed 12 cases within the 27 days.

 - I - - k - I - II I II .. ' - o. (Thomas' caseload declined to less than 20

jases due to heavy advertising by three other law firms. He tried advertising on TV
gefore finding 1-800-HURT-911 but didn't receive even one phone calll This is what
‘e said" after advertising with 1-800-HURT-911):

5, - - : "l have picked up about 20 cases in the past two months... My budget for
e whole month was only $1,400." -
- - : "This past year has been successful using 1-800-HURT-911 as I have been

ble to replenish the stock of cases in my file cabinets. When I started the program I
f as down to less than 20 cases now the case load hovers around 100 with at least

;0-60 attributable to HURT-911 and the balance to referrals (it was a good year for
fferrals). I believe that the HURT-911 advertising was a significant factor in the
ramatic increase in referrals, up over 500%. Old clients, friends, etc. became more

are of what I do indirectly through the HURT-911 advertising."

._ - - I. ; s - - ' - : [At the end of the first 5 days of advertising] "The phones did
ot ring as much as we had hoped, but we did get a couple of cases that we think are
oln to be pretty good." - I

3 I I ' - - I wrote, "We had a ‘ firm meeting last week where we discussed
advertising. We plan on beglnnln TV advertising In the coming months. However,

ht now we are just so snowed under with work (some of It the result of our yellow
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‘ -. - .. ! ' I Hi. : - ) that we don't have time to get the TV advertising
bgether. There are two phone books in town. We dropped our ad in one and went
ith the back cover on the other [advertising 1-800-HURT-911] and we have had

noticeable increase in the number of calls." With multiple offices serving16
ifferent locations in the state, Gibson Carver wants to expand their advertising and

as requested a right of first refusal to advertise 1-800-HURT-911 in the TV markets
roughout their state.

II - : - .-I -I W c. said, "I signed up with 1-800-HURT-911 because after
{oking at the web site and reading about advertising with 1-800-HURT-911, I thought
his is amazing and Phil Franckel's ideas are on the cutting edge." 0_5;24_-_0_6: "Phil,
y Iways good to talk with you. I learn something from you each time we talk. This is
here you beat your competition -- they can't compare with your personalized
iervice and support."

-. I ‘ I «J I -. , 0. I

- : ''I love your commercials, glad to hear I will be able to use the latest and
reatest as they emerge. Indeed, my market is very, very small. However, lthlnk

,.;URT911 will have as large an impact as possible in Pll around here.
I = I 0 I - o 9 I - I - : I spoke with another lawyer who is advertising here and I am

fining twice as many cases as he is, so I'm very happy with how 1-800-HURT-911 is
I orking."

- P - I ' - -. : "Since 1-800-HURT-911 rings Into three phone lines In my office,
‘ask new callers to call back on my regular 1-800 number to keep the HURT911 lines
gee, however several of them refuse because 1-800-HURT-911 is easier to
member. No matter how many times I asked them, they keep calling 1-800-HURT-
11." "One client said, My mother wanted me to call Johnnie Cochran, butl knew he
ouldn't personally handle my case. I liked your commercial, so I called 1-800-
,URT-911." "Other clients also said they called because they liked the commercials
fr because they liked the 1-800-HURT-911 phone number." "Two noticeable
lifferences with 1-800-HURT-911 is that I have signed up cases with serious injuries
hen teenagers called 1-800-HURT-911. I have six years of experience handling
jases from advertising with another vanity number and never received a call from a

enager. The other noticeable difference is that during ayear of advertising, I only
ecelved one call that was unrelated to personal injury."

- I . I - = I - - : "It was a pleasure speaking with you last night. I am extremely
terested In establishing a greater market presence with a recognizable name like 1-

/:00-HURT-911. My plan is to recruit up to half a dozen other solo or small firms to
iartner in this venture." "l've decided to give It a shot on my own without additional
:ttorneys I firms."

go. II ' I I : ''I like the way the software [call-center software for after-hours calls]
A. orks... Great idea... Very well thought out..."

LI.-A -ll-I |' 0 0 :0 ‘ " 0 I-,-.'.‘t -.said"1-800-HURT-
:11 is awesome. It brought In two thousand calls per month In our first two
‘_ onthsI" It's "cleaner" than other numbers, because only accident victims call 1-
00-HURT-911, while other numbers he used, brought in many annoying calls such
:s callers with landlord and tenant problems.

. :-. =, - . .-, I - ~- : (One of the group advertising members In NY) Dec 2003:
As you know, I recently left a defense flrm and started a brand new solo practice.
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ecause I signed so many cases with 1-800-HURT-911, I had to hire a paralegal." Jan
_0, 2007: "1-800-HURT-911 has paid for itself hundreds of times! I just settled a case

or $1.4 million and I'm still settling cases from four years ago."

 
 

 

 
 

 
‘I —. : (One of the group advertising members in NY) ''I participated in another

‘roup lawyer advertising campaign with a territory in the Bronx, but never got one
iase after a year of advertising. With 1-800-HURT-911, I signed 5-6 cases per month!

fhillp Franckel always makes every effort to ensure the success of all of the lawyers
it the HURT911 advertising campaign."

Exclusive 1-800-HURT-911 advertising territories

Columbus, OH Jackson, MS

(20 counties in blue) (24 counties)

  

 

Don't settle for a small territory shared with other lawyers!
1-800-HURT-911 territories consist of the amine TV broadcast market you need.

See a map of your exg1u.sl_ze1-800-HURT-911 territory
”S|.l.g |I.|.
(maps courtesy of 1-800-TRUCK-ADs®)

1-800-HURT-911 MEDIA FOR PERSONAL INJURY

ADVERTISING

TV omercials
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RADIO Commercials

 
We will rerecord he audio ith your name.

These radio spots will get you high value cases with fast cash flow!

Law Office Signs

Fire Your Landlord & Build Equity

A Free Billboard Will Pay For Your Building!
The image below shows the actual sign

with the lawyer's vanity phone number very small on the right

 
The image below shows the proper way to display your vanity phone number

(I would put my name In small font underneath the phone number)
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To Increase Results from Advertising on TV,

Put a Billboard on Your Highway

But make sure you use a vanity phone number! iear Channel wrote in their "Media Audit", "Things you should consider about Outdoor Advertising",

:Brevity: The very nature of outdoor advertising demands that the commercial message be brief and
-~ latlvely simple. Billboard companies generally recommended no more than seven words on a

_ jllboard, or people speeding by will not have time to read the message."

Which can you remember after 3 seconds at 65 mph?

1-800-487-8911 or 1-800-HURT-911

can you get this message speeding by?
14' x 48' billboard facing highway. 1-800-HURT-911 is 6' high

$_ee_MszLe_E|i1b_Qar_ds

Adopt a Highway
(simulation)
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Jumbotron

JumboTron ad at Frontier Field July 23 2005 Latino Day

100 tickets were given to Latino families with 1-800-HURT-911 advertised on the tickets

 Truck Billboard for Personal Injury Advertising
24' wide x 8' high (simulation)
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,7«~ .Ii '1 |;| iii‘ -l< |l'{ilii4 '. u

...... 1-800-HURT-93!
' 5

i-|l'. i‘ "'l.l' 
Check out 1J1ELB ® mobile billboards

Tail Gate Truck Billboard for Personal Injury

Advertising
(simulation)

 
Advertising at the DMV

(simulation)

  Q.

 
 

 
 

 

4

ydvertise 1-800-HURT-911 at your DMV! The Motor Vehicle Network has been entertaining motor
yjehicle customers for over 15 years with electronic LED signs. Customers can wait from 30 minutes to
yer an hour at DMV offlces, seeing 1-800-HURT-911 over and over with entertaining news stories. At

‘V expensive monthly rates, their electronic news signs will brand 1-800-HURT-911 with the people you
ant to reach, so they will remember how to call you. Your advertisement could read: When you're

:URT in an accident call 911, then call 1-800-HURT-911 and speak directly to Attorney Jane Lawyer to
nd out your rights Fastl To advertise at your DMV, call Richard Monahan at 1-800-922-9933.

Newspaper Classified ad
(simulation)
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Divorce, Leqai Separation
714-233-5555

HURT in an accident?

1-800-HURT-911
Attemev Philin L. Franckel

B km Ch 5
an -zcgsgsaggmrn

Yellow Page Ads

Dick Larkin, nationally known for Yellow Page ad design, says

don't use your business name as your Yellow Page headline!
Dick says:

Develop a Powerful Headline &

Target a Very Specific Audience
Read more here

1-800-HURT-911 does all that!

fg’>;'>:.=<f «‘“’:iW§'».»"¢.‘," 'i".«"n=-I uwg hair! I-‘.1’-3‘

I74?!‘ i$rr|rfvnn.‘ 03} Li‘: l“.‘_\q'.7ll
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in: iilfl: II My mu llnn»—uFl££
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-nanflinllhuluunnncnulluroun
urlioirmtwlru
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man:A cl-Ir I:lfirl'u...floll
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In «I M-mere!
‘ 1r: IA.»
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1-80-HURT-911 is Powerful

1-800-HURT-911 targets a specific audience

1-800-HURT-911 tells your audience what you do

Free Custom designed Yellow Page ad for your law firm!

iohn Gibson wrote, "We had a firm meeting last week where we discussed TV advertising. We plan on
feglnnlng TV advertisin in the coming months. However, right now we are just so snowed under with
Zork (some of it the result of our yellow page ad with 1-800-HURT-911) that we don't have time to get
_: e TV advertising together. There are two phone books In town. We dropped our ad In one and went
;lth the back cover on the other and we have had a noticeable increase in the number of calls."

lp: The back cover of the yellow pages will sgmgtamiauy increase calls, but will result In calls for
Jlvorce, bankruptcy, etc. from clients who do not have money to pay legal fees. Because these people
_ould have a serious injury In the future, you can't be rude and these calls take up the valuable time of
ou and your staffl 1-800-HURT-911 on the back cover will result only in calls for Injury casesl

 
 
 

 

 
With an Online Yellow Page Advertisement

ou will get free calls when people call instead of
5 clicking!
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itching Cfigories -r Attorneys (Results ‘I - 22 of 1577)

Yeliowfigee-Advertisers oprevlousme

Display Options:

o vet 0Qn.n.Man 

Lnwonkto connects You to a Local Injury Lawyer
injured? Time may be running out Speak to an injury Lawyer about your case. Free service!
5 www.|awoniine.com

Hurt in A Car
Cal 'iNIiem Mett.ar...Free Ca! 24 Hours

3 

i-iUR1'in an accident? 1-000-HURT-911

Speak to Attorney Thomas Malia at 1-800—HURT-911 to find out your rights Fast. Free consultation, no
obligation, legal fee at and of case, Cali 7 days

93 www.‘i-300—HURT—91‘i.com t}

injured? Contact a Local lniury Attorney
Our free service wit hep you contact a local inmry attorney in discuss your injury. No cost or obligation. 5 i

ebsites advertise 1-800-HURT-911 for Your Law Office

Websites exclusively for you, designed for local searches!

a ....m. nus ;. Ki-rarrr

 
   
 

Iodaunhu
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Attorney Marketing Products from HURT911®

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Greeting Cards

‘avid Chester, Esq. mentioned that he had 15 offices in Ohio but never advertised on TV or radio! I

sked him how he grew to 15 offices without advertising and he said he grew just by mailing birthday
_jards to current and fonner clients. But he was doing it the old-fashioned way with an employee doing
if the work. I then realized I knew a few other lawyers who did the same thing. Then, Dick Larkin, one

the most experienced executives in the yellow page business and publisher of YPCommando.com,
id me "I hate to admit it, but it's about a billion times more effective than Yellow Paes."

got only are birthday and greeting cards expensive, but paying an employee to mail out cards is
tremeiy expensive. in fact, if you mail a few thousand times per year, it's a part-time job. if you're

‘sing an employee earning only $18,000 per year, it will cost you approximately $0.60 per card for the

bar and that's without including beneflts and payroll taxes. According to g
" - : - - ~ you can add 56.55% for additional employee costs. That comes to $0.94 per card, just for
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;our labor.

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
‘ow, you can easily and inexpensively generate new client referralsi Just automatically schedule and
fall custom greeting cards on birthdays, holidays & other events to current and fonner clients.

/Ignbelievably, it's only $1.37 per card including first-class postage and you do almost nothing. All you
fave to do is upload the names, addresses and birthdates of your current and former clients, choose a

freeting card, write a custom message (you can use First Name Last Name and the system will
titomatically insert your client's name) and choose a date, birthday or holiday to send the card every
ear.

greeting cards are sent in an envelope with a handwriting font (not a label) and a first-class stamp
o it looks good and you will be notified of the forwarding address if your client moves.

jwyers who license 1-800-HURT-911 can now use the custom-designed 1-800-HURT-911 greeting
? rd. Just let me know when you sign up and the 1-800-HURT-911 custom greeting card will be added

a your account. For more Information see -To start Sending cards

st go to www.sendoutcards.com; click on Join Nowi and enter User ID 118373
‘ 1-800-HURT-911 Greeting Card

i~;3{?(3-l”iUi§ l I- VEVFTF

first Nggg lime
is Most Totally Awesome

Click here to type your message

Ijust thought your name

should be up on s lxilboal-cl!

W“

Extend Your TV Advertising Dollars

by Sending eNewsletters to Every Caller & Client

Use the 1-800-HURT-911 e-mall newsletter template (free) to generate more clients or

let us do your email newsletter campaign (small monthly fee)
1 -800-HURT-911 eNewsletter
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Get Motorcycle Accident Cases with
Biker T-Shirts
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1-800-HURT-911 Matchbooks

 
License Plate for Your Car

 

HU-1  
My car

 

HIIVVH1‘,.... .-,......._......._...._.— ....-
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Another 1-800-HURT-911 lawyer

Business Cards For Lawyer Marketing
Front M Bactm

j Your Nalnrs: lit:-re. Esq. Hum-m an Agc|dgnt?
WW W W WW WM If‘ ‘N «W lflll out all forms for youl

;3 H 1,: miIv N4: §2§2.‘:2‘:’:L‘2..'ZZL'.T23'J‘ii'.‘{.‘§Zey
Free consultation, No obligation

"77? :24 we

, H, -iii‘ i,-.-..,._.,_ www.YourWnbsIu.com 1-£00-48?-l911(24hrI} 
 

Get cards for all of our staff! These cards have brought in lots of cases
 

  
  
 

Myra tiiolnnr ‘mul~~:| ii
HURT In an Accident?

 I fill out all forms for youl

I take prion In Personal service

No legal has union you not money
Free consultation. No obligation

1400487491 1
ww-w.HI.rRT911 .com

§—{3»’3Cs4r1‘ U i %'T'£=T'E.P'Er!

l"3‘.'!‘t M‘,'wv'H|.'!‘iiInnmI
1:uL ‘Nu’.-q .mi , [Kn-nv *1".-' ’1W.é.»

Client Sign Up Folder
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Client Sign Up Folder with

Attorney Business Card

'::::-.r2 =‘n:-.:-.
. 'E‘:.‘E’-..:,x?

‘''‘'''-'..:z' .2:’ vu,3.‘~.~«» ». 
(Law office business card is inserted on right)

Direct Mail
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oes your state allow you to send direct mail to people hurt in an accident? Are you
{Lending letters to your existing clients? Do you ask them to refer their friends and
family? Do you tell them about other areas of law in which you practice? These are
ireat ways to get new clients. You can increase response rates from new clients and
ferrals from your existing clients, by several hundred times, when you brand 1-800-
QAURT-911 in your direct mail. Through one of our partners, we now offeradirect
1 ail program to advertise to people hurt in an accident and to your existing clients.

HURT911 ® WEBSITE

1 -800-HURT-91 ‘l’

 
ii;URT911®org can also be reached by typing 1800HURT911.com, 1-800-HURT-
;11.com, HURT911.com, HURT-911.com, and approximately 100 other similar domain
f ames.

Lawyers advertising with 1-800-HURT-911 will also receive a EBEE EXQLLLSLVE
Ksting in the HURT911® Personal Injury Attorney Directory for e1e[y_c_o_un1y_jn_yo_uL
2 I‘

" Since 1-800-HURT-911 appears on the HURT911® web site, lawyers
‘Advertising with 1-800-HURT-911 receive all calls from web site users in

eir territory at no extra charge.5

? Custom web pages designed to be found. in search engines by people in your
rritory looking for an accident lawyer will be exclusively created for your law firm
jubject to your approval.

'1? A major factor in the success of your law firm web site is the creation of
,ustworthy inbound links from authoritative sites. In fact, companies such as
’dvertiseU will sell you a link from a well ranked web site for $499 per month! A link

your law flrm web site from HURT911.org, a 10-year-old trusted personal injury
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]; ebsite, can be a valuable boost to your website. Since we don't sell links, every law
rm advertising with 1-800-HURT-911 receives inbound links from HURT911.org at
o extra charge! These links increase the trustworthiness of your law firm web site

the eyes of the search engines.

the September, 1999, edition of the ABA's Law Practice and Management Section
fagazine recommended that "The next step for attorneys after launching their
, ebsite is to list themselves with one or more of the online attorney directories.
ecause there are now hundreds of directories to choose from, your next logical
uestion should be: Which directory's business model is most likely to attract new
Zlients to its website so they can find my law firm?" Answer: HURT911® is the

t Attorney Directory on the web with valuable information exclusively for people
ZURT in an accident. Both HURT911.org® and our page "What to do when you're in
in accident" are featured at Lincoln University of the Commonwealth of
fennsylvania in the class SOC 301.01 LAW AND SOCIETY under Civil Wrongs-
,,ortsl

_-800-HURT-911® was the first 1-800 vanity phone number for lawyer advertising with
,: personal injury research web site and lawyer directory! Other attorney directory
eb sites pay for key word search listings (such as "attorney") for all areas of law
_: hich is prohibitively expensive. Attorney Locate.com has 87 areas of law practice!
ecause their web site has no content, they must rely on paid listings or sponsored
stings, which most people ignore. HURT911®org appears in the natural search
esults because there are over 500 pages with valuable information on the web site
or people hurt in an accident. You will get calls and email from people hurt in an
‘jccident, not annoying sales people or people looking for a landlordltenant lawyer. If
(you do personal injury, you don]. want to pay thousands of dollars for corporate law
llents, banking clients or salespeople from Westlawl We get quality, not quantityl

other attorney directory web sites, they have to recoup enormous advertising
jxpenses. For example, to be first in every search result for the key word "lawyer" it
ill cost several dollars every time someone clicks on it at a cost of hundreds of

, ousands of dollars per month. Bidding on key words produces thousands of clicks
Every month by everyone except people HURT In an accident.

ther attorney directory web sites make extra money by dividing personal injury into
:0 or more categories such as Attorney Locate.com which lists the following 10
fategories: AutoITrucking, Aviation, Medical Malpractice, Nursing Home Negligence,
ersonal Injury, Products Liability, Railroad, Sexual Harassment, Traumatic Brain

jury & Wrongful Death. Attorney Locate.com wanted to charge me $1,500.00 (June
001) to renew a 4th position listing (counting the banner as first) forjust__Qne
gategory (I didn't renew). This would come to $15,000.00 per year for onlya4th
:osition listing for all 10 personal injury categories with many other lawyers listed on

e page and three other personal injury attorneys above me! They must be crazy or
, eir costs are real highl I designed and built this entire web site working until
1:00am every night for 10 years and still do every day (maybe I'm crazy). At
,URT911 ®org there is NO charge for your exclusive listing in every county of your
crritory on the attorney directory. it's included for tree when you advertise with 1-
:00-HURT-911!

" , .. _ x N ,« », »» .s , . ., 'r.A.2;_~  RT911¢3
A TEW e other w b sites claim thousan s of "hits" per month, this

gure is very (even fraudulent) and . Just ask them to see
, eir statistic reports and see what excuse they give you. You can see oursi1er_e

Kin
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look at the numbers in the yellow column marked "Visits". At an average of 926
fnique visitors per day that's almost 338,000 unique visitors per year! HURT911® is
gked so much that it is saved as a £alLQl:i1e.lllLeb_&i1e (this shows the number of times

e favorite icon is requested) 118 times per day or 43,000 per year! HURT911®web
fite traffic continually increases every monthl HURT911®org has more unique
A: rgeted visitors than other lawyer directory web sites.

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  
 

 

fhe number of "hits" is misleading because it can easily be 20 times or
‘’ ore than the actual number of actual visitors. Every time a person goes

a web site, the computer server is instructed to request all the files
hich make up the page including the page itself, the background, each
iraphic such as an arrow, button or picture on the page, sounds, cgi
ficripts, etc. There are many files which comprise a web page and when
jou visit a web site, 10, 20, 30 or more files may be requested to make up

e page you are requesting to see. Each file request is counted as one
One visit to one page can result in many hits. If you then look at other

;ages on the site, there will be more hits for each page. If aweb site
‘casts of 500,000 hits per month, that could represent as little as 15,000
iisitors per month. Obviously, "hits per month" is not a fair indication of
Lctual site visitors, and shouldn't be figured into your expectation of how
any clients they will bring you. The important figure is the number of
iisltors and the number of pages viewed, not the number of hits!

-.= =-. . : HURT911®org has a substantial amount of information
or people who have been hurt in an accident. They are not looking fora
ywyer to get divorced or file for bankruptcy. Other attorney web sites»

grovide no or little information and advertise for clients seeking lawyers in
is many as 76 legal subjects. ~
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COMPARE LAWYER ADVERTISING

1 URT911® is an advertising program
iroviding you with everything you need

fncluding 1-800-HURT-911, TV
1, ommercials, multimedia designs, media
uying, and call handling, analysis & instant
T otificatlon for after-hours calls. That's why
0, URT911® makes Lawyer Advertising Easy!

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

You have to wonder if it really works when

they need high pressure sales people to
hound you.

i, 0 sales people! Speak directly to the
wner, Philip Franckel

 
advertise with 1-800-HURT-911 myself in

’ ew York! That's one of the reasons my
, dvertising program works so well.
 Can they say that?

 

 

 
 

Other vanity phone numbers seem cheap,
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